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Chapter 656 Lin Yizong! 

Wu Sheng who is like a fake replacement! 

It is impossible for a warrior to defeat 15 warriors on his own! 

Li Heihu’s heart was as shocked as he discovered the New World. 

He is so young! He is already a master of Wusheng level! 

In time, isn’t he going to become a master at the master level? 

All the audience at the scene were shocked. 

Then Li Tengfei almost jumped out of his seat in shock. 

Kill 15 martial arts in one move! 

He is a martial sage! Wu Sheng who is like a fake replacement! 

Just now people who laughed at Lin Kai’s inevitability for death have closed their 
mouths obediently. 

Once Wu Sheng came out, who would dare to fight? 

Liu Yan shouted even more excitedly. 

“awesome!” 

Liu Yan had already worshipped Lin Kai in his heart. 

She knows a little bit about ancient martial artists, she knows the rarity of martial arts, 
and also knows how powerful Lin Kai can have a martial arts level at the age of 
nineteen. 

She admired Lin Kai extremely! 

People in these dozens of families were also dumbfounded. 

Is this person too perverted? 



Is this something human can do? 

At this moment, Wang Lao tremblingly came to the ring, and Wang Lao’s attitude had 
also undergone a major change. He did not dare to treat Lin Kai with the disdainful 
attitude just now. 

Wang Lao asked cautiously: “Unexpectedly, in the small five-ring hegemony 
competition, there will be a master of martial arts level, dare to ask you who is it?” 

Lin Kai glanced at the old man and smiled. 

“Hehe, you are still in the Fifth Ring. You don’t even know my name?” 

The old man was confused. 

It stands to reason that the masters of the martial arts level in the capital, Wang and Lao 
have heard about it, but they have never heard of a martial arts named Lin Kai. 

At this time, a burst of laughter rang out: “Hahaha! Dead old man, you don’t even know 
our Lord’s name. Fortunately, you have been in the Fifth Ring for so many years, so you 
are really going back!” 

After a burst of laughter, a person came out from the auditorium. 

That man in suit and leather shoes looks extremely spirited, Wang Gang! 

After seeing Wang Gang, Old Wang frowned. This Wang Gang was also a master of the 
pinnacle level of a martial artist, and he was also famous in the fifth ring. 

This Lin Kai is actually his Lord? 

“Yes! This old man is getting old, I think it’s time to retire!” 

At this time, there was another sound, and I saw Li Lao Dao, who was wearing a robes, 
walked out, and he looked like a fairy tale. 

Old Lee? A master at the pinnacle level of a martial artist! 

“Amitabha Buddha, kindness is kindness, benefactor, poor monk suggest that you 
better go to the hospital to see the ophthalmology department. 

At this time, Master Lixin put his hands together and walked out of the auditorium. 

Three masters at the pinnacle level of martial arts! 

When these three masters came out, everyone was shocked. 



Lin Kai’s subordinates actually had three masters at the pinnacle level of martial arts! 

At this moment, the old man looked at the three people in front of him, his eyes 
widened, and he suddenly realized. 

He pointed at Lin Kai, his fingers trembled, and he stammered: “Is it possible…Is it 
possible that you are the one who made a big noise at the Zhang family auction… Lin 
Yizong?” 

When the name Lin Yizong came out, the audience was in an uproar! 

At that time, the whole scene was rioted! 

These three words, Lin Yizong, have become popular in Beijing recently! 

Because Lin Yizong is a martial sage who claims to be the first master of the capital! 

I heard that I’m still very young! 

Unexpectedly, the person in front of him was Lin Yizong! 

It is rumored that Lin Yizong is very powerful, and he has subdued three masters of the 
pinnacle level as his entourage. 

Looking at it now, they finally understood, and finally understood why none of the fifteen 
martial arts masters were Lin Kai’s opponents. 

Because the master must not be insulted! 

What if there are more martial artists? 

Just like the difference between heroes and creeps in the game. 

No matter how many soldiers, they are just giving away gold coins! 

Then Li Heihu’s eyes widened after hearing the three words of Lin Yizong. 

His heart was cold at that time, and when he met Lin Yizong, could he still have a way 
to survive? 

Lin Yizong, but Wu Sheng! 

Still known as the Martial Saint who wants to be the first master of the capital! 

At the same time, Li Heihu’s heart was very regretful. He had known that Du Jinhu had 
Lin Yizong’s backer, and lent him ten courage, but he didn’t dare to take Du Jinhu! 



But now, everything is over. Li Heihu insulted his wife in front of Du Jinhu, and his 
younger brother insulted Du Jinhu’s sister. 

The hatred between them can be called the humiliation of taking away his wife and 
killing his father! 

The audience at the scene also exclaimed. No one thought that a big man like Lin 
Yizong would appear in the small five-ring competition! 

Then Li Tengfei’s eyes widened, and he sat down on the seat, muttering, “It’s over, this 
time I’m over…” 

“I offended Lin Yizong, can I go back alive?” 

Lin Kai wants to kill him Li Tengfei, even the Li family behind him can’t keep him! 

After all, Lin Yizong is Wu Sheng! 

In the silence at the scene, Lin Kai looked at Li Heihu. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and asked, “Li Heihu, do you still want to kill me now? Do you still 
want revenge?” 

But Li Heihu had long been scared by Lin Kai. At that time, Li Heihu knelt down directly 
at Lin Kai. 

“Master Wu Sheng, I am wrong, I am wrong, you spare my life, spare my life!” 

“Spare your life?” Lin Kai narrowed his eyes and asked in a cold voice, “You killed Du 
Jinhu’s wife and occupied Du Jinhu’s family business. You let me spare your life?” 

“Your brother insulted sister Du Jinhu, or insulted face to face, you let me spare your 
life?” 

“You dismissed the Golden Tiger Club and created the Black Tiger Club that everyone 
scolded. You let me spare your life?” 

“You humiliate me and want to kill me. You let me spare your life?” 

Every time Lin Kai said a word, Li Heihu’s face turned pale. 

After Lin Kai finished speaking, Li Heihu had understood that he would definitely die 
today! 

At that time, Li Heihu’s eyes turned around, taking advantage of Lin Kai’s carelessness, 
turned around and ran, fast! 



Lin Kai sneered, and Bai Longyin had already ejected the scabbard with a flick of his 
thumb. 

Then Lin Kai kicked the handle of Bai Longyin’s knife, only to hear a swish, followed by 
a scream! 

Li Heihu’s whole body was nailed to the wall by Lin Kai with Bai Longyin! 

Bai Longyin directly penetrated Li Heihu’s Dantian! 

In this way, Lin Kai would not kill Li Heihu, after all, he wanted Du Jinhu to avenge 
himself. 

Secondly, if the pubic area is abolished, so will the cultivation base, so there is no need 
to worry that Li Heihu will harm Du Jinhu. 

“Brother Du, go, brother helped you get revenge!” Lin Kai said loudly. 

But Du Jinhu looked at Li Heihu with hatred in his eyes. 

Afterwards, Du Jinhu looked at Lin Kai, saw Du Jinhu suddenly held a fist at Lin Kai, 
made a plop, Du Jinhu knelt down! 

“Brother Lin is very kind today! Du Jinhu will never forget! From now on, Du Jinhu’s fate 
is yours, Brother Lin! Even if you let me go up and down the fire, I will do it!” 
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Upon seeing this, Lin Kai quickly helped Du Jinhu up. 

“Brother Du, please start.” 

“This is what a brother should do.” 

Lin Kai smiled slightly, and Du Jinhu also stood up from the ground. 

With tears in his eyes, he looked at Li Heihu again and his eyes were red. 

He still remembers the various insults Li Heihu made to Du Jinhu some time ago. 

He will never forget the scene where Li Heihu insulted his wife in front of him. 

Du Jinhu felt a pain at the thought of this. 



Even today he can kill Li Heihu, even today he can rebuild the Golden Tiger Club, even 
today he can become the overlord of the Fifth Ring. 

However, he will never forget what happened that day. 

The desperate look in his wife’s eyes and the rebellion of his brothers all made Du Jinhu 
grow too much. 

Li Heihu also looked regretful. 

He knows that starting from today, he will live a life that is worse than death. 

Du Jinhu won’t let him die so easily! 

Standing on the ring, Lin Kai looked at the other dozen forces and said loudly: “From 
today on, Du Jinhu and his Golden Tiger Club will have the support of Lin Yizong.” 

“Whoever is an enemy of Du Jinhu is an enemy of Lin Yizong!” 

After Lin Kai’s words, the audience was silent. 

No one dared to speak, and no one dared to look directly at Lin Kai. 

After Lin Kai said, with a wave of his sleeves, he turned and left the ring. 

Li Lao Dao and others quickly followed. 

A group of several people quickly disappeared from the competition for hegemony, and 
Li Heihu was also taken away by Du Jinhu. 

Bai Longyin took it back, and Li Heihu’s wound was healed. Although he could not die 
for the time being, he would be a useless person from now on. 

… 

A week later, Du Jinhu’s Golden Tiger Club had returned to its previous size. 

Moreover, the Golden Tiger Club has become the largest force among the five rings in 
one fell swoop. 

The remaining dozens of forces respect Du Jinhu as their respect. 

Because behind Du Jinhu is Lin Yizong. 

In the Cuihuyuan villa, Lin Kai was lying on the sofa, with Erlang’s legs tilted. 



Next to him was Li Lao Dao and other people. 

Since the old Li and the others followed Lin Kai, all days were left for eating, drinking 
and having fun. 

They found out that their lord did not have any big ambitions, nor did they devote 
themselves to cultivation. 

Lie down on the sofa every day, except for watching TV and playing games. 

On this day, a guest came from Lin’s Villa. 

I saw an old man came to the Jade Dragon Pavilion, this old man was in his sixties or 
seventies, and he was at the peak level of a martial artist. 

A pair of fairy tale bones, amiable appearance. 

The person who came is naturally the respected and respected Wang Lao, his full 
name, Wang Tiezhu. 

Although the name is nonsense, but Wang Lao’s reputation is not covered. 

I saw him enter the Yulong Pavilion with a gift in his hand. 

“Old Wang Tiezhu, come to see Wu Shenglin Yizong.” Wang Lao stood at the door 
arched his hands. 

Lin Kai glanced at the old man and smiled playfully: “Yo, old man, what are you doing 
here?” 

The old man smiled helplessly, his smile a little awkward. 

A week ago, at the competition for hegemony, his king looked down on Lin Kai. 

But he didn’t expect that Lin Kai was Wu Shenglin, which surprised and delighted him. 

At the same time it was a bit awkward. 

He once laughed at Lin Kai. Lin Kai doesn’t hold grudges, right? 

“The old man came to see Master Wu Sheng.” Wang Lao arched his hands. 

“Yeah, you old thing, at the hegemony conference, you looked down on my lord, right?” 
At this time, Old Li smiled playfully and flicked the dust. 



Wang Lao had an embarrassed smile on his face: “It was the old man who had eyes but 
didn’t know Mount Tai, so today the old man came to apologize sincerely to Master Wu 
Sheng.” 

Lin Kai glanced at the gifts in Elder Wang’s hands, they were all very valuable things. 

But for the ancient warriors, money is not important. 

“Come in.” Lin Kai said lightly. 

Wang Lao heard this, overjoyed, entered the villa and took a seat. 

Lin Kai personally poured a cup of tea for Wang Lao, Wang Lao was flattered. 

This is the tea Wu Sheng poured for him himself. 

“Mr. Wang, come straight to the point, why are you looking for me?” Lin Kai asked 
directly. 

At this time, the old man once again folded his hands and said: “The old man wants to 
invite you to stand up and preside over the overall situation!” 

When Mr. Wang said these words, he was a little excited. 

“Oh?” Lin Kai was very puzzled: “What overall situation should I stand up for?” 

Wang Lao sighed, and said earnestly: “Today’s capital is full of powers and ancient 
warriors.” 

“Especially our Fifth Ring Road. Our Fifth Ring Road occupies the largest area, but it is 
the weakest link in the capital.” 

“Because the fifth ring road is not as prosperous as the other fourth ring roads in 
Beijing.” 

“So in the Fifth Ring, there are some scattered small forces, one, two and three big 
forces, and they don’t even bother to come to the Fifth Ring.” 

“But even so, there are still a large number of martial arts masters gathered in Fifth 
Ring.” 

“This group of martial arts masters can be said to occupy the mountain as the king. 
They are defiant, and they often do things like murder and arson.” 

“Because within the Fifth Ring, there is no expert who can sanction them.” 



“Looking at the entire five rings, you Lin Yizong is the only martial sage!” 

“The old man would like to ask you to create your own martial art, to frighten the other 
forces of the Fifth Ring, and suppress those ancient warriors who rely on their own 
profound cultivation to behave!” 

“Li Heihu is just one of them, there are countless Li Heihu in the fifth ring!” 

When Mr. Wang spoke, he was very emotional. 

The saliva is flying, the expression is exaggerated, and the old tears are running. 

When he finished speaking, Lin Kai touched his chin and said with a smile: “Does this 
do me any good?” 

As soon as Lin Kai’s words came out, Elder Wang was stunned. He said, “Master Wu 
Sheng, by doing this, you can become a hero that everyone loves! What you have done 
is good!” 

“I, Lin Yizong, didn’t open a shantang. Do I need to spend so much effort to do 
thankless things?” 

“You know, I did this, and it wasn’t just a martial artist who offended me.” 

“What if some of them become Martial Saints in the future and come to retaliate against 
me?” 

When Lin Kai’s words came out, Mr. Wang was speechless. 

Lin Kai shook his head. 

Lin Kai is not a good person, and he cannot offend so many people in order to do these 
things. 

At this time, Mr. Wang gave a wry smile and said, “Hehe, Master Wu Sheng, there are 
only a few Wu Sheng Wuhuan, a week ago, you have offended all of them.” 

Lin Kai: “…” 

Thinking about it carefully, it seems to be the same. A week ago, I seemed to be a little 
crazy. 

At this moment, Lin Kai’s ears rang the system’s voice: “A random mission is triggered, 
a martial art is created, and a random extraction ability is obtained.” 

At this moment, Lin Kai’s eyes lit up. 



There are extraction capabilities available! 

In this way, creating a martial art is something you must do! 

But Wang Lao looked at Lin Kai’s reluctant appearance. At this time, he gritted his teeth 
and said to Lin Kai: “Master Wu Sheng, as long as you are willing to stand up and unify 
the five rings, the old man can tell you a great secret!” 
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Lin Kai, who was just about to agree to the old man, suddenly shut up. 

“Oh? What’s the secret?” Lin Kai asked with interest. 

Elder Wang came to Lin Kai’s side at this time and whispered to Lin Kai: “I know where 
a grandmaster inherited it!” 

Grandmaster, that is, a master of the peak level of ancient warriors. 

Even more powerful than Wu Sheng. 

The inheritance of the grandmaster refers to the inheritance left by the grandmaster 
after his death. 

There may be a baby in it. 

Hearing these words, Lin Kai’s eyes lit up, overjoyed! 

“Really?” 

Wang Laozhong nodded his head and said, “Really, Lao Xu was just an ordinary 
person, but he accidentally discovered the grandmaster’s inheritance.” 

“Then the old man cultivated into an ancient warrior and became a martial artist.” 

“But what the old man has found is nothing but fur.” 

“If you want to obtain a true master inheritance, you need at least a martial arts level 
cultivation base.” 

“The old man may not be able to become a martial sage in his lifetime, so, you, martial 
sage, you can obtain this grandmaster inheritance.” 

After hearing what the elder Wang said, Lin Kai began to sneer in his heart. 



What a pie from the world! 

“Okay! If this grandmaster inheritance is true, I will promise you to create a martial art 
and ask you to be the deputy master!” 

“The old man dare not lie to you.” 

“It’s not too late, go now!” Lin Kai waved and said. 

“Rhubarb, Old Li, you all follow me too!” Lin Kai said excitedly. 

At this time, Mr. Wang hurriedly waved his hand and said, “Master Wu Sheng, no! The 
place I took you to is relatively secretive, and it is inconvenient to bring so many 
people.” 

Lin Kai nodded when he heard the words, “Let’s do it, you are waiting for me at home.” 

Lin Kai didn’t have any suspicions either, the elder Wang should not lie to himself, after 
all, he was a respected elder. 

Besides, a little martial artist, Lin Kai didn’t take it seriously. 

Then, Lin Kai drove and took the old man directly out of Cuihu Garden. 

According to Wang’s instructions, Lin drove the car for more than three hours before 
driving the car to a deserted area. 

This place, already out of the capital, still looks like a mountain range. 

After arriving here, the car could no longer drive up the mountain. 

Lin Kai had no choice but to walk. 

Lin Kai followed this elder and walked up the mountain. 

Lin Kai and Wang Lao are both ancient warriors, so climbing the mountain is not a big 
problem, it’s just a matter of time. 

After walking for a full two hours, Lin Kai and Wang Lao walked halfway up the 
mountain. 

Elder Wang looked around at this time and said to Lin Kai, “Master Wu Sheng, it’s 
almost here.” 

After all, Wang Lao began to look around. 



Soon after, Lin Kai and Wang Lao found a cave. 

Right above the cave, there are three characters of Shenxiandong. 

“Shenxian Cave?” Lin Kai frowned. 

Elder Wang nodded: “Yes, it is the Immortal Cave. In this Immortal Cave, there is the 
inheritance of the real master!” 

“And it is still the inheritance of the grandmaster tens of thousands of years ago! The 
grandmaster tens of thousands of years ago is much more powerful than the current 
grandmaster!” 

Mr. Wang is right. 

Thousands of years ago, the earth was still an ancient martial arts world, and everyone 
was an ancient martial artist. 

At that time, the grandmaster was very powerful, far from the current grandmaster. 

Lin Kai was a little excited when he thought of this. 

Lin Kai and Wang Lao walked into the cave. 

In the cave, it was very dark, Lin Kai turned on the flashlight. 

Soon after, Lin Kai found bones on the ground. 

In the beginning, it was the bones of animals, and later, it was the bones of humans. 

“This cave is very strange. When the old man entered this cave, the ground was already 
full of bones.” 

“After so many years, there are still so many bones.” 

“I don’t know why, there seems to be a curse here, ordinary people come in, there is a 
high chance that they will die here.” 

Lin Kai nodded. 

The inheritance of the master must not be simple. 

Soon after, Lin Kai and Wang Lao discovered something strange on the rock wall of the 
cave. 

On the rock wall of the cave, some characters similar to Gongfa are carved. 



Wang Lao explained: “This is the technique that Lao Xu comprehended back then. With 
this technique, Lao Xu became a martial artist in one fell swoop.” 

“So strong?” 

Can you become a martial artist after comprehending the exercises on the wall? 

That master is very powerful! 

Going further in, walking for about half an hour, suddenly, with a bang, Lin Kai bumped 
his head against the air wall. 

This collision stunned Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai looked in front of him. There was nothing in front of him, but there seemed to be 
a wall of air blocking Lin Kai. 

At this time, Mr. Wang said, “Master Wu Sheng.” 

“Whether this is the inheritance of the master, the old man is actually not sure.” 

“But Lao Yu feels that just a set of techniques on the stone wall can make Lao Yu 
become an ancient warrior at the level of a martial artist.” 

“There must be good things in there!” 

“This air wall has also blocked the aging for decades!” 

“The old man has checked countless data and finally came to a conclusion that this air 
wall is the infuriating wall set by the grandmaster when he was dying.” 

“Thousands of years have passed. Although the True Qi Wall has dissipated a lot, 
ordinary martial artists can’t force it.” 

“Only a master of the martial arts level can break through the wall.” 

Lin Kai reached out and touched the air wall in front of him. 

Indeed, there is a lot of true energy in the air wall. 

Infuriating is very strong and terrifying. 

Not to mention a martial artist, even if ten martial masters come, they can’t break this 
wall of innocence! 



No wonder Wang Lao would pass on the grandmaster to himself, because it turns out 
that he is not good enough! 

Elder Wang said at this time: “Master Wu Sheng, you will be able to break this wall of 
innocence with all your strength!” 

Lin Kai nodded when he heard the words, “I will try.” 

After all, Lin Kai slapped the Zhen Qi in his body with a loud shout, and slapped his 
palm on the Zhen Qi wall! 

With a bang, the invisible wall seemed to be thrown into a pebble in a pond, causing 
ripples. 

But there is no trace of broken. 

At the same time, a huge suction force came from above the Zhenqi Wall! 

Ok? 

Lin Kai frowned, something was wrong! 

Because he found that the true energy in his dantian was continuously absorbed by the 
true energy wall! 

And it’s very fast! 

Lin Kai quickly withdrew his hand, but now he realized that his hand seemed to grow on 
the infuriating wall. 

No matter how hard you try, you can’t get it back! 

In these few seconds, Lin Kai’s zhenqi had been drawn in by one third! 

“Elder Wang! What’s the matter?” Lin Kai asked loudly. 

When I turned around, I found that Wang Lao had stood tens of meters away! 

At this time, the elder Wang, with his hands behind his back, looked at Lin Kai with a 
smile. 

His eyes seemed to be looking at a mental retardation. 

“Hehe, I’m still young, what a lie!” 
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The prince at this time finally revealed his true colors. 

He laughed out, smugly. 

On the surface, he is a respected prince, a respectable prince, and an amiable elder in 
the minds of countless people. 

But he is not as honest as his name. 

Although his name is Wang Tiezhu, he is not a fool at the head of the village. 

He has been using Lin Kai! 

Although Lin Kai is strong, in his eyes, Lin Kai is still too young and too tender! 

Lin Kai also discovered that something was wrong at this time. He angered: “Old man 
Wang! What the **** do you mean?” 

“What do I mean?” Mr. Wang snorted. 

“Hmph, Grandmaster inherits such a good thing, can I give it to outsiders cheaply?” 

“Which idiot do you think will give away the grandmaster’s inheritance to outsiders for 
nothing?” 

Lin Kai’s expression changed, and he asked, “Is it possible that there is no grandmaster 
inheritance here?” 

“You lied to me about everything? Are you just trying to kill me?” 

“Hehe, still young.” 

Elder Wang shook his head and smiled triumphantly: “I took such a big risk just to kill 
you?” 

“Thank you for using your brain to think about problems, okay?” 

“The inheritance of the grandmaster is true! The reason why I can become a martial 
artist is because I learned the exercises in this fairy cave.” 

“However, I lied to you on this infuriating wall!” 



“This is not a wall of innocence at all! It is the key to the grandmaster’s inheritance!” 

“I have studied for so many years, and finally realized that a mere martial artist can’t 
satisfy this wall.” 

“There must be a martial sage who is willing to be exhausted by it before I can go in and 
gain the inheritance of the grandmaster!” 

“But after so many years, I haven’t found the right person.” 

While talking, the old man smiled grimly. 

The face is terrible. 

But Lin Kai suddenly realized it at this time, no wonder he didn’t let himself bring Li Lao 
Dao and others. 

It turned out that he was just a chess piece used by him. 

“Now I finally found the right person!” 

“It’s you!” 

“As long as you have no support, I don’t have to worry about who will retaliate against 
me.” 

“Second, you are too young! What a lie!” 

“Three, kill you, and I can become famous too! After gaining the grandmaster 
inheritance, I will open the door and stand! Become the overlord of the five rings!” 

“Hahahahaha!” 

Having said that, the old man laughed loudly. 

Very rampant. 

But Lin Kai flushed with anger, he was really a wise man, he was confused for a while! 

Lin Kai’s true aura is falling down quickly! 

Six hundred! 

Three hundred points! 

One hundred points! 



Fifty! 

You know, if Lin Kai’s true aura drops, it will not rise again! 

In just ten minutes, Lin Kai’s cultivation has been completely exhausted! His true aura 
successfully dropped to zero! 

At this moment, I only heard a snap, and the infuriating wall in front of me broke directly! 

Lin Kai also gained freedom. 

It’s just that the current Lin Kai is not even a warrior. 

Lin Kai looked at his hands and was trembling with anger. 

The seven-hundred-hundred-hundred-point true vigor that I finally ordered, now all is 
gone! 

Zero point! 

I am not an ancient warrior! 

And Wang Lao was overjoyed after seeing the infuriating wall disappear! 

“Hahahaha! Grandmaster inheritance, I can finally get you!” 

The old man laughed. 

He didn’t open Lin’s eyes. 

Because Lin Kai now is just a weak chicken in his eyes! 

Not really angry, Lin Kai is a fart? 

Elder Wang also stretched out his palm at this time, a mass of true energy solidified in 
his palm. 

“Hehe, you are useless, now, you can also go to death.” 

The current Lin Kai was an ordinary person without true spirit in the eyes of the elder. It 
was easy to kill Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai also looked up at Elder Wang, with a sneer at the corner of his mouth. 

Haha, do you really think that you can kill me if you drain my anger? 



I am young, but the strength of my Lin Kai is not something you can imagine as a bad 
old man! 

“Plattou extraction ability!” 

Lin Kai roared, and then his various attributes instantly doubled! 

Although the true energy value is zero after being doubled, all his other attributes have 
doubled to 1,000 points! 

A thousand points of power! A thousand points of defense! A thousand points speed! All 
are a thousand points! 

When the elder Wang wanted to understand Lin Kai’s life, he only heard a swish, and 
Lin Kai lying on the ground had disappeared! 

Elder Wang was taken aback, and when he reacted again, he saw a dazzling Tang 
knife already placed on his neck. 

Behind him, Lin Kai’s cold voice came: “In the next life, be a good person.” 

“you” 

Elder Wang hadn’t said what he said, he only felt a cold neck, Tang Dao had already 
slashed his neck, and blood poured down uncontrollably. 

Elder Wang could only make a vague sound, he clutched his neck, slowly turned 
around, and looked at Lin Kai. 

There is incredible in his eyes. 

He didn’t understand, he didn’t understand why Lin Kai lost his true energy, so fast! 

That Tang knife cut his throat very easily! 

The old man was puzzled and fell to the ground with a plop. 

After a few minutes, Mr. Wang was already dead. 

Lin Kai retracted Bai Longyin and looked at the old man lying on the ground coldly. 

He didn’t want to kill, but the old man deceived so much that he even wanted to kill him 
Lin Kai. 

If it weren’t for him, Lin Kai’s various attributes surpassed ordinary people, and the one 
lying on the ground now might be Lin Kai! 



Even if the elder Wang was killed, Lin Kai was still very angry. 

Your true aura has become zero! 

It’s all caused by this old man! 

But looking at the cave in front of him, the Zhenqi Wall has disappeared. 

It seems that Mr. Wang is right, this wall of zhenqi will not open unless it absorbs 
enough qi. 

I just hope that the so-called grandmaster inheritance will not let me down, otherwise, 
the seven hundred points of true aura is really fed to the dog. 

Continue to walk into the cave, and the rock wall in the cave has also changed. 

From the original stone wall to the stone wall specially polished and polished, it is 
smooth and clean. 

And on the stone wall, various ancient characters appeared, which Lin Kai did not 
recognize. 

Soon, the dark cave became bright, because the green night pearl began to appear on 
the stone wall. 

This night pearl will have one every ten meters, and each night pearl is the size of a fist, 
emitting a green light, illuminating the entire cave. 

Lin Kai’s eyes widened at that time. 

Just these night pearls are invaluable! 

Moreover, after tens of thousands of years, the night pearls are still shining, and each of 
these night pearls is priceless! 

Continuing to walk in, Lin Kai suddenly saw four characters on the wall. 

Land of Fusheng! On the side of these four characters, there is also a symbol. 
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Land of Fusheng? 

After seeing these four characters, Lin Kai was at a loss. 



What is Fusheng? 

Could it be that it was a saint who painted amulets in ancient times? 

Lin Kai’s eyes lit up. If that’s the case, there might be the pen spirit he was looking for! 

If you have a pen spirit, you can use the Yulong pen, and you can also use your god-
level extraction ability. 

In this way, even if you lose 700 points of true vigor, you will also earn! 

Looking at the talisman on the wall aside, the talisman is extremely complex, with many 
ancient characters in it, and there are many ancient beasts that Lin Kai doesn’t know. 

Under the stone symbol, there is a line of small characters. 

Those who break this talisman can inherit it! 

Those who break this talisman can get the inheritance of the talisman? 

Lin Kai’s eyes lit up. 

The stone runes on the stone wall are indeed very profound and difficult to understand. 
They are also extremely difficult runes in ancient times. 

But when Lin Kai took a look at the stone rune in front of him, he understood. 

The stone talisman in front of it is called the town demon talisman. Among the ancient 
talisman books, the town demon talisman is extremely difficult to draw. 

However, for Lin Kai, who has the ability to extract the talisman, drawing the town 
monster talisman is not too difficult. 

It’s not too difficult to crack the town monster on the stone wall in front of him. 

However, it can be seen from this that this talisman must be a master of drawing 
talisman paper, even the demon talisman can be drawn, and it is worthy of the name 
talisman. 

The town demon symbol, as the name suggests, its role is to suppress the demon. 

In the ancient times, there could be monsters on the earth, with the suppression of 
monsters in hand, no matter what kind of monsters can be suppressed. 

Lin Kai looked at the town monster talisman in front of him, with a smile on his lips. 



The monster town charm in front of them was not the real monster town charm, but the 
town monster charm that had been disrupted in order. 

The order of the mythical beasts and ancient characters is wrong. 

If it is a test of yourself, then move your text and monsters to the correct position. 

At that time, Lin Kai picked up the text on the town monster talisman, and as expected, 
the text was loose. 

Lin Kai began to move various words. 

This process looks simple, but it is actually very complicated. 

Each character needs to move accurately and accurately, and there are thousands of 
characters in the town monster talisman. 

If you don’t understand Fuluo, you are not very knowledgeable about Fuluo, and you 
can’t succeed at all! 

It took Lin Kai a full ten minutes to put all the text back to the original place. 

But nothing changed in the cave. 

Because Lin Kai knew that the last step was still to be sacrificed with blood! 

At that time, Lin Kai bit his fingertips and dripped blood on the stone talisman. 

The blood was instantly absorbed by the stone talisman, and the stone talisman also 
radiated light instantly! 

Golden light! 

The light was getting brighter and brighter, and then with a click, the stone talisman 
seemed to come alive, and various words began to move quickly on the wall! 

The huge stone talisman began to separate on both sides! 

Good guy, this stone talisman is not a talisman, but a door! 

Only by breaking the town monster talisman can you enter this door! 

There was a loud noise, the stone gate slowly opened, and dust fell from the top of the 
cave. 

A few seconds later, a new space was revealed in front of Lin Kai. 



Behind the stone talisman, there is an empty room, the room is green, and in the room, 
there is a person sitting. 

The man sat cross-legged, looking like a man, with a serene face, as if meditating. 

It is a person, to be precise, it is a skeleton. 

The skeleton’s bones look like jade, smooth and clean. 

After ten thousand years without corruption, this Talisman is also an expert! 

Lin Kai came to the front of the skeleton shelf. Before the skeleton shelf, there was a 
red box. 

The red box is already covered with dust. 

In the box, is the inheritance of Fu Sheng. 

Lin Kai was a little nervous. 

I dont know what Fu Shengs inheritance is. 

With a heart full of expectation, Lin Kai opened the box. 

I saw an old yellow book in the box. 

In the old yellow book, there are still three words written, Hun Tian Jue! 

This text, if it is an ordinary person, would never understand it. 

But Lin Kai, who had the ability to extract god-level runes, could understand it. 

This is a mental method. 

Hun Tian Jue? 

Under Huntian Jue, there is a blank sheet of paper. 

The white paper did not rot after thousands of years, with a few lines clearly written on 
it. 

“Huntian Jue, the strongest exercise in ancient times, but the old man is obsessed with 
drawing amulets and has no intention of practicing. It is such a treasure, and it is 
passed on to people with destiny. 

The strongest exercise in ancient times? 



Lin Kai’s eyes lit up. 

Quickly opened Huntianjue to see. 

It doesn’t matter if you look at it, it’s just a surprise. 

This Huntian Jue is actually not an ancient martial artist’s technique. 

It’s… it’s the practice of the cultivator! 

Yes, in Huntian Jue, the existence of a cultivator was mentioned. 

In ancient times, the earth was full of aura, and everyone could cultivate immortals. 

The earth at that time was very powerful, and everyone was a cultivator. 

And in that era, those who cultivated to the strongest, let alone go to heaven and earth, 
even if they went to another planet, it was just a snap. 

And the classification of immortal cultivators was unheard of by Lin Kai. 

Practicing Qi, Building Foundation, Golden Core, Nascent Soul, Transforming God, 
True Immortal! 

There are six levels in total! 

Each of the major levels is divided into four small levels. 

The next, mid, late, and consummation. 

It is rumored that a person who cultivates to the true immortal can destroy one party 
with one look. 

After comprehending the power of the cultivator, Lin Kai couldn’t wait to start practicing 
this Huntian Jue. 

Hun Tian Jue is not too difficult to comprehend, and Lin Kai is also considered to be an 
extraordinary talent, so it is not difficult to cultivate. 

Three hours passed, a golden light radiated from Lin Kai’s body! Feeling the continuous 
spiritual power in the dantian, Lin Kai laughed! 

At this time, Lin Kai had become a cultivator in the middle of the Qi training period! 



Although only the lowest-level immortal cultivator, Lin Kai felt that the immortal cultivator 
in the middle of the Qi training period was already stronger than the average martial 
artist! 

Cultivators are much stronger than ancient warriors! 

Moreover, at the beginning, Lin realized the feeling of being strong without relying on 
the system. This feeling is really cool! 

Lin Kai collected Hun Tian Jue like a treasure. 

Afterwards, he went to look inside the box again. In addition to Huntian Jue, there was 
also a book of talisman in the box. 

Lin Kai just took a cursory glance at this complete book of Fuluo, and he was not 
interested. 

Because he will, Lin Kaidu. 

Only got a copy of Hun Tian Jue. 

Lin Kai shook his head in disappointment, but even so, Lin Kai still made a profit! 

After all, cultivating the Immortal Mind Method is extremely rare in this world! 

Just as Lin Kai was about to leave, the voice of the system suddenly came from his ear. 

“Wait a minute, that skeleton is weird!” 

Lin Kai stopped immediately after hearing this. 

He looked back, and as expected, there was a gloomy green light on the body of that 
skeleton! 

And in the skull’s eyes, there was also a faint beating flame. 

Fuck me, cheated the corpse? 

Chapter 661: A Strand Of Remnant Soul 
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At this time, Lin Kai’s heart panicked. 

You know, what he is facing is the body of a cultivator. 



If this corpse was cheated, Lin Kai would not have the strength to defeat it. 

You know, Lin Kai now is just a cultivator in the middle of the Qi training period. 

The dead Talisman is probably at least a master of the Nascent Soul level! Even if he 
has been dead for ten thousand years, killing himself is probably just like playing. 

Lin Kai couldn’t help feeling nervous. 

But after a long time, the skeleton showed no signs of fraud. 

Is it possible to scare yourself? 

Lin Kai rubbed his eyes, it’s impossible! Just now, I clearly saw that the skull’s eyes 
were glowing! 

Could it be that you are dazzled? 

Lin Kai doubted himself at this moment. 

But in his ears, the sound of the system came. 

“Don’t panic, there seems to be a ray of remnant soul in this skeleton.” 

“Ok?” 

Lin Kai became curious when he heard this. 

What is a strand of remnant soul? 

“This ray of remnant soul may be because Fu Sheng was unwilling to die when he died, 
so even tens of thousands of years have passed, Fu Sheng is still unwilling to leave the 
world.” 

“So there is a ray of remnant soul left on his skull.” 

“There is no lethality.” 

After listening to the system, Lin Kai breathed a sigh of relief. As long as there was no 
lethality on him, Lin Kai was not afraid. 

“However, this remnant soul is a good thing for you.” 

At this time, the system said again. 

Lin Kai was at a loss. Is the remnant soul a good thing for him? 



What can I do if I want this thing? 

“How do you say?” Lin Kai asked. 

“You take your Royal Dragon Pen, put it under the skeleton and try it.” The system said. 

Upon hearing this, Lin Kai took out his Royal Dragon Pen. 

Lin Kai now has no idea what the system is going to do. 

However, the system has never made mistakes. At that time, Lin Kai put the Yulong pen 
under the skeleton shelf. 

Ever since, a magical scene appeared. 

A green light flashed from above the skeleton frame, and the green light penetrated 
directly into the Yulong Pen and disappeared. 

The Yulong Pen also lit up all over, and the real dragon on the pen shaft also brightened 
its eyes. 

Lin Kai clearly felt that this pen seemed to be very different from before. 

As if it came alive. 

Lin Kai picked up the Yulong pen again and looked carefully. 

Lin Kai now found that he and Yulong Pen seemed to have a connection, a spiritual 
connection. 

Is it possible… 

Is it possible that Yulong’s pen has the brilliance? 

At this time, Lin Kai used his spiritual power to pour into the Yulong Pen, and then he 
was overjoyed! 

Because Lin Kai discovered that the Yulong pen really has a good pen! 

In the past, Lin Kai couldn’t use his true energy to activate the imperial dragon pen, but 
now Lin Kai can use spiritual power to activate it. 

The pen spirit in the Yulong pen was also helping Lin Kai use this pen. 

This Yulong pen is finally ready to use! 



And Lin Kai’s god-level extraction ability can finally be used! 

In Lin Kai’s heart, it was an excitement. 

At that time, Lin Kai couldn’t wait to start trying to draw magic charms. 

I saw Lin Kai instill spiritual power into the Yulong pen, and then began to draw magical 
charms in the air. 

Lin Kai started drawing magical charms without using talisman paper and ink. 

The spiritual power turned into ink and appeared in the air. 

As for Lin Kai, he was already familiar with drawing magic symbols, although he had 
never touched magic symbols before. 

But the wonder of the god-level extraction ability is here. 

In less than a second, a magic talisman has been drawn. 

That magic talisman is a yellow magic talisman, on which there are complex lines and 
ancient characters. 

This is a fireball symbol! 

Lin Kai can draw three in one second! 

Looking at the fireball symbol in his hand, Lin Kai was also quite excited. 

He threw the fireball symbol into the air. 

The fireball talisman exploded in the air instantly, with a bang, and saw a huge fireball 
drop from the sky, hitting the ground fiercely! 

The ground was smashed into a big hole, which illuminated the entire cave at that time! 

Looking at the power of the fireball charm, Lin Kai was also quite excited. 

A fireball talisman already has such power. If you draw those powerful magic talisman 
and appear, can’t you fight the master? 

Lin Kai laughed. 

“Hahahaha! I Lin Kai can finally draw magic charms!” 

“I Lin Kai has become a cultivator! Hahahahaha!” 



After Lin Kai laughed, a fire burned the ancient talisman in the box to ashes. 

In this world, there are fewer people who can draw magic symbols, the better! 

Afterwards, Lin Kai prepared to leave. 

But he glanced at the skeleton frame, a little bit disheartened. 

This thing, what is said to be the skeleton of the fairy! 

“You’d better take this skeleton frame, it may be of great use in the future.” At this time, 
Lin Kai’s ear heard the voice of the system. 

Lin Kai nodded and took the skeleton frame out of the cave. 

As for the corpse of the prince, Lin Kai didn’t answer at all. 

Before leaving, Lin Kai even **** on him. 

This prince is really dead! 

If it weren’t for him, his true aura would become zero? 

That’s the true aura that I have accumulated for a long time! 

However, this wave did not lose, he not only became a cultivator, but also got the pen 
spirit. 

As soon as the Yulong Pen could be used, Lin Kai’s strength had undergone an earth-
shaking change. 

After going down the mountain, Lin drove the car and returned directly to the capital. 

In the capital, in the Yulong Pavilion, Lao Li and the others were all waiting for Lin Kai to 
return. 

After Lin Kai’s return, the three of them immediately gathered around and asked 
eagerly: “Master, is there really a master inheritance?” 

The three asked expectantly. 

If Lin Kai obtains the inheritance of the grandmaster, then he can definitely become 
stronger! 

But Lin Kai is powerful, and those who are doglegs have light on their faces. 



Lin Kai shook his head and said, “There is a fart master inheritance! That old man is 
lying to me!” 

“Not only did I lose my anger, I almost died there!” 

After Lin Kai said that, the three of Li Laodao looked at each other. 

Sure enough, they didn’t feel the slightest anger in Lin Kai’s body. 

Your lord has become an ordinary person? 

The three of Li Lao Dao started to beat up their own little nine in their hearts. 

In that case, they can kill Lin Kai now and regain their freedom? 

All three have this idea in their hearts, but none of them moved. 

Because through these days of getting along, they found that Lin Kai treated them very 
well, and didn’t even look at them at all. 

Instead, treat them as friends. 

And these three of them are very relaxed and comfortable these days in Yulong 
Pavilion. 

Although Lin Kai lost his true energy now, he became an ordinary person. 

The three of them may leave Lin Kai, but they will never kill Lin Kai. 

Chapter 662: Heavenly Tribulation Talisman 
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Lin Kai also looked at the three of them with a smile. 

Although Lin Kai has lost his true spirit now. 

But if you know, Lin Kai is now a cultivator! 

It even possesses the ability to extract God level, and the three of them will not be Lin 
Kai’s opponents. 

“Hahaha! Lord, stop joking!” 

“Don’t say you haven’t lost your true energy, even if you have lost your true energy! You 
are still our lord!” Old Li laughed at this time. 



Wang Gang also nodded, without speaking. 

Master Lixin put his hands together and said: “Amitabha, the Lord is the Lord.” 

Lin Kai nodded in satisfaction when seeing the attitude of the three of them. 

I’m Lin Kai, I’m not good to you for nothing! 

At the same time, Lin Kai could also feel the cultivation of the three of them. 

All are martial arts peak level cultivation bases. 

At this time, Lin Kai asked: “The three of you are all at the peak level of a martial artist. 
Why don’t you break through and become a martial sage?” 

As soon as Lin Kai’s question came up, all three of them showed wry smiles. 

Old Li Dao smiled bitterly: “Honorable Lord, where is it so easy?” 

“Becoming a martial artist is not easy, and becoming a martial master is even more 
difficult. Becoming a martial sage is even harder!” 

“Becoming a martial sage requires a huge opportunity. I don’t know when this 
opportunity will come.” 

“It is possible to come, it is possible to never come for a lifetime!” 

Old Road Li smiled bitterly. 

The others also nodded with a wry smile. 

Why don’t they want to be Wu Sheng? 

Wu Sheng, that is a respectable existence! 

However, becoming a martial sage is very difficult! 

Becoming a martial sage requires not only talent, but also an opportunity. When will 
God let them become martial sages, and when will they become martial sages. 

And Lin Kai smiled slightly, and said, “Haha, the opportunity? Isn’t it the catastrophe?” 

The opportunity is actually the so-called catastrophe. 



After the ancient martial artist has cultivated to the peak level of the martial artist, it is 
possible to attract the catastrophe, and if it can attract the catastrophe, he can be 
promoted. 

If it doesn’t lead to the catastrophe, the three of them may be just martial artists for the 
rest of their lives. 

“Yes, Heavenly Tribulation, how can it be easy to attract?” Wang Gang nodded 
helplessly. 

Lin Kai smiled and brushed it. He took out a piece of talisman paper from his pocket and 
handed it to Old Man Li. 

“You, break through, I will protect you!” 

Old Li Dao was taken aback and looked at the talisman paper in Lin Kai’s hand. 

He took it. 

After receiving the talisman, he was stunned for a long time without responding. 

This is a Heavenly Tribulation Talisman! 

Old Li Dao naturally knows the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman, and the use of the 
Heavenly Tribulation Talisman can directly attract the Heavenly Tribulation! 

Let the martial artist become a martial master! 

And the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman, but there is a priceless existence! It can be said 
to be a priceless treasure! 

At that time, it was an old tearful that Li Laodao was grateful for. 

I want to kneel down for Lin Kai! 

“This… is this Heavenly Tribulation Talisman?” Old Li Dao’s voice trembled. 

Wang Gang and Master Xin both looked envious. 

With the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman, you can become a Martial Saint! 

Lin Kai smiled and nodded: “Yes, this is the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman, the old man 
lied to me, but I was killed by me and discovered the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman.” 

Old Li Dao’s hand holding the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman trembled. 



With this talisman, he can become the martial sage he dreams of! 

“The old man thanked the Lord!” At that time, Old Li directly knelt down to Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai said with a smile, “Haha, you’re welcome, go, cross the catastrophe.” 

Old Li nodded heavily, and came to the center of the courtyard. 

He slapped the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman on his chest, and spurred him with true 
energy. 

Heavenly Tribulation Talisman disappeared directly. 

In an instant, the sky darkened suddenly. 

And there are thick clouds covering the Yulong Pavilion. 

In the dark clouds, thunder was rolling, and there was lightning. 

Many people in Beijing frowned when they saw the dark clouds in the sky. 

Many people know that this is the rhythm of the birth of a martial sage! 

And Li Lao Dao was very nervous and excited. 

Soon, he will become a martial artist! 

Snap! 

I saw a bolt of lightning falling from the sky, and struck Li Dao hard! 

This split immediately made Old Road Li reborn! 

There was another bang, and a bolt of lightning struck Li Old Dao’s body once again. 
This slash was to increase Li Old Dao’s life span! 

There was another bang, and a bolt of lightning slammed on Old Li Dao’s body once 
again. This slash was to increase the cultivation level of Old Li Dao! 

Three lightnings passed, and a terrifying aura radiated from Old Li Dao. 

I saw Li Lao stand up and looked at his body with an incredible expression. 

Those who possess true energy are martial artists. 

The person who releases true energy is a martial artist. 



Infuriating and imperial, Fang is Wusheng! 

At this time, Li Lao Dao looked at a huge stone in the courtyard. 

Old Li Dao pointed to the huge stone, and the stone flew directly. 

“Hahahahaha! I have become a martial artist!” 

At this time, Mr. Li laughed, it was a joy. 

As for Wang Gang and Master Xin’s face, it was an envy. 

They also want to be Wu Sheng! 

Lin Kai smiled slightly. At this moment, he took out another Heavenly Tribulation 
Talisman and handed it to Wang Gang. 

“You, also go to cross the robbery.” 

Wang Gang looked at the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman in Lin Kai’s hand, and did not 
react for a long time. 

What? 

Do you have another one? 

Wang Gang was stunned for a long time, and quickly received the Heavenly Tribulation 
Talisman, overjoyed. 

“Thank you Lord!” 

After Li Lao Dao, Wang Gang became the second person to cross the catastrophe. 

Happiness! 

Three lightning bolts fell, and Wang Gang successfully survived the calamity and 
became a master of martial arts! 

When everyone thought that Lin Kai had no Heaven Tribulation Talisman, Lin Kai took 
out another Heaven Tribulation Talisman and handed it to Master Xin. 

Master Lixin was so excited at the time. 

It seems that the Lord has not forgotten himself! 

“Amitabha, Lord, Lao Na is not welcome!” 



Master Luxin took the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman and also carried out the 
Tribulation. 

Happiness! 

After the three heavenly thunders, Master Lixin also became a master of martial arts! 

But in the capital, all the big families, all the ancient warriors, looked at the dark clouds 
in the sky and fell into contemplation. 

Heavenly calamity, rare in decades. 

But today, Heavenly Tribulation seemed to be a joke, hacking at one place nine times! 

What did you chop? Is it the **** Sun Wukong? 

Or is there a place where three martial sages were born? 

All the ancient warriors were silent. 

Just when they thought everything was over, there were three more snaps, and the dark 
clouds struck lightning again. 

This time, everyone in the capital was not calm. 

One place was hacked twelve times! 

So, is there a place where four martial sages were born? 

Four! 

Even if placed in the first ring, four martial sages can form a very powerful family! 

The fourth breakthrough was naturally rhubarb. 

Rhubarb is also an ancient warrior. 

When the rhubarb broke through, it can be described as terrifying everyone. 

They always thought that Rhubarb was a silly dog. 

But at the time of the breakthrough, the rhubarb revealed its true colors. 

A huge tiger! 

Giant Siberian Tiger! 



The size is like a **** little tank. 

This thing is the rhubarb that usually rolls all over the floor? 

Is it the rhubarb who stole the underwear of the sister next door? 
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Old Li Dao and all of them were a little confused. 

And this fierce tiger is worthy of being the ferocious beast that made Jiulongshan all 
issue a mission. 

After breaking through Wu Sheng’s cultivation base, its appearance has also changed. 

I saw its hair, from the previous yellow and black, to black and gold. 

The hair has brightened a lot. 

The king character on the forehead is also much clearer. 

The rhubarb at this time is full of momentum, it is stronger than any of the three of Li 
Lao Dao! 

Mr. Li was convinced at this time. 

He gave his thumbs up and said in admiration, “As expected, he is powerful!” 

“No matter how powerful it is, it is a dog.” Lin Kai slapped Rhubarb on the head. 

The rhubarb immediately changed from a tiger to a big dog before. 

Seeing this scene, Li Laodao and others were even more convinced of Lin Kai. 

Being able to conquer a beast, and teach it to practice, can change its appearance, Lin 
Kai, it’s not easy! 

Lin Kai became even more mysterious in their minds. 

Cuihuyuan, Yulong Pavilion, just such an inconspicuous villa, actually lived four martial 
arts masters! 

It’s enough to despise the many masters of the Five Rings! 



At this time, Lin Kai also thought of the task the system had entrusted to him. 

That is, start a school! 

At that time, Lin Kai sat on the sofa with Erlang’s legs up. 

“Lao Li, Wang Gang, a monk with heart, starting from today, I will start a school in Lin 
Kai!” 

“Release the news, Xianmen will be established from today!” 

Lin cheerful voice said. 

The reason why he is called the immortal gate is that Lin Kai is a cultivator, and those 
who enter the immortal gate have the opportunity to become immortal! 

So it’s called Xianmen! 

“Yes!” Li Lao Dao and others were shocked when they heard the words, and agreed. 

They all can’t wait, after all, they have all become masters of the martial arts level! 

“Rhubarb, from today onwards, the master of this sect will call you a fairy beast, and 
respectfully call you Xiaotianhu.” 

When the rhubarb heard this, he barked twice, very excited. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai looked at Li Laodao and others. 

“Lao Li, Wang Gang, Monk Lixin, the three of you were the first to follow me Lin Kai.” 

“I, Lin Kaifeng, you are the three elders. Except for the master and the fairy beast, you 
have the greatest power!” 

Old Li Dao was also very excited when he heard the words, and hurriedly gave a fist. 

“Yes! Sect Master!” 

Lin Kai squinted his eyes, thought for a while, and said, “Since the martial art has been 
established, then there must be a headquarters!” 

“Tomorrow, Mr. Li, you go find a piece of land for me and get it right. How much money 
will be spent is not a problem!” 

“Yes!” Li Lao Dao directly agreed. 



Afterwards, Lin Kai said: “Wang Gang, you send out the news to recruit members into 
the fairy gate. Anyone who joins the fairy gate can get a True Qi Talisman!” 

When Wang Gang heard the words, his eyes widened. 

If you join the sect, you will get the True Qi Talisman? 

That zhenqi talisman is a good thing that can help ancient warriors break through! 

Lin Kai’s handwriting is too big, right? 

Wang Gang did not dare to question or oppose Lin Kai’s order. At that time, he clasped 
his fists and said, “Yes!” 

Xianmen, starting today, is officially established. 

Lin Kai is finally no longer a polished commander, and his subordinates have also 
begun to appear! 

After the creation of the fairy gate, Lin Kais ear immediately sounded a system prompt: 
“Congratulations, you have created the fairy gate, completed the task, and the random 
extraction ability has been issued. Are you checking it now?” 

Upon hearing this, Lin Kai looked forward to it. 

He returned to his room, closed the door, and prepared to unlock his extraction 
capabilities. 

I don’t know what extraction capacity the system will give itself this time. 

Open the system and find out the random extraction ability, Lin Kai directly clicked 
extraction. 

Then, as the light in front of Lin Kai’s eyes became brighter and brighter, with a snap, a 
new extraction ability was born. 

Copy extraction capabilities! 

After seeing these six characters, Lin Kai immediately held his breath. 

Because he discovered that this is a god-level extraction ability! 

Another god-level extraction ability! 

Lin Kai opened up so many extraction abilities, and finally got two god-level extraction 
abilities! 



Hahahahaha! 

Lin Kai laughed loudly at this moment! 

“Hahahaha! I Lin Kai has two god-level extraction abilities!” 

After laughing, Lin Kai carefully looked at his **** level extraction ability. 

Copy extraction ability: This extraction ability can copy any item, unlimited copy. 

It was just a simple explanation, but Lin Kai was already excited. 

So, can you copy infinitely? 

Couldn’t you have countless money? 

At that time, Lin Kai took out a one hundred yuan. 

With a rubbing of your fingers, one hundred yuan, instantly turned into two! 

Fuck me! 

Really are! 

However, Lin Kai took two 100 yuan renminbi, but could not make two copies. 

It turned out that the photocopying capacity can only copy one item at a time. 

That being said, it is impossible to make a fortune by relying on photocopying capacity. 

I rub my fingers like this every day, and I’m exhausted, and I can’t rub it for 100 million 
yuan a day! 

However, if you encounter any rare treasures, you can copy countless ones 
immediately with the ability to copy and extract. 

Lin Kai laughed heartily. 

Recently, I have had good luck, not only has the ability to extract talisman, but also has 
the ability to copy and extract. 

good mood! 

Suddenly, Lin Kai thought that he still had a thousand upgrade points and attribute 
points. 



These thousand upgrade points and attribute points are rewarded after completing the 
mission of opening a sect and fighting piracy. 

Lin Kai is ready to improve his attributes. 

Upgrade your skills by the way. 

Lin Kai plans to add all of the 1,000 attribute points to his own defense. 

There is no need to increase the true energy value, because Lin Kai is now a cultivator. 

Reiki is much easier to use than true qi. 

Subsequently, Lin Kai planned to upgrade his skills. 

He now has a thousand upgrade points. 

You can upgrade your silver skills to gold skills. 

And his silver skills include Watermelon, Balloon, Rock, Yuri, Rage Ape, and Crow. 

Among these silver skills, the most commonly used are the watermelon skills and Yuri 
skills. 

After thinking about it, Lin Kai decided to upgrade his Yuri extraction ability! 

Ten minutes later, Yuris skills were successfully upgraded to gold skills! 

Yuri extraction ability: You can use Yuri extraction ability to control people or animals 
whose strength does not exceed one’s own. You can also control not animals, up to ten. 

After seeing the change in Yuri’s extraction ability, Lin Kai nodded in satisfaction. 

In this way, even if ten martial arts masters went together, Lin Kai could control them 
instantly. 

Even objects can be controlled, not bad. 

Lin Kai now is much stronger than before. 

Although he is no longer an ancient martial artist, Lin Kai now is a cultivator! 

The supreme cultivator! 

Lin Kai still has some expectations. Perhaps one day he will cultivate to the realm of 
true immortality, and he will be able to ascend to immortal and immortal! 
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Looking at Lin Kai’s various attributes, great changes have taken place. 

Age: 19 

Sex: Male 

Strength: 500 

Speed: 500 

Response: 500 

Stamina: 500 

Defense: 1500 

Infuriating: 0 

Heart of the strong: 30/100 

Skills: Golden Eye (Gold), Watermelon (Silver), Balloon (Silver), Ganoderma (Gold), 
Tortoise (Bronze), Mountain Rock (Silver), Yuri (Gold), Furious Ape (Silver), Beetle 
Meteor Bump (Gold), Crow (Silver), Pingtou Ge extraction ability (Demi-God level), 
Rune extraction ability (God-level), Copy extraction ability (God-level) 

Self-created skills: ghost attack (gold), peerless weapon (demigod level) 

Upgrade points: 0 

Attribute points: 0 

Just defense, Lin Kai has 1,500 points! 

Feeling the changes in his body, Lin Kai now feels that even if he is a Grand Master, he 
can’t be beaten to death for a while! 

Beautiful! 

Before I knew it, a month passed. 

This month, Lin Kai was able to eat, drink and have fun in the capital. 



His cultivation has also improved a lot. 

From the middle of the Qi training period to the late Qi training period. 

The aura of the earth is quite strong. 

Because it has been tens of thousands of years, the aura of the earth has not been 
absorbed by people. 

Lin Kai can be said to be one of the few immortal cultivators on earth. 

What’s more, he cultivated, but the strongest technique in ancient times, Huntian Jue! 

On this day, Wang Gang knocked on Lin Kai’s door. 

“Come in.” Lin Kai said lazily. 

Wang Gang walked in with a look of embarrassment, rubbing his hands, looking 
embarrassed. 

“Sect Master, what, there is no money…” 

“Out of money again?” 

Lin Kai opened his eyes and sat up. 

In this month, Wang Gang asked him Lin Kai for several billion! 

Now Lin Kai had only 300 million left in his pocket! 

Wang Gang looked embarrassed and aggrieved: “Sect Master, didn’t you say that? 
Recruit disciples, and set the conditions freely!” 

“Looking at the capital, our immortal gate can be regarded as a well-known power. The 
price is that we use more magic charms, and we can use it faster if we have money.” 

“The three of our brothers have already taken out all of their savings, but the 
establishment of the Xianmen headquarters cost more than 5 billion!” 

This month’s time, Xianmen can be said to be famous. 

The entire capital city knew about the existence of Xianmen. 

I heard that Xianmen has four martial sages, and that master Lin Yizong is the youngest 
martial sage in Beijing. 



The conditions for recruiting disciples are even more attractive. 

Anyone who joins the fairy gate will be rewarded with a True Qi Talisman! Salary, not to 
mention! 

At that time, countless people squeezed their heads to join the fairy gate. 

But Xianmen recruited disciples, but there were requirements. 

Those who are not ancient warriors will not accept it! 

There are already three thousand ancient warriors in the fairy gate! 

There are even 24 warriors! 

Looking at the capital, it is also a famous existence! 

And Du Jinhu leaned on the immortal gate, and no one dared to provoke him in the fifth 
ring. 

Lin Kai frowned, Xianmen is a money-burning kiln! 

How much money I have is not enough! 

Adding Li Lao Dao and the others’ money, there were tens of billions of dollars, and in 
just one month, they lost everything. 

Lin Kai waved his hand and said, “You go out first, I will find a way.” 

“Yes, the master.” 

Wang Gang walked out of Lin Kai’s room. 

This is not a problem. 

Lin Kai can’t ask the Lin family for money, right? Although the Lin family’s assets are 
over 100 billion! However, that is adding real estate. 

The available funds are only tens of billions. 

Even if the Lin family’s money were moved, it would only allow the immortal door to hold 
on for a few more days. 

After all, Xianmen is in its infancy, and many places need money. 

Must go make money! 



Lin Kai finally had the idea of starting a company. 

Ask what is Beijing doing the most money now? Of course it’s an entertainment 
company! Popularize some celebrities, and money is coming continuously! 

At that time, Lin Kai called Du Jinhu to inquire. 

Du Jinhu recommended Lin Kai to buy an entertainment company called Dafeng 
Entertainment. 

This entertainment company has just been founded, with a good geographical 
environment and a good company. 

However, due to negligence of management and bad luck, he faces bankruptcy. 

It should not cost much to acquire this company. 

Just do it! 

Lin drove out the door, took a taxi, and headed directly to Dafeng Entertainment 
Company. 

Half an hour later, Lin Kai arrived at the door of Dafeng Entertainment Company. 

The construction of Dafeng Entertainment Company is still very good. 

There is a large square and park in front of the 15-story high-rise office building. 

The environment is very good. 

Entering Dafeng Entertainment Company, there are countless people coming and 
going, which is very lively. 

As soon as I arrived at the door of Dafeng Entertainment Company, I saw a truck 
parked in front of Lin Kai before entering. 

Several workers in blue shirts were carrying large cargoes and preparing to enter the 
company. 

It’s just that the cargo seems to be very heavy, and several workers can’t move it. 

Their legs trembled. 

Upon seeing this, Lin Kai walked directly to help move the goods. 

With Lin Kai’s participation, the goods moved into the company very easily. 



At this time, a beautiful lady walked out of the elevator. 

The beauty was wearing a black suit and hot, with black stockings on her beautiful legs, 
which made people want to tear her at a glance. 

Big yellow-golden wavy hair, delicate features, white and tender skin. 

It’s just that between the eyebrows, there is a coldness. 

He came directly in front of several workers and glanced up and down at Lin Kai. 

I found that Lin Kai looked good, and his strength was fine. 

At that time, she pointed to Lin Kai and ordered: “You, follow me up, there is a piece of 
cargo that you need to carry.” 

Ok? 

Think of yourself as a worker? 

“I” 

Lin Kaigang wanted to explain, and the beauty immediately said, “What are you doing? 
Hurry up! There is a board of directors on it! No time to ink with you!” 

After all, the beauty walked away on high heels. 

Lin Kai was speechless. 

Really consider yourself a worker? 

But there was no way, she had already gone far, Lin Kai chased it quickly and entered 
the elevator with her. 

After entering the elevator, Lin Kai immediately explained: “I said beauty, I am not…” 

“Secretary Li! This is the company!” Before Lin Kai finished speaking, the beauty 
interrupted Lin Kai directly with her arm. 

Lin Kai scratched his head: “Okay, Secretary Li, I…” 

“Why do you talk so much? I know that moving upstairs is not within your scope of work. 
Can the company add money?” 

After all, Secretary Li directly stuffed three hundred-yuan bills into Lin Kai’s hands. 



“The porters now have no quality at all.” 

Secretary Li frowned and glanced at Lin Kai. At this time, the elevator just reached the 
15th floor. 

Secretary Li stepped on a catwalk and walked out quickly. 

Lin Kai looked at the three hundred dollars in his hand, and then at Li Ning, who was all 
over him. Is he like a porter? 
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Looking at Li Xin’s back, Lin Kai reluctantly put three hundred yuan into his pocket. 

Well, today I will be a porter Lin Kai! 

Lin Kai followed Li Xin and walked directly into the meeting room. 

In the conference room, there is a meeting. 

In a row, dozens of company executives are sitting in positions. 

Chief, the chairman is a middle-aged man in his forties, a bald old man, wearing a pair 
of glasses. 

His name is Zhang Jinghui and he is the chairman of Dafeng Entertainment. 

Lin Kai glanced at him and knew that he had been hollowed out by alcohol. 

His complexion was pale and his body was swollen, no wonder Dafeng Entertainment 
was about to face bankruptcy, and the female stars were scared away by him. 

After Li Xin walked into the conference room, he bowed respectfully. 

“Chairman, people have brought it.” 

Zhang Jinghui nodded and glanced at Lin Kai. 

“Go, throw that person to me in the underground parking lot.” 

I saw a person lying on the floor of the conference room. 

The man was in his thirties, covered in blood, and was dying of being beaten. 



And looking at his clothes, he looks like a cleaner in the company. 

The cleaner was very miserable, his face was swollen, but he looked at Zhang Jinghui, 
his eyes were full of resentment. 

“Repay my salary…” 

Wages in arrears? 

This Jinghui beats people without paying wages? 

Lin Kai frowned at that time. 

I saw Lin Kai walked over quickly and helped the cleaner up. 

“Brother, what’s the matter?” Lin Kai asked. 

The cleaner also looked at Lin Kai quite unexpectedly. He did not expect that someone 
would help him at this time. 

At that time, he was moved by tears, and he took Lin Kai’s hand. 

“Brother, give me a comment!” 

“I worked hard here for more than half a year.” 

“They owed me 30,000 yuan in wages and didn’t settle the wages. They even beat 
people!” 

“I am wronged…” 

Lin Kai frowned upon hearing the cleaner’s words. 

The huge Dafeng Entertainment Company is in arrears even with the salary of 30,000 
yuan for the cleaners? 

When Li Xin saw Lin Kai taking care of his business, he walked over quickly and 
frowned. 

“Our chairman asked you to drag people down, can’t you hear me?” 

Li Xin looked anxious, she asked Lin Kai to come up, let him do the work, not let him 
make trouble! 

The other directors in the conference room also showed unhappy expressions on their 
faces. 



Lin Kai stood up at this time and looked directly at Li Xin. 

“Drag people down? It doesn’t matter if your company owes the workers’ wages and 
does not settle the wages, you still beat people?” 

“Is there no King Fa?” 

When Lin Kai’s words came out, the audience was in an uproar. 

No one thought that a small porter would dare to speak up on the board of directors! 

“presumptuous!” 

Snapped! 

Zhang Jinghui slapped the table fiercely, and said angrily: “What the **** are you?” 

“Don’t talk about beating him, even if you beat him to death, I think anyone would dare 
to say nothing!” 

Zhang Jinghui’s arrogant expression didn’t open Lin’s eyes at all. 

The directors did not open their eyes to Lin, and they all joked: “Hehe, a porter, still 
thinks of himself as a superman? Would you like to draw a knife to help if the road is 
wrong?” 

“A fool!” 

The dozens of directors present all laughed and looked contemptuous. 

Then Li Xin frowned, and if this continued, Lin Kai would have to be beaten! 

At that time, Li Xin blinked at Lin Kai and said anxiously: “You are a little porter, where 
do you get so much nonsense? The chairman asks you to drag people away, and you 
drag them away! At least? Okay! I’ll add more money!” 

After Li Xin said, he took out several hundred yuan bills directly from his bag and threw 
them on Lin Kai’s body. 

Adding the previous three hundred yuan, it is more than one thousand yuan. 

Lin Kai looked at the several hundred-yuan bills on the ground and laughed, “Heh, it’s 
ridiculous.” 

“If you have money to hit me, don’t you have money to settle the wages of the 
workers?” 



Lin Kai’s voice was very loud, resounding throughout the conference room. 

Lin Kai looked down at the cleaner and said loudly: “Brother, don’t worry, I will definitely 
come over for you today for this account!” 

As soon as Lin Kai finished speaking, Zhang Jinghui smiled disdainfully: “Haha, who do 
you think you are?” 

“Do you dare to manage my Zhang Jinghui’s affairs?” 

Zhang Jinghui held a cigar in his hand and didn’t open Lin’s eyes at all. 

With a snap, only a snap of his fingers was heard, and two bodyguards broke out 
immediately. 

The two bodyguards were extremely burly, like Tyson. 

The cleaner was injured by them just now. 

The two bodyguards stared at Lin Kai eagerly, flexing their hands, as long as Zhang 
Jinghui gave an order, they would tear Lin Kai to pieces! 

Zhang Jinghui sneered: “Oh, show me another crazy one!” 

“A little peasant worker, can’t it happen?” 

Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets, even if there were two strong men standing in front 
of him, he was not afraid. 

“Hehe, I now give you a chance to settle the worker’s wages and give him a medical bill. 
This is the case, otherwise I will destroy your company!” 

When Lin Kai’s words came out, the whole audience burst into laughter. 

Everyone was amused by Lin Kai’s words. 

Some people even slapped their stomachs and laughed at the table. 

“Hahaha! Really laughed at me, this man is so **** bragging!” 

“I also smashed the company. Who doesn’t know Dafeng Entertainment, that is covered 
by the Golden Tiger Club!” 

“Boy, do you know the Golden Tiger Club? The Golden Tiger Club is the biggest force in 
the Fifth Rings today!” 



“Hurry up and kneel down to apologize! Otherwise you will be dead!” 

Li Xin came to Lin Kai, frowning her eyebrows. 

She really couldn’t figure out how could there be such a stupid person in this world? 

Could it be that he thought he could beat the two retired special forces bodyguards? 

“Are you a porter, what are you doing with so many nostalgic things? Drag people out! 
It’s too late, no one can save you!” 

Li Xin scolded. 

Lin Kai was unmoved, and said, “I said, the workers’ wages have been settled! The 
medical expenses have been compensated, otherwise, all of you will have trouble 
eating!” 

“it is good!” 

Zhang Jinghui clapped his hands at this moment and narrowed his eyes. 

“Fuck, I was in a bad mood today, are you still arrogant in front of Laozi?” 

“I will satisfy you today!” 

“Big and strong, hit me! Beat to death!” 

Upon hearing this, the two strong men walked towards Lin Kai, flexing their hands, with 
a sneer on their faces. 

The two brawny men weighed four hundred jin, and hitting a Lin Kai was just like 
playing. 

When Lin Kai looked at the two strong men in front of him, he also smiled, just two 
ordinary people, and wanted to fight himself? 

The moment the two brawny men raised their fists, Lin moved. 

Brush! 

boom! boom! 

His feet kicked on the chests of two strong men in an instant! 

And the bodies of the two brawny bodyguards flew out like kites with broken wires! 
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These two feet are powerful. 

Two bodyguards weighing four hundred jins were kicked by Lin Kai, and they were 
kicked tens of meters away! 

Even the wall was overwhelmed and a hole collapsed. 

The two bodyguards changed their expressions and spouted a mouthful of blood. 

This kick directly caused the two retired professional bodyguards of the special forces to 
lose their combat effectiveness. 

At that time, the scene was silent, and everyone looked at Lin Kai blankly. 

No one thought that Lin Kai’s thin body contained such a powerful force! 

Li Xin stayed in place even more, this guy, how can he fight? 

No wonder he looks confident, he turned out to be a practicing family! 

The cleaner even showed a look of worship, Lin Kai is now his only hope! 

Zhang Jinghui looked even more ugly, Lin Kai beat his two bodyguards, this is not to 
give him Zhang Jinghui face! 

Snapped! 

Zhang Jinghui slapped the table fiercely, and said angrily: “What about it? Do you know 
who my elder brother is?” 

“My eldest brother is the master of the Golden Tiger Club! Your kid is planted in my 
hands today!” 

After that, Zhang Jinghui took out his mobile phone and dialed the phone. 

Soon after, Zhang Jinghui hung up and looked at Lin Kai gloating. 

And everyone at the scene was in an uproar. 

Zhang Jinghui is so amazing! 



This kid who is making trouble in the meeting room is finished. 

You know, the entire fifth ring is now the world of the Golden Tiger Club! 

When it comes to the Golden Tiger Club, no one knows it. 

Zhang Jinghui’s eldest brother is also a hall master of the Golden Tiger Club, a big man! 

“This kid is over!” 

“Offended the chairman, the chairman called all the hall masters of the Golden Tiger 
Club. This kid is afraid that his life will not be guaranteed!” 

“Golden Tiger Club, who can afford to offend? When that big man comes, it will be 
difficult for this kid to keep a whole body!” 

… 

Hearing the voices of everyone, the cleaner’s expression also changed. 

He tugged Lin Kai’s clothes, anxious and scared on his face. 

“Big brother, shall we go? The Golden Tiger will come in a while, but we won’t be able 
to go!” 

“I don’t want the salary! Big brother, let’s run!” 

The cleaner looked scared. 

Li Xin also reminded Lin Kai: “If you don’t want to be beaten into the hospital, you 
should admit your mistake to the chairman now!” 

Zhang Jinghui sat in a high position, and he seemed to believe that Lin Zhuanxi was as 
scared as he was, and he looked complacent. 

But Lin Kai smiled. 

Jinhu will be supported by him, is he afraid? 

“Apologize? What did Lin Kai do wrong? Brother, don’t be afraid, no one can bully you if 
I am here today!” 

Lin Kai vowed to say. 

“What a big tone!” 



Zhang Jinghui said coldly: “When my eldest brother comes, I see if you can have such a 
strong confidence!” 

Lin Kai smiled too, he directly found a stool and sat down. 

Today, Lin Kai wants to see who is so courageous to help Zhang Jinghui bully ordinary 
people. 

Ten minutes later, suddenly, there was a sound of footsteps, a loud bang, and the door 
of the conference room was suddenly kicked open! 

Then, a group of brawny men in black rushed into the room! 

Every brawny man is wearing a black suit and has a strong body, holding a black baton 
and other weapons in his hand. 

On their chests, there is the medal of the Golden Tiger Club! 

More than 30 strong men in black rushed in. That scene was spectacular! 

The atmosphere in the meeting room immediately became quiet, and faced with the 
people of the Golden Tiger Club, even the directors did not dare to breathe. 

After the cleaner saw this scene, his face changed and his body softened. 

“It’s over, this time it’s over, everyone from the Golden Tiger Club is here…” 

The look of despair on his face. 

“Hahaha!” At this moment, Zhang Jinghui laughed and got up from his seat. 

“My big brother is here!” 

Zhang Jinghui walked over quickly. 

At this moment, a person walked in from the door of the conference room. 

The man also looked like he was in his forties, with a big belly, wearing a Tang suit and 
sunglasses, just like the underworld on TV, with a crutches in one hand and a cigar in 
the other. 

This one is the master of the Golden Tiger Club, Zhang Wantang. 

As soon as Zhang Wantang appeared, the powerful aura even suppressed everyone’s 
breath. 



Zhang Wantang glanced at Zhang Jinghui and smiled slightly: “Chairman Zhang, what’s 
the matter if you call me over in such a hurry?” 

Zhang Jinghui glanced at Lin Kai behind him and sneered: “Hehe, there is a little **** 
who is making trouble with me, and the person who beat me, seems to be a practicer!” 

“Brother, you have to help me!” 

Hearing that, Zhang Wantang laughed loudly: “Hahaha! Dare to beat the person under 
Zhang Wantang, didn’t you mention my name to him?” 

Zhang Jinghui immediately showed a wry smile: “I mentioned it, but he doesn’t take you 
seriously!” 

Hearing that, Zhang Wantang also sneered: “Hehe, don’t even look at my Golden Tiger 
Club? I want to see who is so crazy!” 

After all, Zhang Wantang strode towards Lin Kai. 

More than 30 members of the Golden Tiger Club also surrounded Xiang Lin Kai, staring 
at each other. 

“Just your kid…” 

Before Zhang Wantang had finished speaking, he couldn’t say it anymore. 

Because he could see Lin Kai’s face clearly. 

As Du Jinhu’s old subordinates, he could tell at a glance who should provoke and who 
should not provoke. 

As for the identity of the visitor, he also saw it at a glance! 

This is his eldest brother’s eldest brother! 

The reason why the Golden Tiger Club can quickly rise and become the overlord of the 
Five Rings is because Du Jinhu has his support behind him! 

At that time, Zhang Wantang’s legs choked and he almost peeed his pants! 

But Zhang Jinghui came to Lin Kai and sneered with an arrogant expression. 

I saw him rubbing Linkai’s chest with his fingers, and said proudly, “Boy, aren’t you **** 
awesome? Why don’t you talk now?” 

“Brother, just him! I want him to disappear into this world!” 



As soon as Zhang Jinghui’s voice came out, everyone gasped. 

Zhang Jinghui is going to be ruthless this time! He wants Lin Kai to die! 

And Zhang Jinghuis face is full of complacency, if you dare to make me ashamed in 
front of my subordinates, I dare to let you disappear into this world! 

Just after Zhang Jinghui said what he said, there was a plop when Zhang Wantang 
knelt down. 

His voice trembled. 

“Lin…Master Lin!” 

At this kneeling, everyone was dumbfounded. 

What’s happening here? Why did Zhang Wantang kneel at Lin Kai? Also called Lord Lin 
Kailin? 

Zhang Jinghui was also stunned. He pulled Zhang Wantang’s arm and asked in doubt: 
“Brother, what’s wrong with you? Why do you still call him Lord Lin? This kid is a porter!” 
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“I move your mother!” 

At this time, Zhang Wantang was furious! 

He stood up, raised his hand, and slapped Zhang Jinghui on the face! 

Zhang Wantang’s strength is extremely great! This slap drew blood out of Zhang 
Jinghui’s mouth at that time! 

At that time, the scene was silent. 

No one thought that Zhang Jinghui’s eldest brother would actually slap Zhang Jinghui! 

But Zhang Jinghui was dumbfounded at the time, he didn’t even know what happened. 

It seems that his elder brother is very afraid of this kid! 

But isn’t he just a porter? What is your elder brother afraid of him? 



Not only was Zhang Jinghui dumbfounded, the entire conference room was 
dumbfounded. 

Then Li Xin stared blankly at the scene in front of him. A little porter, with such a large 
amount of energy, even Zhang Wantang was so afraid of him? 

Is he really just a porter? 

After Zhang Wantang slapped Zhang Jinghui, with a pleasing smile on his face, he 
came to Lin Kai’s face. 

“Master Lin, the little one didn’t even know that you were here. The floods really washed 
the Dragon King Temple!” 

Zhang Wantang had a low-handed attitude and was very afraid of Lin Kai. 

But Lin Kai looked at Zhang Wantang with a smile, without saying anything, he also 
waved his hand and slapped Zhang Wantang’s face! 

Snapped! 

With a sound, the slap made Zhang Wantang’s face flushed! 

At that time, everyone exclaimed. 

This porter is too courageous, even Zhang Wantang dare to fight, Zhang Wantang is the 
master of the Golden Tiger Club! 

But what was unexpected was that even if Zhang Wantang was beaten, he would not 
even dare to let go of the fart, looking like he was stubborn. 

But Zhang Jinghui couldn’t sit still when he saw his elder brother was beaten. 

“Dare you **** beat my big brother?” 

Snapped! 

As soon as Zhang Jinghui’s words fell, Zhang Wantang slapped Zhang Jinghui’s face 
again. 

And angrily said: “It’s my blessing for Master Lin to hit me! What the **** are you talking 
in?” 

Zhang Jinghui was aggrieved. He helped Zhang Wantang speak, but Zhang Wantang 
slapped him instead. 



This made him feel very aggrieved. Who is this kid? Even his elder brother is so afraid 
of him? 

“Brother, who is he?” 

At this time, Zhang Jinghui finally couldn’t help it, and asked. 

Zhang Wantang’s face was ugly. He knew that if he didn’t let him know the truth today, 
I’m afraid he would never respect Lin Kai. 

At that time, Zhang Wantang pulled his face and said, “Do you know my boss Du 
Jinhu?” 

“I know!” Zhang Jinghui nodded. 

Du Jinhu is a famous boss among the five rings. Does he know Du Jinhu? 

And Zhang Wantang’s next sentence made Zhang Jinghui dumbfounded. 

“Master Lin, it is our boss’s boss! The reason why the Golden Tiger Club is today is 
supported by Master Lin! Understand?” 

For Zhang Jinghui, this sentence is like five thunders! 

At that time, he was dumbfounded and stood there stupidly, unable to say a word. 

what? 

The 20-year-old boy in front of him is actually Du Jinhu’s boss? 

He is not a porter? 

What kind of existence did he provoke? 

Zhang Jinghui’s mind was in a mess, and he was a little doubtful about life at this time. 

He wants to kill himself, as easy as killing an ant! 

In the meeting room, other directors were dumbfounded after hearing this. 

He stammered and couldn’t say a word. The person who mocked Lin Kai just now 
wanted to bury his head in his crotch. 

The most dumbfounded is naturally Li Xin who is pulling Lin Kai upstairs. 

Lin Kai is not a porter! 



He is a big man! 

But he used him as a porter and pulled him up abruptly. 

At the thought of this, Li Xin blushed, because her mistake caused the boss to offend 
this big man! 

No wonder Zhang Wantang didn’t dare to resist even if he beat him to death, Zhang 
Wantang wouldn’t dare to say a word! 

Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets, glanced at Zhang Wantang, and said with a sneer: 
“Haha, Zhang Wantang, you are very powerful!” 

“As the hall master of the Golden Tiger Club, you don’t have to behave, and you dare to 
use people from the Golden Tiger Club to help others?” 

“I remember, the rules of the Golden Tiger Club are very strict!” 

“If you violate the rules of the convention, do you know where you end up?” 

As soon as Lin Kai’s words came out, Zhang Wantang’s face changed. 

Indeed, the rules of the Golden Tiger Club are very strict. 

Anyone who violates the rules of the convention will not end well. They cut off their 
hands, or put them directly into sacks and throw them into the sea. 

The reason why Zhang Wantang would do this is because as the Golden Tiger Club 
became stronger, Du Jinhu had to manage more and more things, which led to 
negligence in the supervision of his opponents. 

And Zhang Wantang, as a veteran of the Golden Tiger Association, also relied on his 
identity to do evil in the capital. 

It wasn’t until he met Lin Kai that he woke up like a dream. Everything he did had to pay 
a price! 

“I…” Zhang Wantang was speechless. 

Lin Kai narrowed his eyes and said, “After all, you are Du Jinhu’s person, go away.” 

“But, I will tell Du Jinhu about everything you do today!” 

Lin Kai is not good at starting Zhang Wantang. 

But I believe Du Jinhu will never be soft on Zhang Wantang. 



Zhang Wantang looked pale and nodded: “Yes, Lord Lin.” 

Afterwards, Zhang Wantang brought dozens of people from the Golden Tiger Club, 
arrogantly and walking away. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai looked at Zhang Jinghui. 

At this time, Zhang Jinghui knew that he had provoke someone who shouldn’t be 
offended, so he knelt down with a plop. 

“Lin Ye, I really don’t know Mount Tai, it’s really flooded Longwang Temple!” 

boom! 

As soon as Zhang Jinghui finished speaking, Lin Kai directly kicked Zhang Jinghui’s 
chest. 

This kick kicked Zhang Jinghui tens of meters away! 

“The flood rushed into the Dragon King Temple? You deserve it too?” Lin Kai put his 
hands in his pockets, eyes with contempt. 

There was blood dripping from the corner of Zhang Jinghui’s mouth, and he did not dare 
to resist. 

“Master Lin is right.” 

“I have settled his salary and compensated ten times the medical expenses, is it clear?” 

Lin Kai asked again. 

“Clear, clear…” 

At this time, how dare Zhang Jinghui say a word? 

The cleaner was moved to tears after hearing that he could ask for his salary. 

With a plop, he knelt directly in front of Lin Kai, and said emotionally: “Brother! You are 
a good person! Big brother, thank you, Big brother knocked your head!” 

After all, the cleaner had to kowtow to Lin Kai. 

But Lin Kai stopped him with both hands and helped him up. 

“No need, brother, there is gold under the man’s knee!” Lin Kai said with a slight smile. 



Li Xin on the side has been watching this scene. 

There was also a curious look in her eyes. This man is very different! 
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Obviously, he has an extraordinary background, but he is neither humble nor 
overbearing, and he does not look like a big man in a low-key manner. 

Even if he was misunderstood as a porter, he was not angry, but followed himself to the 
conference room. 

It shows that he has a good temper. 

Seeing that the cleaners were beaten up and the wages should be returned, he even 
stepped forward. 

It shows that this man has a sense of responsibility and love. 

In today’s society, there are not many men who are so handsome and honest. 

At that time, Li Xin gave Lin Kai a high look. 

Soon, medical expenses and wages were put on the bank card of the cleaner. 

And the cleaner took the money and left happily. 

After he left, Lin Kai did not leave, but sat in Zhang Jinghui’s position. 

Zhang Jinghui arched his hands aside and stood with his head down. 

“Master Lin, do you have any more instructions?” Zhang Jinghui asked. 

Lin Kai said lightly: “Your company is good, I want to buy your company.” 

“Huh?” Zhang Jinghui was dumbfounded. 

Lin Kai actually wants to buy his own company? 

“Really?” Zhang Jinghui was overjoyed! 

To be honest, although Dafeng Entertainment has good hardware conditions, he 
neglects management and is not good at operating. Dafeng Entertainment is a company 
that is about to go bankrupt. 



If someone buys a company, Zhang Jinghui can’t help it! 

In this case, even if the company goes bankrupt, the creditor will not catch him. 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “Really, you can give me a price.” 

Zhang Jinghui was overjoyed, he hesitated and stretched out three fingers. 

Lin Kai raised his eyebrows and asked, “Three billion?” 

“No, no, no.” Zhang Jinghui hurriedly smiled and shook his head: “To be honest, our 
company is worthless. The only thing that is valuable is the building and the land. If you 
want, I will pay the lowest price. You will give 300 million, all Take away!” 

Lin Kai was also a little bit happy when he heard this. 

If this Zhang Jinghui is the lion’s open mouth, Lin Kai really doesn’t have that much 
money. 

But if Zhang Jinghui only wants three hundred million, he Lin Kai still has it. 

At that time, Lin Kai nodded blankly and threw his black card on the table. 

“I bought it, the contract or something, please handle it in one day.” 

Seeing Lin Kai so happy, Zhang Jinghui was overjoyed! 

Without the company, he can take these three billion to go out and have a good time! 
There is no longer any need to worry that someone will come to the door to force a debt 
if the company goes bankrupt! 

“Yes! I’ll do it right away!” 

Zhang Jinghui took the bank card and went to apply it to Lin Kai. 

After about three hours, all contracts were completed, and Dafeng Entertainment 
Company officially became Lin Kais private business. 

In the chairman’s office, Lin Kai tilted Erlang’s legs and looked at the scenery outside 
the window. 

Li Xin, the beautiful secretary on the side, stood behind him. 

“Chairman, this is the financial statement. Would you like to read it?” Li Xin asked. 



Lin Kai shook his head: “I don’t understand any financial statements. Just tell me about 
the company’s current situation.” 

Li Xin heard this and said, “Chairman, our Dafeng Entertainment Company has been in 
a state of loss.” 

“The company has few channels, few stars, and high expenses. It loses hundreds of 
thousands every day and is on the verge of bankruptcy.” 

After listening to Li Xin, Lin Kai was also a black line. 

No wonder Zhang Jinghui agreed so happily. It turned out that this company was about 
to close down. 

However, what Lin Kai bought was a company that was about to fail. 

Such a company is cheaper and can be better utilized by Lin Kai. 

“Well, you go out first.” 

Lin Kai said. 

“Yes.” Li Xin agreed and walked directly out of the office. 

But Lin Kai smiled slightly, snapped his fingers, and the Yulong Pen appeared directly in 
his hand. 

Among the talisman Lin Kai mastered, Lin Kai remembered that there was a kind of 
talisman called Jubao Talisman. 

Drawing the treasure amulet requires extremely high talent and extremely high 
conditions. 

And Jubaofu can improve the feng shui of a person or a place, and make money 
continue to come in. 

Lin Kai doesn’t know whether this company’s feng shui is good or not, but once the 
Treasure Talisman comes out, this place will definitely become a feng shui treasure. 

Making money will not be difficult at that time. 

At that time, as soon as the Yulong pen was drawn, complex lines and spells were 
drawn in the air. 

Using Yulong pen as pen, spiritual power as ink, air as paper, and god-level extraction 
ability, Lin Kai has become a peak-level rune master! 



About an hour later, Lin Kai breathed a sigh of relief. 

Three pieces of talisman paper have appeared in his hand. 

The difficulty of drawing this treasure-gathering talisman is still relatively high. Even Lin 
Kai took three full hours. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai took the elevator and went directly to the gate of the company. 

At the gate, Lin Kai casually stuck the talisman paper on the wall, and the talisman 
paper also concealed into the wall. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai came to the entrance of the parking lot again and posted another 
piece of talisman paper here. 

Lin Kai posted the last piece of talisman in the center of the square downstairs of the 
company. 

Once these three talisman papers are out, it can ensure that the company’s financial 
resources are constantly coming. 

After finishing all this, Lin Kai clapped his hands and took a taxi directly and left the 
company. 

After returning home, Lin Kai called Du Jinhu and borrowed 10 billion from Du Jinhu. 

Ten billion is not a small amount for Du Jinhu. 

But he still said nothing and lent Lin Kai 10 billion. 

Of these ten billion, Lin Kai left one billion, and the remaining nine billion, all handed 
over to Wang Gang. 

The immortal door is in urgent need of money, these nine billion, may be able to support 
a period of time. 

At first, Lin worried about money. 

Xianmen, you are really a money-burning kiln! 

The next day, as soon as Lin Kai woke up, the phone rang. 

He took out his cell phone and found that it was Li Xin calling. 

After answering the call, Li Xinxin’s joyous voice came immediately: “Chairman, there is 
a good thing to tell you!” 



“Say.” Lin Kai rubbed his eyes and said. 

“There is a hot girl group in the showbiz called Tianzhu Girls. They have just terminated 
their contract from their previous company, and now they intend to sign a contract with 
our Dafeng Entertainment Company!” 

After hearing Li Xin’s words, Lin Kai was also shocked. 

Lin Kai also heard a little about this Tianzhu girl group. 

It is said that the Tianzhu Girls Group is a hot girl group this year, with a lot of traffic. If 
they can sign them into Dafeng Entertainment, the company will immediately be able to 
change back from a loss state! 

It seems that my treasure amulet is useless! Just one night, such a good thing 
happened! 

“Where are they?” Lin Kai asked impatiently. 

“They are in the Grand Hyatt Hotel now, but the chairman, it is said that besides Dafeng 
Entertainment, there are several big companies in the industry to sign with them.” 

“The competition is fierce!” 

Lin Kai smiled slightly: “Heh, those are not problems. Drive to Cuihuyuan Yulong 
Pavilion to pick me up, go now!” 

Chapter 669: Tenjiku Girl 

Chapter 669 

About twenty minutes later, female secretary Li Xin drove a Volkswagen car to the door 
of Yulong Pavilion. 

Since it was to sign a female star, not to fight, Wang Gang and the others, Lin Kai did 
not take any of them. 

Li Xin drove Lin Kai to the Grand Hyatt Hotel. 

About half an hour later, the Volkswagen car successfully arrived at the parking lot of 
the Grand Hyatt Hotel. 

At this time, the parking lot of Grand Hyatt Hotel was full of luxury cars! 

After getting off the bus, I came to the first floor of the hotel. I saw that the first floor of 
the hotel had already been surrounded by water! 



Outside the hotel, there are countless paparazzi, reporters, and live broadcasts from 
various TV stations. 

There are also many heads of large entertainment companies, waiting for the 
appearance of Tianzhu girls. 

At that time, Lin Kai frowned and asked: “This Tianzhu girl is so hot?” 

Li Xin nodded: “Yes, this Tianzhu girl group is currently the hottest girl group. After 
signing with them, the company’s annual revenue has risen by at least one billion.” 

Billions? 

So exaggerated? 

Lin Kai was a little surprised. Now the power of the masses to chase stars is too 
terrifying, right? 

When I came to the first floor of the hotel, I looked out and saw that there were all 
human heads in the dark. 

Most of them are boys, seventeen or eighteen years old, and they are fans of Tianzhu 
girls. 

Soon after, a Mercedes-Benz commercial vehicle parked at the gate of the hotel, the 
door opened, and five tightly wrapped girls with masks got out of the car. 

At this time, screams rang out. 

Countless male fans rushed over, emotional. 

“Tianzhu Girl! I love you!” 

“Amin! I want to marry you as a wife!” 

“Amin! I love you!” 

“Tianzhu Tianzhu! I love you Tianzhu!” 

… 

At that time, screams resounded throughout the hotel, and dozens of security guards 
forced their bodies to open a road for the Tianzhu girl to enter the hotel. 

After the Tianzhu girl entered the hotel, a group of reporters swarmed. 



“Miss Amin, why did you withdraw from the company?” 

“It is rumored that the Tianzhu girl group is at odds with the company, so as soon as the 
contract expires, they immediately withdraw from the company. Is the rumor true?” 

“A paparazzi photographed you late at night with a man…” 

… 

Countless reporters were holding microphones, wishing to put them in their mouths. 

The Tianzhu girls waved their hands impatiently, ignored them, and walked directly. 

Later, an assistant stood up and explained to the reporter: “The Tianzhu girl just came 
back from filming the TV series, and she is very tired now, let’s go back first, go back!” 

When Lin Kai saw this scene, he couldn’t help but stunned. This scene is too vast, 
right? 

Finally, the Tianzhu girl entered the hotel, Lin Kai saw it and walked over quickly. 

Li Xin followed closely. 

Lin Kai immediately stopped the girl named A Min, who was the captain of the Tianzhu 
Girl Group. 

She glanced at Lin Kai with beautiful eyes, somewhat puzzled. 

And Lin Kai said: “Hello, I am the chairman of Dafeng Entertainment Company, and my 
name is Lin Kai.” 

After that, Lin Kai stretched out his hand and smiled slightly. 

And Amin looked at Lin Kai and said coldly: “What Dafeng Entertainment Company? I 
haven’t heard of it before, a small third-tier company, right?” 

Hearing this, Lin Kai was surprised. 

“Didn’t you contact our company and say you intend to sign a contract?” 

Faced with Lin Kais question, Amin glanced at the assistant, and her assistant 
immediately stood up and said: “We notified all the entertainment companies in the 
capital, but only a few large companies dare to come.” 

“What Dafeng Entertainment Company is not famous at all. Do you dare to come?” 



The assistant is a little girl in her twenties with a fat body and a brutal face. 

Facing her with such an attitude, Lin Kai frowned: “So, are you kidding me?” 

“Fuck you?” The assistant heard the words, akimbo: “You don’t take a **** and take 
your own virtues, and you want to sign our Tianzhu girl group?” 

“Go away!” 

The fat assistant pointed at Lin Kai’s nose and said domineeringly. 

Seeing the chairman being scolded, Li Xin couldn’t stand it anymore. 

“Why are you doing this? Call us over, now let us go? What attitude?” 

“attitude?” 

At this time, Na Amin took off the mask, and a very stunning little face appeared in front 
of Lin Kai’s eyes. 

The small cherry mouth, melon seed face, small fleshy face, very cute, the eyes are 
very energetic, and the skin is white and tender. 

She smiled slightly: “Heh, our Tianzhu girls have hundreds of millions of traffic, this is 
the attitude!” 

“We can do it if we want to sign a contract. Is there a billion signing fee?” 

After all, Amin smiled contemptuously. 

Billion signing fee? Where do celebrities dare to ask for a billion signing fees? This is 
simply making things difficult for Lin Kai! 

“You!” Li Xin was also angry for a while, not knowing what to say. 

At this moment, a big wave girl in the Tianzhu girl group held a mobile phone and called 
out: “I found it!” 

She was very excited and shook her mobile phone in front of everyone, saying: “This 
Dafeng Entertainment Company is a small company in the Fifth Ring of Beijing.” 

“The most popular star is just a third-tier star. It is said that this company is about to go 
bankrupt!” 

Hearing what she said, Amin rolled his eyes even more, and said contemptuously: “I’m 
so poor? Want to sign our Tianzhu girl too? Get out!” 



The fat assistant said even more domineeringly: “Let you get out of here! Can’t you 
hear? There are several big company bosses, waiting to discuss cooperation with our 
Tianzhu girl group!” 

The reporters were all stopped outside, and no one in the hotel took photos with their 
mobile phones. 

And this group of stars also revealed their true colors. 

Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets and smiled, “Heh, I’m a bit famous, it’s really crazy!” 

“Do you really think you are first-line stars?” 

“I Lin Kai rare to sign you? Also, I don’t owe you anything, even if our company is not 
big, it still exists legally and reasonably!” 

“You don’t need to point fingers, now, apologize to me!” 

Lin Kai’s tone was extremely tough. 

joke! 

As a cultivator of immortality and the master of the immortal gate, when did Laozi ever 
be so mocked? 

“Apologize? Who do you think you are?” 

At this time, a female star of a Tianzhu girl stood up, pointed at Lin Kai’s chest, and said 
humiliatedly: “You are just the boss of a small entertainment company, and you are not 
qualified to make us apologize!” 

“Looking at driving you crazy, I don’t know, I thought you were the boss of a first-line 
entertainment company!” 

“The company that is going bankrupt, still wants to sign our Tianzhu girl? Let’s dream!” 

The fat assistant jumped out even more and yelled, “Don’t you get out? If you don’t get 
out, we call the security guard!” 

At this moment, even Li Xin pulled Lin Kai and winked at Lin Kai. 

The Tianzhu girl group is not easy to mess with! 

“Chairman, let’s go quickly, wait for the security to come, but it will be in trouble.” 

Chapter 670: Chairman Zhao 



Chapter 670 

Li Xin didn’t know the true identity of Lin Kai. 

She only knows that Lin Kai is the big man behind Du Jinhu, but there is a mixed bag in 
the entertainment circle, and the connections of this Tianzhu girl should not be 
underestimated. 

What’s more, there are so many people in front of him, and Lin Kai will not get any 
benefits if he continues to stay here. 

“Don’t worry, everything has me.” Lin Kai glanced at Li Xin and said. 

Li Xin stomped anxiously. 

Chairman, Chairman, why don’t you listen to advice? 

Lin Kai looked at Amin again: “If you have the ability, call the security guard!” 

A joke, he is a cultivator during the training period, afraid of security? 

Amin snorted, and the fat assistant just wanted to call the security guard, only to hear 
the voice of a majestic man. 

“Who is making trouble here?” 

Not far away, a group of more than ten people came over. 

The headed man, in his forties, wears a suit with a majestic face and no anger. 

Behind him, followed by ten bodyguards of different fat and thin. 

They all have the aura of ancient warriors. 

After seeing the incoming person, Min’s eyes lit up, and the Tianzhu girl group greeted 
the past. 

“Chairman Zhao, you are here.” A bright smile appeared on Amin’s face. 

The fat assistant was even more pleased: “Chairman Zhao, our Tianzhu girl group, we 
have been waiting for you for a long time!” 

Chairman Zhao? 

Lin Kai frowned, where is this sacred? 



Aside, Li Xin’s face changed. 

She tugged Lin Kai quietly, and said with a serious expression: “Broken, chairman, that 
one is the chairman of the Zhao Group!” 

“Zhao Group, a well-known entertainment company in Beijing, has a market value of 
tens of billions, and it has made a lot of big-name stars.” 

“Let’s go quickly?” 

Li Xin looked anxious and panicked. 

When Lin Kai heard the words, he laughed, ha ha, what about the first-line 
entertainment company? I am as fearless as Lin Kai. 

“What’s the matter? I saw someone bullying you?” Zhao Zhengtian frowned and asked. 

At this time, Na Amin glanced at Lin Kai, rolled his eyes, and said in contempt: “Yes, 
Chairman Zhao.” 

“The chairman of Dafeng Entertainment Company blocked us and didn’t let us go. He 
had to force us to sign with him.” 

“You have to decide for us!” 

The fat assistant smiled even more at this time: “Heh, kid, you’re done! Chairman 
Zhao’s words are enough to block your company!” 

When Zhao Zhengtian heard the words, his eyes narrowed. 

This Tianzhu girl group, all of them look good, and he also has some thoughts about 
them. 

Now, it’s time to act in front of them. 

I saw Zhao Zhengtian strode towards Lin Kai: “Are you the chairman of Dafeng 
Entertainment Company?” 

Lin Kai glanced at Zhao Zhengtian and nodded: “It’s me, what can I do?” 

“Guigan?” Zhao Zhengtian smiled contemptuously: “Heh, do you know who I am?” 

Lin Kai frowned and replied: “Yes, Chairman of the Zhao Group.” 

“Know who I am, why don’t you apologize to them soon?” 



“Today, if you get their forgiveness, I will forgive you, if they don’t forgive you, I will 
make your company pornographic!” 

After all, Zhao Zhengtian put his hands in his pockets, with a confident smile on his 
face. 

He believed that Lin Kai would definitely choose to compromise! 

He also knew something about Dafeng Entertainment, a small company that was about 
to close down. 

As long as one sentence is enough to block this company! 

Not far away, Amin waited and held his arms, looking at Lin Kai from above. 

They just waited for Lin Kailai to apologize! 

Lin Kai glanced at Zhao Zhengtian and smiled: “Hehe, let me apologize, how old are 
you?” 

Hearing this, the smile on Zhao Zhengtian’s face suddenly disappeared. 

He narrowed his eyes and his voice was a little angry: “What did you say?” 

“I said, let me apologize, what are you?” 

As soon as Lin Kai’s words fell, the fat assistant pointed at Lin Kai with his arms on his 
hips and started yelling! 

“How the **** are you talking to Chairman Zhao?” 

“Do you know who Chairman Zhao is? Chairman Zhao is the boss of the Zhao Group! 
The Zhao Group is a listed company with a market value of over 10 billion!” 

“Chairman Zhao can make your company go bankrupt with a word!” 

The five girls of the Tianzhu Girl Group also looked at Lin Kai as if they were mentally 
retarded. 

“Oh, I’m still young, I don’t know the sky is high and the earth is thick.” Amin sighed like 
an elder. 

It seems to hate iron but not steel. 

Another beautiful girl hugged her arm and said, “Hehe, he’s done, but Chairman Zhao 
brought ten ancient warriors here!” 



Zhao Zhengtian also laughed: “Oh, dare you to talk to me like this? Your kid is crazy!” 

Zhao Zhengtian finished saying this, and then ten ancient warriors behind him 
surrounded Lin Kai! 

It can be seen that Zhao Zhengtian has strong financial resources, otherwise he would 
not invite ten ancient warriors at the martial level to be his bodyguards. 

Ten ancient warriors, all with murderous eyes, gearing up. 

Ten to one, Lin Kai is still an ordinary person, they don’t care about it at all! 

At this moment, Na Amin stood up again, holding his arms and said: “Soil buns, do you 
know who this is?” 

“These people are all ancient warriors! Do you know what kind of ancient warriors 
exist?” 

“The kind that can open rocks and chop trees! Each can be one enemy ten!” 

“If you are acquainted, now kneel down and apologize to Chairman Zhao!” 

“Otherwise, your life may be explained here in a while!” 

Amin looked proud, she seemed to know the existence of ancient warriors, she was 
very proud. 

Then Chairman Zhao waved his hand even more: “Oh, what kind of ancient warrior did 
you tell him? He knows the existence of ancient warrior?” 

“Chairman Zhao is right. You have never seen what an ancient warrior looks like in a 
lifetime like him.” Amin smiled. 

Chairman Zhao put up a finger at this time and said proudly: “I will give you a chance 
now, kneel down, and knock three heads. That’s all for this matter.” 

“Otherwise, I will let your company go bankrupt, and your wife will run away with you, 
and you will be crippled!” 

Zhao Zhengtian’s tone was extremely domineering. 

As the boss of a first-line entertainment company, he speaks so hard! 

Lin Kai’s waist was straight, he was not afraid. 

But he is not afraid, Li Xin is terrible. 



She doesn’t know how good Lin Kai is, but she knows how good Zhao Zhengtian is. If 
he keeps his mouth so hard, Lin Kai will definitely die! 

At that time, Li Xin stood up and said with a smile: “Chairman Zhao, this is all a 
misunderstanding, a misunderstanding.” 

“Let’s sit down and have a conversation, okay?” 

After all, Zhao Zhengtian also looked at Li Xin. 

He had noticed Li Xin a long time ago. Li Xin is beautiful and good in figure. 

Now when Li Xin speaks, Zhao Zhengtian chuckles: “Heh, sit down and talk? Okay! Let 
your chairman get out! Let’s go upstairs and have a good talk! Talking all night will be 
fine! Hahaha! “ 

Chapter 671: I Am A Fairy 
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After Zhao Zhengtian said, he could not wait to rub his hands, and then went to pull Li 
Xin’s jade hand. 

And Li Xin’s eyes widened, and she was also very entangled at this time, what should 
she do? 

Follow Zhao Zhengtian? This Zhao Zhengtian is not a good person! 

Not follow him? Then it is very likely that neither myself nor the chairman can leave! 

Just when Li Xin hesitated, Lin Kai pulled Li Xin back and protected him behind him. 

He stretched out his palm and quickly slapped Zhao Zhengtian’s face. 

Snapped! 

This sound was extremely loud, like a firecracker in the hall. 

This slap made Zhao Zhengtian’s face all red, and a trace of blood shed from the corner 
of his mouth. 

This slap made the whole scene silent. 

Lin Kai, actually hit Zhao Zhengtian? 

“My people, do you dare to move?” Lin Kai said coldly with cold eyes. 



Li Xin, who was protected by Lin Kai, couldn’t help but glanced at Lin Kai. 

This man is really not afraid of heaven and earth! 

After Zhao Zhengtian was slapped, he was stunned for a while, and then he looked at 
Lin Kai. 

In the eyes, there was anger and incredible. 

“Dare you **** hit me?” 

“You, the chairman of a small entertainment company, dare to hit me?” 

“Are you **** tired of life?” 

Zhao Zhengtian looked angry and roared. 

At the same time, ten ancient warriors of the warrior level approached Lin Kai instantly! 

Upon seeing this, the fat assistant pointed to Lin Kai’s nose and reprimanded: “Dare to 
beat Chairman Zhao? You are over! Call your family and let them prepare to collect the 
body!” 

Then Amin even came to Zhao Zhengtian’s side, pretending to be concerned, and 
asked: “Chairman Zhao, how are you?” 

“This hillbilly is so courageous, even you dare to fight, you must give him some color!” 

After that, Amin glanced up and down at Lin Kai, his eyes full of gloat. 

Being beaten in front of five beauties is Zhao Zhengtian’s dignity! 

At that time, Zhao Zhengtian said angrily: “Fight me! Fight to death!” 

Zhao Zhengtian gave an order and a crash, and the ten ancient warriors were ready to 
do it. 

But just as they were about to do it, Lin Kai suddenly raised one of his hands: “Wait!” 

The ten ancient warriors stopped at the same time and looked at Lin Kai. 

Zhao Zhengtian sneered at this moment: “Hehe, do you know you are afraid now?” 

“I know I’m afraid, so I kneel down and slap myself a hundred slaps!” 

As Zhao Zhengtian said, there was still a trace of contempt in his eyes. 



“I thought it was a hard bone, it turned out to be just a bully who is afraid of hardship.” 

Min also rolled his eyes. 

Isn’t it cool to hit people? But when you kneel down and beg for mercy for a while, you 
will definitely be embarrassed! 

Lin Kai did not pay attention to Zhao Zhengtian and others, but looked at the ten ancient 
warriors. 

Lin Kai said lightly, “Everyone is an ancient martial artist, don’t hurt each other, do you 
know the immortal gate?” 

“Xianmen?” 

As soon as these two words came out, the ten ancient warriors all looked at each other. 

Xianmen, they naturally know. 

“The immortal gate is the latest rising power in the capital. There are five martial sages 
sitting in town, we naturally know!” 

Speaking of immortal gate, the eyes of ten people all have a look of admiration. 

It is said that the rules of the fairy gate are strict, and all the disciples of the fairy gate 
are heroes who punish evil and promote good, and the master of the fairy gate, Lin 
Yizong, is an extremely powerful martial sage. 

They worship naturally. 

Lin Kai nodded, and said, “Well, since you know the fairy gate, then I’ll make it clear that 
I am from the fairy gate.” 

“I don’t want to see you as his lackeys. It’s not too late to leave now.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, the ten ancient warriors all looked at each other. 

Is he from the fairy gate? 

If he is really from the immortal door, this matter is really tricky! 

The ten ancient warriors all looked at Zhao Zhengtian at the same time. 

And Zhao Zhengtian looked at Lin Kai coldly and laughed: “Hahaha! What a arrogance!” 

“Don’t brag or draft!” 



“As everyone knows, the immortal gate is very strict, first of all you have to be an 
ancient warrior!” 

“Secondly, good character, no previous conviction, you are still so young, can you be an 
ancient warrior?” 

“Now make up a fairy door to prevaricate me, do you treat me as a fool?” 

“What are you still doing? Call me!” 

Zhao Zhengtian ordered again. 

Ten ancient martial artists heard what Zhao Zhengtian said, and they all believed in 
seven or eight points. Lin Kai said that he was from the immortal door, and he was from 
the immortal door? 

At that time, ten ancient warriors all rushed to Lin Kai and fought! 

Lin Kai also shook his head, with a helpless expression on his face. 

Why don’t you believe it? 

In desperation, Lin Kai was forced to do it. 

With Lin Kai’s strength, the Martial Saint was not a problem, let alone the ten ancient 
martial artists in front of him. 

In less than three minutes, Lin Kai beat them all to the ground! 

The scene was silent. 

Everyone looked at Lin Kai and was shocked. 

No one thought that Lin Kai’s skill was so powerful! 

Can be one enemy ten! You know, those ten people are all ancient warriors! 

Li Xin opened his mouth wide, his face was incredible, his chairman has such a good 
skill? 

They are all ancient warriors! 

The smile on Zhao Zhengtian’s face also began to disappear, and his expression 
became difficult to look at. 

The ten ancient warriors that he hired at a high price are actually not his opponents? 



This kid is so strong? 

The fat assistant stammered even more at this time, unable to say a word. 

No matter how stupid she is, she can know that the kid in front of him is also an ancient 
warrior! 

Tianzhu Maiden and the others also looked at Lin Kai with surprise. 

The chairman of this small entertainment company is actually an ancient warrior? This 
is too shocking, right? 

The ten ancient warriors who were knocked to the ground were even more shocked. 

When they fought with Lin Kai, they felt that there was a powerful and strange force in 
Lin Kai’s body. 

This power is not true qi, but they don’t know what this power is. 

But they knew that Lin Kai had been merciful, otherwise, Lin Kai wanted their life, it was 
just a matter of thought! 

At this time, Lin Kai took out a token from his pocket. 

Glittering token! In the center of the token, there is a fairy character! 

This is the sign of Xianmen! 

After seeing this token, the ten ancient warriors all looked in awe. 

“Now, do you believe that I am from Xianmen?” Lin Kai asked lightly. 

The ten ancient warriors blushed and said nothing. 

Losing in the hands of the immortals is not wrong! 

After seeing the immortal gate token, Zhao Zhengtian was stunned for a moment, and 
then he laughed. 

“Hahahaha! So you are from the fairy gate! Hahaha!” 

“What a coincidence! I know someone who is also from the fairy gate, who seems to be 
the master of the fairy gate! Boy, you’re done!” 

Chapter 672: Hall Master Of Fairy Gate 
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Zhao Zhengtian smiled triumphantly. 

He really has a friend, and his friend was originally a casual cultivator. 

But when Xianmen was founded, he joined Xianmen. 

Due to his tyrannical strength, soon after joining Xianmen, he took the position of the 
hall master. 

So after hearing that Lin Kai was from the immortal door, he laughed. 

“Hahaha! No wonder you are so crazy! It turns out that you are from the fairy gate!” 

“But so what? Lao Tzu’s friend, be the hall master in Xianmen! Seeing you are so 
young, you are just an ordinary member of Xianmen, right?” 

“Offend me? I make you want to walk around!” 

Zhao Zhengtian sneered, Lin Kai really hit the gun! 

“Oh? You call him, let me see.” Lin Kai squinted. 

He doesn’t know much about the members of the fairy gate, he wants to see if there is 
such a scum in the fairy gate! 

“You wait, I’ll call him now!” 

After Zhao Zhengtian said, he took out his cell phone and dialed a phone number. 

Soon after, the phone was connected, and Zhao Zhengtian also showed a pleasing 
smile. 

“Hello? Hallmaster Zhang, it’s me, Zhengtian.” 

“I’m at the Grand Hyatt Hotel. There is a person who claims to be Xianmen. The person 
who beat me is very arrogant! Do you think it is convenient to come here?” 

“Okay! No problem! After everything is done, I ask you to be cool!” 

After all, Zhao Zhengtian hung up the phone. 

Zhao Zhengtian looked at Lin Kai with a smug look: “You **** wait for me! The hall 
master of the fairy gate will be here soon! You’re done! He said, he wants to drive you 
out of the fairy gate!” 



Lin Kai sat on the sofa and looked at Zhao Zhengtian with a smile. He did not reveal his 
true identity. 

Because he wanted to see if there was such a person in his fairy gate. 

Seeing that Zhao Zhengtian knew the master of the immortal gate, the Tianzhu girl 
showed worship. 

Na Amin even flattered and said, “Chairman Zhao, you are so amazing, you even know 
the hall master of Xianmen.” 

“That’s it, Chairman Zhao, but the chairman of the Zhao Group! Even people from the 
immortal door have to give Chairman Zhao three points!” 

“Chairman Zhao is really amazing, I really admire you!” 

The five members of the Tianzhu Maiden surrounded Zhao Zhengtian, and they kept 
talking sweetly. 

Zhao Zhengtian also had a smile on his face, and it felt good to be worshipped by five 
beauties. 

The fat assistant hugged his arms and looked at Lin Kai high up: “It’s a big deal to think 
that you are a fairy? Did you know that there is a saying that there are people outside of 
people, there are days outside of heaven? In the future, it’s better to be a low-key 
person. !” 

A group of people were very utterly choked. 

The ten ancient warriors also stood up and guarded Zhao Zhengtian. 

Although Lin Kai’s identity is worthy of their respect, the hall master of the immortal gate 
will come in a while, and even a **** will not be able to save Lin Kai! 

Li Xin looked anxious at this time. 

She had also heard of Xianmen, and knew that Xianmen was a powerful force in the 
capital. 

When the hall master of the fairy gate really arrived, Lin Kai would really have finished 
playing! 

At that time, Li Xin said anxiously: “Chairman, why don’t you give Du Jinhu a call? I 
heard that Du Jinhu has a relationship with the people of Xianmen, he may have a way 
to save us!” 



Although he knew that Lin Kai was the big man behind Du Jinhu, Li Xin didn’t think Lin 
Kai was a senior member of Xianmen. 

After all, Lin Kai was still so young, she just thought Lin Kai was rich. 

But these days, the rich can’t play with the powerful! 

Lin Kai smiled and shook his head when he heard the words. 

“No, I want to see today, which one of the fairy gate will come!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Li Xin also covered his forehead. 

Chairman, Chairman, why are you so reckless? 

At this time, Li Xin was anxious like an ant on a hot pot. 

After about twenty minutes or so, only three extended Mercedes-Benz cars parked 
outside the Grand Hyatt Hotel. 

Those three extended Mercedes-Benz cars, but Lin Kai paid the money to configure 
Xianmen, but they did not expect them to drive Lin Kai to clean up Lin Kai! 

Afterwards, a group of people walked into the Grand Hyatt Hotel. 

There are thirty people in this group! 

Everyone is wearing a black Tang suit. This black Tang suit is the uniform of Xianmen. 
On the chest of the Tang suit, there is also a golden Xianmen medal. 

Each of these thirty people is an ancient warrior. 

Aggressively, he walked directly into the hotel. 

The leader is a middle-aged man in his forties with a big belly and strode. 

He has a double-handed beard and a traitorous face. He is a hall master of Xianmen, 
and his cultivation is even at the level of martial arts! 

As soon as these thirty people appeared in the hall, they immediately put an invisible 
pressure on everyone. 

The pressure from the ancient warrior, the pressure from the immortal gate! 

Zhao Zhengtian strode to greet him at this time, with a pleasing smile on his face: “Hall 
Master Zhang, you are here.” 



In the face of a martial artist, Zhao Zhengtian had to be respectful. 

The hall master held his hands on his back, with a high-profile look. 

“Brother Zhao, who says he is a fairy?” 

While saying this, he deliberately raised his voice. 

Zhao Zhengtian immediately looked at Lin Kai, with a hint of coldness and gloat in his 
eyes. 

He pointed to Lin Kai and said, “Hall Master Zhang, it is him!” 

“This person is really hateful! The one who beat me doesn’t tell me, but he is still a 
member of the immortal door, doing evil!” 

“Oh?” Upon hearing this, Hall Master Zhang narrowed his eyes to look at Lin Kai and 
touched his horoscope. 

“What a courage!” 

Hall Master Zhang shouted angrily, and then 30 immortal disciples surrounded Lin Kai! 

Each of these thirty immortal disciples is full of aura! With the word “Xianmen” in their 
bodies, they are not afraid of any forces! 

Hall Master Zhang strode towards Lin Kai, like a leader scolding his subordinates, and 
said angrily: “Which Hall Master are you under?” 

“Do you know that the immortal gate is strict? Dare to beat people? Are you worthy of 
the immortal gate?” 

Lin Kai also looked at this hall master. There are 24 martial arts masters in the immortal 
gate, and there are ten hall masters. This kid can be the hall master, indicating that his 
strength is still good. 

But even so, Lin Kai would not tolerate such worms in the fairy gate! 

“Oh?” 

“You tell me the rules?” 

“The twelfth gate rule of the Xianmen does not allow Xianmen disciples to intervene in 
matters outside the Xianmen in any form, and you must not benefit from the status of a 
Xianmen disciple. As the hall master, you should take the lead and not pay attention to 
the Xianmen regulations. Here, are you telling me the rules?” 



After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Hall Master Zhang’s face turned dark. He didn’t expect 
Lin Kai’s mouth to be quite powerful. 

“Presumptuous!” Hall Master Zhang exclaimed. 

“You, a little member of the fairy gate, dare to talk to me like this? Who is your hall 
master? I must expel you from the fairy gate today!” 

Lin Kai also smiled after hearing what Hall Master Zhang said. 

Fire yourself? 

At that time, Lin cheerful said: “You call Wang Gang now and say you want to fire a 
person named Lin Kai, now!” 
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Chapter 673 You are so bold! 

“Presumptuous!” At this time, Hall Master Zhang shouted, with an angry expression on 
his face. 

“Elder Wang’s name, which you can call directly?” Hall Master Zhang said angrily. 

At this moment, Zhao Zhengtian on the side was curious. He asked, “Hall Master 
Zhang, who is this Elder Wang?” 

Speaking of Elder Wang, Hall Master Zhang had a smug look on his face. He said: 
“Speaking of our fairy gate, the master Lin Yizong, it can be said that everyone knows 
everything in the capital.” 

“But under Lin Yizong, there are three elders, and these three elders are all at the 
martial arts level.” 

“Elder Wang is one of the martial sages of my immortal gate!” 

After listening to Hall Master Zhang, Zhao Zhengtian’s face also showed a look of 
worship. 

“so smart?” 

After worshiping Elder Wang, Zhao Zhengtian glared at Lin Kai in disgust. 



“You kid can really pretend to be coercive! Is it possible that you want to say that you 
know Elder Wang? Elder Wang is such a big and versatile man, I am afraid I don’t know 
who you are! 

“Don’t pretend to be forceful in front of me, what do you think you are? Even if you are a 
disciple of the fairy door, in my eyes, you are still as small as an ant!” 

Lin Kai also laughed after hearing Zhao Zhengtian’s words, he was not angry. 

“Oh, you don’t call Wang Gang, are you? Okay, then I am!” 

After all, Lin Kai took out his mobile phone and prepared to call Wang Gang. 

When Hall Master Zhang saw this, he disdainfully smiled: “Oh, it really looks like that! 
You call Elder Wang and I see if Elder Wang will come!” 

Hall Master Zhang didn’t believe that Lin Kai knew Elder Wang, and thought that Lin Kai 
was just acting. 

Soon after, the call was connected. 

Lin Kai shouted at Wang Gang on the other side of the phone. 

“Wang Gang! I gave you so much money! I asked you to recruit immortal disciples! I 
didn’t let you recruit stinky fish and shrimps!” 

“Fuck, after spending tens of billions, you have cultivated such a bunch of idiots?” 

“I’m at the Grand Hyatt Hotel, come here right away! Coming late, the consequences 
are serious!” 

After a scolding, Lin Kai hung up the phone. 

Lin Kai didn’t notice. At this time, everyone looked at him with incredible eyes. 

As if they had seen a monster, their eyes widened. 

Is Lin Kai talking to Wang Gang? 

After a few seconds, there was a burst of laughter, and everyone was amused by Lin 
Kai. 

Roar of laughter! 

“Hahaha! Really laughed at me! He was scolding Elder Wang? He was scolding Elder 
Wu Shengwang?” 



“This stinky cock, looking at the martial artist he has cultivated the most, is he actually 
cursing Elder Wang?” 

“What a **** pretense!” 

The immortal disciple burst out laughing. 

The hall master smiled and tears flowed down. 

“You kid can pretend! With your acting skills, I have to wait and see today to see if Elder 
Wang will come!” 

Zhao Zhengtian also burst into laughter: “Hahaha! Boy, even if you are scared, you 
don’t have to act so ostentatiously, right?” 

“If you say that you are a relative of Elder Wang, I am afraid we will still believe it.” 

“According to your tone just now, is it possible that you regard yourself as Lin Yizong?” 

“Hahaha! Stupid!” 

The five girls of the Tianzhu Girl Group also covered their mouths and chuckled, looking 
at Lin Kai’s eyes, full of mockery. 

The owner of a small entertainment company didn’t care about what he said, thinking 
that Lin Kai was just bragging. 

The fat assistant ridiculed ruthlessly: “Ha ha ha, you can really pretend to be forceful, 
just like you, you still want to sign our Tianzhu girl group? Dream!” 

Even Li Ying blushed, the boss is too bragging? Even she blushed, thinking that Lin 
Kai’s blow was too big. 

Now in Beijing, who doesn’t know that the elders of Xianmen are big shots? 

But just now Lin Kai reprimanded Elder Wang like a subordinate, as long as he was not 
a fool, he would think Lin Kai was pretending to be force. 

Lin Kai smiled helplessly, why don’t you believe me? 

About ten minutes later, Hall Master Zhang glanced at his watch, raised his eyebrows, 
and laughed: “Ten minutes have passed, where is Elder Wang?” 

Lin Kai frowned and said, “It should be here soon.” 

The fairy gate is not far from here, and it should be there in ten minutes. 



“Are you still pretending?” Hall Master Zhang smiled coldly at this time, with an 
impatient look on his face: “Boy, I don’t have time to play with you. Now, it’s time to 
send you to see Wang Ye.” 

“Brothers, send him on the road!” 

Hall Master Zhang gave an order, and dozens of immortal disciples slowly walked 
towards Lin Kai. 

There is indifference and pity in their eyes. 

Lin Kai is about to become a dead man! 

Zhao Zhengtian also had a gloating expression on his face, with a sneer at the corner of 
his mouth. 

Lin Kai, this is how you offend me! The price is your life! 

The five female stars of the Tianzhu Girl Group also all have high expressions. 

It seemed that Lin Kai’s life was nothing but the life of a pig and a dog in their eyes. 

Li Ying panicked behind Lin Kai, and her chairman was about to die in front of her eyes. 
What should she do? 

Just at the very moment, I only heard a loud bang! The glass door of the Grand Hyatt 
Hotel suddenly shattered! 

A burst of powerful infurience came in! 

Everyone couldn’t help but step back a few steps! 

That glass door was shattered by Zhen Qi! 

“Zhang Honggang! You are so bold!” 

There was a loud shout, and in this loud shout, there was real qi, and everyone felt 
deafening. 

Then, a group of people appeared outside the Grand Hyatt Hotel. 

An overwhelming group of people! 

It is impossible to count how many people there are, but I know that this group of people 
blocked the gate of the Grand Hyatt Hotel. 



Everyone was wearing a black Tang suit with serious expressions and murderous 
expressions. 

On their chests, they are all wearing the Xianmen Medal. 

Immortal people! 

The people who suppressed a group of people were all immortal people! 

Hall Master Zhang and his men are dumbfounded, what’s the situation? Why are so 
many people here in the fairy gate? 

Then, a figure appeared at the gate of Grand Hyatt Hotel. 

The man was wearing a Tang suit, and his strong muscles stupefied the loose Tang 
suit! He has a mouth-shaped beard, a face like a knife, and a face of fortitude. 

He is the elder of Xianmen, Wang Gang! 

From his body, exudes a powerful aura, the aura that belongs to Wu Sheng! 

As soon as he appeared, Hall Master Zhang was dumbfounded. 

Wang Gang is here? Elder Xianmen is here? 

Why does he appear here? 

Could it be… Could it be that Lin Kai really knew Wang Gang? 

There was a buzz in Hall Master Zhang’s head, and he was stunned. 

Zhao Zhengtian and others were also shaking all over by the shocking scene in front of 
them. 

There are so many people in the fairy gate, and one person can drown them! 

“Zhang Honggang! You are so bold!” 

Chapter 674: Spend Money 

Chapter 674 

Wang Gang shouted loudly. 

With this loud shout, Hall Master Zhang shivered and almost knelt down to Wang Gang! 



I saw that Wang Gang entered the Grand Hyatt Hotel with a group of people. 

Countless immortal disciples immediately surrounded the entire scene. 

Where did the girls of the Tianzhu Girl Group have seen such a shocking scene? Each 
of them paled with fright. 

“Elder Wang, why are you here?” Hall Master Zhang asked in a trembling voice. 

But Wang Gang was stern and angry. 

He had just been scolded by Lin Kai, the anger in his heart was very big. 

Damn, who are you not good enough to provoke? 

“Why am I here? If I don’t come, are you going to turn my head?” 

“With so many immortal disciples, come out to help others? Have you taken the 
immortal door rules in your eyes?” 

Facing Wang Gang’s questioning, I saw that the hall master was bitter and couldn’t say 
a word: “I…” 

Hall Master Zhang was very worried. He knew that today he would be punished by 
Elder Wang! 

Wang Gang looked at Lin Kai at this time, and under all eyes, Wang Gang walked 
quickly over. 

“Brother Lin, are you okay?” Wang Gang asked quite concerned. 

This was Lin Kai’s motion to Wang Gang to call his brother, because Lin Kai still didn’t 
want to reveal the identity of the master. 

If others knew that he was Lin Yizong, he would inevitably cause a lot of trouble in the 
future. 

Wang Gang made a cry of old brother, and everyone was dumbfounded. 

what? This Lin Kai is actually Wang Gang’s brother? 

And it seems that the relationship between Wang Gang and Lin Kai seems to be very 
good! 

Hall Master Zhang’s eyes widened at the time, and there was a buzz in his head, 
making the whole person bewildered. 



Did you actually offend Wang Gang’s brother? 

No wonder he is so arrogant! It turns out that he is Wang Gang’s younger brother! 

At that time, Hall Master Zhang had a regret. He provoke the brother of Elder Wang. 
Isn’t this the old birthday star eating arsenic and looking for death? 

The girls of the Tianzhu Girls Group are also dumbfounded. The chairman of the small 
entertainment company that they have always looked down upon is actually backed by 
Xianmen? 

He is actually Wang Gang’s younger brother? 

Wang Gang is Wu Sheng! It is the elder of the fairy gate! The big man in the capital! 

Is his backer so hard? 

Zhao Zhengtian was also dumbfounded. 

Did you offend Wang Gang’s brother? 

Humph! 

At that time, he backed up a few steps and his legs began to tremble. 

To outsiders, he looks like Zhao Zhengtian is the superior chairman, but in front of 
Wang Gang, he is just an ant-like role! 

And that Lin Kai is actually Wang Gang’s brother! 

Li Ying was also stunned, his chairman is actually so big? 

Lin Kai glanced at Wang Gang lightly and said, “It’s okay, brother.” 

This old brother made Wang Gang’s legs tremble even more. 

Let his boss yell his brother, he feels he can’t stand it! 

At that time, Wang Gang almost knelt down to kowtow to Lin Kai, and called for the 
Lord. 

But he resisted, he didn’t do that. 

At this moment, the hall master’s face showed a smile that was uglier than crying, and 
he looked at Lin Kai. 



“Brother Lin, this is all a misunderstanding, misunderstanding, the flood rushed into the 
Dragon King Temple! Everyone is a family…” 

“Who is in your family, are you worthy?” Lin Kai glanced at the hall master coldly. 

And Hall Master Zhang, who was still aloof just now, was scolded like a grandson. 

Don’t dare to talk back! 

“You don’t put the rules of the fairy gate in your eyes, and you take the fairy gate 
disciples outside to act recklessly! What a waste of the fairy gate master’s cultivation of 
you!” 

Lin Kai scolded angrily. 

He is anger from the heart! 

Having spent so much money and blood, but cultivated such a scum? 

At that time, Lin Kai shouted angrily: “You are not worthy of being an immortal or 
human! Brother, kill him!” 

This sentence killed him, causing Hall Master Zhang to tremble. 

He said with a bitter face: “Brother Lin, Elder Wang, although I have violated the rules, I 
won’t die, right?” 

And Wang Gang sneered and shook his head. If you provoke others, you will not die, 
but you provoke, but the master of the immortal gate! 

Wang Gang did not say these words. 

He snorted coldly, “You should leave it to the King of Yama to talk about your words!” 

After all, Wang Gang directly slapped Hall Master Zhang! 

Facing Wu Sheng, Hall Master Zhang had no way to escape! With a slap, Wang Gang 
slapped his Tianling cover with a palm. 

The hall master shook his whole body, then opened his eyes wide, and fell to the 
ground with a plop, completely dead. 

The immortal disciple who followed Hall Master Zhang was so frightened that his legs 
trembled. 



I don’t know who started the head and thumped, they all knelt down and kowtow to Lin 
Kai. 

“Elder Wang, spare your life! Mr. Lin, spare your life!” 

“We were all brought out by Hall Master Zhang!” 

“This matter has nothing to do with us!” 

… 

A group of immortal disciples knelt and begged for mercy. 

Lin Kai also yelled angrily when they saw their hopelessness: “Stand up for me! 
Fortunately, you are still immortal disciples. When you are afraid, you kneel and beg for 
mercy. 

Lin Kai shouted angrily, and the dozens of immortal disciples looked at each other, and 
after hesitating, stood up. 

They are standing in the corner like little kids doing wrong things. 

Lin Kai glanced at them and said lightly: “As you are the first offenders and 
accomplices, this time, I will spare you.” 

“If next time, each of you will die!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, they all bowed their heads. 

“Yes.” 

No one dared to refute Lin Kai’s words. 

Many people are even more curious, isn’t Lin Kai just Wang Gang’s younger brother? 
But it looks like he is the same as the master of the fairy gate. 

Even Wang Gang stood behind him. 

Then Lin Kai looked at Zhao Zhengtian. 

Zhao Zhengtian shuddered all over, and before Lin Kai could speak, he knelt down. 

“Mr. Lin, misunderstandings, all misunderstandings…” 



“Misunderstanding?” Lin opened his eyes and sneered: “Haha, you colluded with my 
hall master of the Fairy Sect, and you uttered wild words and didn’t put the disciple of 
the Fairy Sect in your eyes. Is this a misunderstanding?” 

“If it’s not me who is standing here today, is that person dead?” 

“You told me this is a misunderstanding?” 

After that, Lin Kai directly slapped him. 

With a snap, that Zhao Zhengtian’s body was directly slapped and flew by Lin! 

Snap! 

Zhao Zhengtian’s body directly smashed the glass table and fell to the ground. 

There was a scream, and Zhao Zhengtian’s body was pierced with glass, covered in 
blood and embarrassed. 

Lin Kai coldly looked at Zhao Zhengtian who was rolling on the ground, and said, “Insult 
the immortal, kill without mercy!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Zhao Zhengtian’s desire for survival rose to the top. He 
knew that Lin Kai was not joking. After all, even the master of martial arts, Lin Kai had 
killed! 

“No! Mr. Lin, spare my life!” 

“I… I pay for my life!” 

“I’m cooperating with your company! I am willing to give up all support to support 
Dafeng Entertainment Company!” 

Chapter 675: Boss Lin I Was Wrong 

Chapter 675 Boss Lin, I’m Wrong 

Lin Kai hesitated after hearing Zhao Zhengtian’s words. 

Now Xianmen needs money very much. If Zhao Zhengtian can really give compensation 
to his satisfaction, this matter is not impossible to consider. 

When Zhao Zhengtian saw Lin Kai hesitate, he knew that there was a play, and he 
quickly said: “I will pay you one billion in compensation!” 



“And all the resources of my Zhao Group can be used by Dafeng Entertainment, do you 
think it will work?” 

When Lin Kai heard the words, he touched his chin for a moment. 

Dafeng Entertainment is in need of resources now, and if it has the support of the Zhao 
Group, it is bound to rise in the near future. 

Lin Kai glanced at Zhao Zhengtian and stretched out his finger: “I want five hundred 
million.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Zhao Zhengtian’s face was tangled. 

Five hundred million is not a small amount for him. 

Seeing Zhao Zhengtian not speaking, Lin Kai waved his hand: “Forget it, let’s kill you.” 

“Don’t don’t! I give it! I give it!” Zhao Zhengtian said quickly. 

Compared to five billion, his life is more important! 

Soon after, five billion yuan was transferred to Lin Kai’s bank account. 

Lin Kai nodded in satisfaction and glanced at Zhao Zhengtian: “Get out of here, do 
something about it in the future!” 

“Yes, yes, thank you, Boss Lin, and Boss Lin…” 

Then Zhao Zhengtian, like a grandson, took ten ancient warriors and ran out of the 
Grand Hyatt Hotel. 

After Zhao Zhengtian left, only the Tianzhu girl group and the fat assistant were in the 
hotel. 

At this time, the Tianzhu Girl Group and the fat assistant both said nothing, their faces 
flushed. 

They were still bluffing in front of Lin Kai just now, but at this time they were like 
grandsons. 

After seeing the powerful force behind Lin Kai, they no longer dare to look down on Lin 
Kai. 

Behind Lin Kai, there is a fairy gate! 



Behind Dafeng Entertainment is the fairy gate! With the support of Xianmen, Dafeng 
Entertainment estimates that it will rise soon! 

At this moment, Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets, squinted at the group of young 
girls in front of him, and asked with a smile: “Heh, who just kept saying that my 
company was going to be blocked?” 

“Stand up and let me see!” 

“Whether my company will be blocked, I don’t know. But I know, I can block you with a 
word!” 

Lin Kai’s words made the bodies of the several girls tremble. 

They are all scared, they are all in their youth, they finally got upset, they don’t want to 
be blocked! 

At that time, Amin barely showed a smile on her face. She stepped on a catwalk and 
walked over quickly: “Boss Lin, this is all a misunderstanding.” 

After all, that Amin’s **** and hot body has already clung to Lin Kai. 

She sighed in Lin Kai’s ear and said charmingly: “As long as you are willing, boss Lin, 
tonight, the five of us will serve you together.” 

When Amin said this, Lin Kai’s bones were a little crisp. 

After all, he is also a man, the five girls of the Tianzhu Girl Group, each one has a 
peerless appearance. 

The five of them waited on themselves together, and the scene couldn’t be imagined, 
and even Lin Kai couldn’t control it. 

But Lin Kai still pushed Amin away. 

“Haha, a joke! Do I need Lin Kai?” 

Indeed, with Lin Kai’s current identity, beckoning, I don’t know how many women will 
climb onto his bed! 

Amin was also a little confused, Lin Kai actually refused her rejection so decisively? 

You know, every man looks at them with desire! 

Can Lin Kai actually refuse? This man is not easy! 



The fat assistant had a pleasing smile on his face at this time: “Boss Lin, we can sit 
down and talk in detail. The Tianzhu girl can cooperate with your company.” 

“Go!” Lin Kai only said one word to this fat assistant. 

This fat assistant disgusted Lin Kai very much. 

Lin Kai’s words let the fat assistant get out of the office with a black face. 

Amin’s eyes rolled, and she could see the situation in front of her. 

If Lin Kai is not happy, the five of them are about to face the desperate situation of being 
blocked. 

There is only one way to make Lin Kai satisfied, join his company and work for him! 

Although Dafeng Entertainment is only a small company now, there is a fairy door 
behind the company. I believe it will not be long before Dafeng Entertainment will 
become one of the largest companies in the industry. 

In a blink of an eye, Amin has analyzed the situation clearly. 

At that time, she looked at Lin Kai and said softly: “Boss Lin, I apologize to you instead 
of Tianzhu Girl.” 

“Our Tianzhu Girls Group is willing to sign a contract with Dafeng Entertainment 
Company, and all performance fees earned by our Tianzhu Girls this year will be turned 
over to the company.” 

“Do you still feel satisfied with this?” 

This Min is a woman with very strong business ability. It seems that the Tianzhu girl has 
suffered a lot, but it is not. 

Dafeng Entertainment has just started, and there must be no top resources for them this 
year. 

And they won’t make much money this year, but a year later, when Dafeng 
Entertainment Company rises, they will follow suit. 

As soon as Amin spoke, the other girls also spoke softly: “Boss Lin, I was wrong.” 

“Boss Lin, people are wrong, so forgive them!” 

“Brother Lin…” 



All of a sudden, five young girls from Tianzhu girls posted up. 

At that time, Lin Kai was surrounded by fragrance, as if he had fallen into a tender 
country. 

The conditions they put forward are indeed very tempting, after all, the Tianzhu girl 
group is very popular. 

After thinking about it, Lin Kai nodded and agreed. 

“Well, well, I promise you, but you stay away from me!” Lin Kai agreed to the request of 
the Tianzhu Girl Group. 

Li Xin on the side stared blankly. 

How many big companies squeezed their heads and couldn’t sign the Tianzhu girls, so 
they took the initiative to give in? 

This is the power of Xianmen? 

This new boss of my own is really mysterious! 

Suddenly, Li Xin became more and more curious about the man Lin Kai. 

Next, Li Xin was responsible for receiving the Tianzhu girls and signed a contract with 
them. 

After Lin Kai completed the task, he asked Wang Gang to take the immortal disciples 
back, and he also returned to Cuihu Garden. 

Along the way, Lin Kai has been thinking about one thing. 

That is, Xianmen seems to be very strong, rich and powerful, but in fact, inside 
Xianmen, there is a mixture of fish and dragons. 

Everyone has it. 

Although Li Lao Dao and they are now powerful, in terms of management, they are 
actually just novices. 

The top priority is not to make money, but to find someone who can manage them. 

And such talents are very scarce. 

If you want to find such talents, you must find them in the army. 



The army is strictly disciplined, and those patients who have stepped to the position of 
high-ranking officials have absolutely powerful management capabilities! 

But how easy is it to find such a person? 

Lin Kai sighed, you can’t force such a thing, you can only let it happen. 

Chapter 676: Car Accident 

Chapter 676 

The next day, early in the morning, Lin Kai finished washing and was about to visit the 
company. 

Lin Kai drove Wang Gang’s Volkswagen car on the road. 

At an intersection about 500 meters away from the company, Lin Kai stopped. He 
wanted to wait for the red light. 

Just as Lin Kai was so bored, I saw a large truck rushing over from the opposite side! 

Ignoring the red light, the truck rushed in. 

At that time, passers-by exclaimed. 

Lin Kai’s eyes widened, too, but the big truck did not rush to him, but to the car next to 
him. 

It happened so suddenly that Lin Kai couldn’t stop it either. He only heard a loud bang, 
followed by a bang. 

The truck hit several cars in a row. 

Fortunately, except for the first car that was hit particularly badly, the rest of the cars 
were fine. 

The first car that was hit was a new Bentley luxury car, worth ten million. 

At this time, the front of the Bentley luxury car has been knocked flat and the cab is 
completely deformed! 

The car accident came so suddenly that even Lin Kai didn’t expect it. 

After the accident, the scene was in a panic, and the driver of the large truck jumped out 
of the car drunk. 



Seeing this, he woke up most of his alcohol. He knew that he had caused a big disaster, 
and he was stupid at the same time. 

At this time, a caring person began to gather everyone to rescue the person in the 
Bentley. 

“Come on! Open the door! Get him out!” 

“Come on!” 

As he shouted, more and more people joined the rescue. 

Sometimes this is the case. As long as someone takes the lead, the rest are not afraid 
of being corrupted. Anyway, I am not the first to save people. 

Upon seeing this, Lin Kai got out of the car and walked over quickly. 

The Bentley was seriously deformed, and people could not get out of the car because 
the door was deformed due to the impact. Several people pulled the door forcefully 
together, but the door did not move. 

Upon seeing this, Lin Kai frowned, went straight through the crowd, and said, “Let me 
come!” 

Everyone looked at Lin Kai and frowned when they saw that Lin Kai was only a young 
man in his twenties. 

So many of us can’t pull it apart, why are you here to join in the fun? 

Before they could speak, Lin Kai pulled the car door with one hand and the car body 
with the other. He pulled it hard and with a snap, the door was opened directly! 

Everyone exclaimed, so much strength! 

The man who drove in the car was an old man. 

He was over sixty years old, wearing glasses, but at this time he was lying on the 
steering wheel, covered in blood, life and death unknown. 

Lin Kai recognized the old man at a glance. Isn’t this a master of calligraphy, Wang 
Zixi? 

Lin Kai directly took Wang Zixi out of the car and put it on the ground. 

Wang Zixi was seriously injured, and Lin Kai just glanced at it, and he knew where 
Wang Zixi was injured. 



His ribs were severely hit and his heart and lungs had been injured. If he was not sent 
to the hospital in time, Wang Zixi would not be saved! 

But when he met Lin Kai, he had hope of life. 

At that time, Lin Kai walked away quickly and came to a place where there was no one. 

With Lin Kai’s extraction ability, he could completely save Living Prince Xi, but after all, 
Lin Kai didn’t want to be treated as a monster under the eyes of everyone. 

Lin Kai took out the Yulong pen and quickly drew a piece of talisman paper in the air, 
and then he took the talisman paper and walked back to the crowd again. 

However, at this time, a young man was already kneeling beside Wang Zixi, shaking the 
old man vigorously. 

“Master! Don’t scare me! Master!” 

The young man is naturally Wang Zixi’s proud disciple, Zhao Wenbo. 

On Zhao Wenbo’s face, there was no longer the gentleman Lin Kai saw him last time, 
instead, he looked panicked. 

He shook Wang Zixi’s shoulder desperately, but Wang Zixi showed no sign of waking 
up. 

“Okay, don’t shake it, it’s really dead if you shake it again!” Lin Kai came to Zhao 
Wenbo’s side at this time. 

Zhao Wenbo raised his head and glanced at Lin Kai, then his eyes narrowed. 

“It’s you?” 

Zhao Wenbo did not have the slightest affection for Lin Kai. 

At the calligraphy conference, Lin Kai made him lose face in front of beautiful women, 
and even let his master scold him in front of so many people. 

He hates Lin Kai almost to the bone! 

“You’re very happy to see an accident with my master, aren’t you?” Zhao Wenbo asked 
coldly. 

Lin Kai frowned and said, “Your Master and I are good friends, how can I be happy?” 



“Good friend? Hehe, I bah! Don’t think I don’t know, you are just coveting my master’s 
collection of brushes!” 

“My master’s collection of brushes is worth hundreds of millions. You probably have 
been thinking about it for a long time?” 

Zhao Wenbo looked hostile and asked coldly. 

Lin Kai laughed and shook his head: “Hehe, the mouse is short-sighted, don’t use your 
eyes to see the world.” 

With that said, Lin Kai no longer talked to Zhao Wenbo, but took out the talisman paper, 
slapped it directly on Wang Zixi’s chest. 

This is a life-saving charm. After the life-saving charm is used, the injured person’s body 
will enter a pause state. 

In other words, Wang Zixi now has no heartbeat or blood flow. 

Lin Kai is going to take him to a place where no one is there, use his extraction ability, 
and heal him thoroughly. 

“What is this?” Zhao Wenbo asked coldly. 

Lin Kai said lightly: “Life-saving talisman, it can save your master’s life. Now you can 
send it to the hospital and you will be saved. Remember, life-saving talisman cannot be 
revealed!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Zhao Wenbo laughed at that time: “Haha! What a joke! 
Life-saving Talisman? Have you watched too many Lin Zhengying movies?” 

“So superstitious? Why don’t you become a Taoist priest? Still life-saving talisman? I 
think it’s a urging talisman, right?” 

As more and more people watched, many people started to point to Lin Kai. 

“Life-saving talisman? This is too superstitious, isn’t it? Don’t send it to the hospital, and 
do these imaginary things?” 

“It’s really not a big deal to watch the excitement! This person is really unqualified!” 

“Yeah, life-saving talisman? This person is too superstitious. In the old society, he will 
be arrested and sent to jail!” 

… 



Everyone around pointed and pointed, and the accusation kept on. 

And Lin Kai also didn’t hear it. 

At this moment, I saw a luxury car rushing over and stopped aside. 

It was a Maserati, and a man rushed down from the Maserati. 

The 30-year-old man looks like a famous brand, wears a famous watch in his hands, 
and has a face with Chinese characters and an anxious look. 

He is Wang Shicong’s son, Wang Shicong! 

Wang Shicong ran over quickly, grabbed Zhao Wenbo, and asked, “How is my dad? Is 
my dad okay?” 

Zhao Wenbo also looked pained: “I don’t know! I have called an ambulance, and the 
ambulance will be here soon!” 

Wang Shicong looked at Wang Zixi at this time, and he saw the life-saving talisman 
attached to Wang Zixi at a glance. 

At that time he frowned and said angrily: “What the **** is this? Who posted the 
talisman? Isn’t this something for the dead? Who is it? Stand up for me!” 

“I, Wang Shicong, must kill him today!” 

Chapter 677: Life Saver 

Chapter 677 

Wang Shicong is the son of Wang Zixi. 

Wang Shicong is a complete prodigal, relying on his father’s wealth, power and 
connections, he can be said to be arrogant and domineering in the capital. 

Since he is Wang Zixi’s son, anyone who sees him must show him face. 

But now that Wang Shicong saw that his father was half-dead, his heart was anxious 
and sad. 

It’s not because of his filial piety, it’s because if he died and he was in the capital, he 
would be a waste! 

No one is used to him, and no one gives him pocket money! 



So after seeing someone sticking yellow paper on his father, Wang Shicong was 
furious! 

“Who is it? Damn, dare to curse my father? I killed him!” Wang Shicong roared. 

Zhao Wenbo took a look at Lin Kai quite gloating at this time. He knew Wang Shicong’s 
character very well. 

I am not afraid of the sky, and there is a group of friends, friends and dogs, who have 
never done business in recent years, but have done bad things. 

Lin Kai provokes him, it is a big trouble! 

At that time, Zhao Wenbo pointed at Lin Kai and said, “Brother Wang, it is him! It is he 
who put talisman paper on Master!” 

“Master will definitely be fine, isn’t he cursing Master?” 

Upon hearing this, Wang Shicong looked at Lin Kai at that time. 

After seeing Lin Kai, there seemed to be fire in his eyes! 

At that time, I saw Wang Shicong rushing to Lin Kai’s front and grabbed his collar! 

“It’s your kid who dare to curse my father? Do you know who my father is? Are you **** 
tired and crooked? Do you want me to relax your muscles?” 

Wang Shicong gritted his teeth with anger. 

And Lin Kai frowned. He said, “It’s a life-saving talisman, not a yellow paper for the 
dead.” 

“I’ll go to your mother’s life-saving talisman! Boy, let me tell you, if my father has a long 
and two shortcomings, I will let your whole family be buried!” 

Wang Shicong roared like a vent. 

Lin Kai frowned, and Wang Zixi was kind to himself. If it weren’t for Wang Zixi’s face, Lin 
Kai would have violently beat up this kid who didn’t know the sky and earth. 

Wang Shicong pushed Lin Kai hard, and once again came to his father. 

The people around also pointed at Lin Kai. 

“This person, how come you put yellow paper on someone’s body?” 



“That’s right! Isn’t that for the dead? This person is really lacking in quality, so I am not 
afraid of big things when watching the excitement!” 

“I think this car accident has something to do with him! He must have posted a yellow 
paper to curse the old man in the car accident, and then the old man suffered 
misfortune.” 

“Bah! What a scumbag!” 

… 

There was a scolding sound around. 

But Lin Kai didn’t hear it, and ignored it. 

A few minutes later, the ambulance successfully arrived at the scene. 

Several emergency personnel got out of the ambulance, but the first aid personnel 
carried the old man directly onto a stretcher without saying a word, and then he was 
taken to the hospital. 

Lin Kai was not relieved, he drove the car and followed the ambulance to the hospital. 

In the hospital ward, the attending physician Liu frowned, looking at the various data on 
the instrument, and fell into thought. 

Beside him were Wang Shicong and Zhao Wenbo with anxious faces. 

“Doctor, how is my father?” 

Wang Shicong asked. 

Director Liu frowned and replied: “It’s really weird. It is obviously fatal, but the situation 
of the injured seems a bit strange.” 

“There is no trace of blood loss, and the wound has not become serious.” 

After listening to Director Liu’s words, Wang Shicong and Zhao Wenbo looked at each 
other, and both of them were a little confused. 

what? Was fatally wounded, but nothing happened now? 

“Director Liu, can you save it? No matter how much money you pay!” Wang Shicong 
said anxiously. 

Director Liu frowned, sighed, and shook his head: “Hey…” 



“It’s hard to say that the situation of the injured is not optimistic. Even if they are sent to 
the hospital in time, the success rate of treatment is only 20%.” 

Twenty percent? 

After hearing this sentence, Zhao Wenbo and Wang Shicong both opened their eyes 
wide and almost passed out. 

Only 20%! In that case, their father is so bad! 

Zhao Wenbo and Wang Shicong are both pale. They are both people who live on Wang 
Zixi. If Wang Zixi dies, their social status will also plummet! 

“Huh! What is this?” Director Liu looked at the yellow talisman on Wang Zixi’s chest. 

“Oh, this is a talisman posted by a fool. It is a joke to say what life-saving talisman is!” 
Zhao Wenbo replied absently. 

“Life-saving talisman?” Upon hearing this, Director Liu’s eyes showed contempt. 

“Hehe, what age is this, there are people who believe this?” 

After that, Director Liu was ready to uncover the yellow talisman paper. 

But at this moment, Lin opened the door and entered, and he happened to see the 
scene where Director Liu wanted to uncover the life-saving talisman. 

Lin Kai quickly said, “No!” 

Director Liu heard the words, stopped his hand, looked at Lin Kai, frowning. 

“Who are you? Are you a family member of the injured?” 

Lin Kai walked in and replied, “No, I am the injured person’s friend.” 

“This life-saving talisman cannot be uncovered. The reason why the injured person’s 
current situation is stable is because this life-saving talisman is protecting him.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Director Liu and the assistants and nurses behind him all 
looked at Lin Kai with a strange look. 

The look in his eyes seemed to see a big fool. 

Director Liu sneered: “Hehe, what a joke! It’s the age of science, are you so 
superstitious?” 



“What **** life-saving talisman, I will reveal today!” 

Director Liu doesn’t believe in Lin Kai’s story at all! 

Before speaking, we must go to reveal the life-saving talisman. 

Lin Kai grabbed Director Liu’s hand and frowned, “I said, the life-saving talisman can’t 
be revealed!” 

When Lin Kai dared to do something, a crowd of nurses and assistants gathered 
around, all in a stance of doing it. 

When Wang Shicong saw this, he was even more furious: “You’re **** looking for 
something, right? What kind of **** life-saving talisman, that is the yellow paper burned 
for the dead! Boy, dare you curse my dad, wait for my dad to heal I must fix you well!” 

Zhao Wenbo even pointed at Lin Kai and reprimanded: “Lin Kai! Don’t think you are 
liked by my master, you can do whatever you want with my master, and you shouldn’t 
covet my master’s brush.” 

“I tell you, put away your tricks!” 

“You just want to wait for my master to wake up and ask for credit in front of my master, 
saying that your life-saving talisman saved my master.” 

“I’m telling you, don’t think we are idiots, what **** life-saving charm, I will reveal today!” 

After all, I saw Zhao Wenbo directly uncover the life-saving talisman and swipe it! The 
life-saving talisman was thrown to the ground by Zhao Wenbo. 

Director Liu even withdrew his hand and snorted coldly, “Huh, the life-saving talisman 
has been unveiled. Isn’t it good for the wounded?” 

Chapter 678: Expert 

Chapter 678 

As soon as Director Liu had finished speaking, only a rapid alarm sounded from Dididi! 

The data on the instrument changed suddenly. 

A lot of blood flowed from Wang Zixi’s body, and the entire hospital bed was soaked at 
that time! 

In addition, Wang Zixi’s heartbeat began to show signs of static. 



Seeing this scene, Director Liu was dumbfounded. 

Wasn’t it okay just now? Why is it suddenly like this now? 

The nurse next to him was even more anxious and reminded: “Dr. Liu, it’s not good. The 
wounded had a hemorrhage in the abdomen. He needs to stop bleeding immediately 
and have a blood transfusion!” 

“Director Liu, the wounded’s internal organs have been traumatized and need to 
undergo surgery immediately!” 

“Director Liu, the wounded had some difficulty breathing, and the trachea may have 
been traumatized.” 

… 

Director Liu was dumbfounded at the time, facing Wang Zixi, he felt that he could not 
start. 

Zhao Wenbo and Wang Shicong are also dumbfounded. What is the situation? 

They just unveiled the life-saving talisman, and Wang Zixi was going to die? 

“Director Liu, what’s the situation? How is my father?” Wang Shicong grabbed Director 
Liu by the collar and asked anxiously. 

Director Liu shook his head with a pale face: “I don’t know! It was okay just now. Now if 
the operation is performed, the chance of success is only 5%.” 

After listening to Director Liu’s words, Wang Shicong almost went crazy! 

It was 20% just now, but 5% now? 

Zhao Wenbo even shouted angrily: “Director Liu, do you know who he is? He is Wang 
Zixi, a master of calligraphy. If he dies in your hospital, your hospital will be closed 
down!” 

In the face of Zhao Wenbo’s roar, Director Liu also felt a little bit helpless. 

The wounded was seriously injured. Although he is the best doctor in Chinese medicine 
in the hospital, he is not sure of curing the wounded. 

“I said, the life-saving talisman cannot be revealed, but you just won’t listen!” 

At this time, Lin Kai sighed. 



After hearing Lin Kai’s words, everyone looked at Lin Kai. 

Think about it carefully, indeed, Wang Zixi has been doing well until the life-saving 
talisman has been revealed. 

But after revealing the life-saving talisman, Wang Zixi suddenly failed. 

Is it possible that Lin Kai is not fooling people? That life-saving talisman can really save 
your life? 

All three of them were lost in thought for a while. 

But Director Liu still didn’t believe it. He shook his head and said, “It’s not about the life-
saving talisman at all! The situation of the injured is not optimistic at first, and it is 
normal to happen!” 

After listening to Director Liu’s words, Wang Shicong and Zhao Wenbo both nodded. 

Yes, this must be a coincidence. How can there be such a thing as a life-saving 
talisman in this world? 

“Don’t **** mess around here, get out of here! Get out!” Wang Shicong roared, his 
expression unhappy. 

Zhao Wenbo also looked at Lin Kai coldly: “You cursed the reason why my master has 
become the way I am now! If you didn’t stick the yellow paper used by the dead on my 
master’s body, what happened to my master?” 

“You wait, we will never end with you!” 

At this time, Lin Kai’s mood was also extremely unhappy. 

He wanted to heal Wang Zixi, but their attitude seemed to regard Lin Kai as an enemy. 

If it’s someone else, Lin Kai will turn his head and leave, and will definitely not be nosy! 

But the injured, but the prince hee who is kind to him! 

Lin Kai snorted coldly at this time, flipped his right hand, and another life-saving 
talisman appeared in his hand. 

With a snap, Lin Kai directly attached Wang Zixi’s body. 

And took a cold look at Wang Shicong: “Your father, only I can save, remember, you let 
me go, your father died, the responsibility lies with you, not me!” 



After that, Lin Kai turned his head and left. 

And Wang Shicong poohed, with a disdainful expression on his face: “I pooh! Do you 
really treat yourself as an onion?” 

After Wang Shicong said, he looked back. 

He was dumbfounded just looking at it like this. 

I saw Wang Zixi, who was in crisis just now, has stabilized again! 

The blood stopped flowing, the heart started beating normally, the wound showed no 
signs of seriousness, and even his breathing became stable. 

Everyone was dumbfounded. 

Director Liu’s eyes widened even more, as if he had seen a ghost. 

He has been a doctor for so many years and has never seen such a miraculous scene. 

By attaching the life-saving talisman, the situation of the injured can be stabilized, and 
when the life-saving talisman is opened, the injured will become serious immediately. 

This is amazing! 

The small nurses and assistants behind Director Liu were also dumbfounded. 

Where have they seen such a magical scene? Every expression is like seeing a ghost. 

Zhao Wenbo and Wang Shicong also had shocked expressions. 

Is that yellow talisman paper really a life-saving talisman? Isn’t it yellow paper for 
cursing people? 

Lin Kai really wants to save Wang Zixi! 

The expressions on Zhao Wenbo and Wang Shicong’s faces are wonderful. 

The reason why Wang Zixi is able to live now is entirely because of this talisman paper 
hanging from his life! 

Zhao Wenbo looked even more ashamed. It turned out that he had always 
misunderstood Lin Kai. Although he saw Lin Kai unhappy, he had to admit that Lin Kai 
wanted to heal his master. 

He just opened the talisman paper, he almost killed the master! 



“Doctor, what…what’s the situation?” Wang Shicong asked stutteringly. 

Director Liu also had a serious look. He said: “I don’t know, I said, the injured person 
has suffered such a serious injury, and there is no sign of deterioration. It turns out that 
there are really magical charms in this world. “ 

After that, Director Liu sighed and shook his head. 

“Or, stick this magic talisman and let me undergo surgery. The success rate of the 
operation is only 20%.” 

“Or, please go to the expert just now. With the expert just now, maybe the injured will 
have a 100% chance of recovering successfully.” 

After listening to Director Liu’s words, Zhao Wenbo and Wang Shicong looked at each 
other. 

They flushed. 

Just now they said so horribly, they even left Lin Kai with anger, but now they want them 
to ask Lin Kai to intercede, they can’t get that face down! 

However, if you don’t ask Lin Kai, then Wang Zixi’s chances of surviving are not very 
great! 

Thinking of this, both of them sighed. Just now, Lin Kai took the initiative to save Wang 
Zixi, but they refused to let Lin Kai mock him. 

Now, they are going back to ask Lin Kai. 

It was a regret for them. They had known it a long time ago that they should treat Lin 
Kai respectfully. He is an expert! The real master! 

At that time, Wang Shicong gritted his teeth and said: “Wenbo, you come with me, 
today, no matter what, I must let the expert come to heal my father!” 

When Zhao Wenbo heard this, he also nodded with a flushed face, even though he was 
asked to ask Lin Kai, he felt very shameless. 

But if Wang Zixi died, he wouldn’t be Zhao Wenbo. 

“The expert shouldn’t have gone far. If we catch up, maybe there will be a chance!” 

Chapter 679: Simple Kneel Down 

Chapter 679 is simple, kneel down! 



On the other side, as soon as Lin Kai came downstairs, Zhao Wenbo and Wang 
Shicong had already caught up. 

The two of them stopped Lin Kai. 

Wang Shicong and Zhao Wenbo are also arrogant and domineering masters on 
weekdays. Now when it comes to begging for help, they blush and stand in front of Lin 
Kai. 

“Then, Lin Kai, my attitude was wrong before, I’m sorry, you can save my dad now.” 
Wang Shicong said with a blush. 

But Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets and smiled playfully: “Oh, if you ask me to save 
me, you will save me. What do you take me for? No way. 

After that, Lin Kai pulled out his legs and left. 

At this time, Zhao Wenbo roared: “Lin Kai! Don’t go too far!” 

Hearing this, Lin Kai stopped, looked back at Zhao Wenbo, and sneered: “Hehe, I’m too 
much?” 

“Didn’t you say that I coveted your master’s brush? Now I can’t save it. You said I was 
too much?” 

“Hehe, it’s love for me to save people, but it’s my duty not to save people. Why do you 
say that I am too much?” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Zhao Wenbo flushed and he couldn’t speak. 

Yes, Wang Zixi was injured. Lin Kai was originally an outsider, and the car accident has 
nothing to do with them. 

It was out of good intentions to save people. 

However, he was insulted by Zhao Wenbo and Wang Shicong. He is a normal person, 
and I am afraid he will no longer use his hot face to paste their cold ass. 

Both of them also figured it out, knowing that they were sorry for Lin Kai. 

“Lin Kai, tell me, what do you want to save my father?” 

Wang Shicong asked at this moment. 

Lin Kai glanced up and down at Wang Shicong and smiled slightly: “Ha ha, simple, 
kneel down, please.” 



With that, Lin Kai looked at Wang Shicong. 

Before, Wang Shicong wanted to kill Lin Kai one by one. 

Like the uncle, he didn’t pay attention to Lin Kai’s dignity. 

And now Lin Kai wants to step on his dignity under his feet! 

“And you, Zhao Wenbo.” Lin Kai looked at the two. 

As long as the two of them kneel down, Lin Kai will go back to treat Wang Zixi. 

But the two looked at each other with anger in their eyes. The most important thing for 
men is dignity. Now, Lin Kai actually asked them to throw their dignity on the ground! 

“Lin Kai, don’t go too far!” Zhao Wenbo said angrily. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and said, “Hehe, I’m too much? Looking at the entire capital, 
apart from me, Lin Kai, no one else can save your master!” 

Lin Kai is not talking big words, only his extraction ability can save Wang Zixi without 
risk. 

Wang Shicong looked embarrassed. 

He looked at Lin Kai with unwillingness in his eyes, but he knew that he did the wrong 
thing first. 

It is understandable that Lin Kai wants them to kneel down. 

Seeing Wang Shicong’s legs gradually bend, with a plop, Wang Shicong put down his 
dignity that he had always valued most, and knelt down. 

The young man in the capital actually knelt down to beg for help! 

“Brother, you!” Zhao Wenbo’s eyes widened when he saw Wang Shicong really kneel 
down. 

Wang Shicong looked up at Zhao Wenbo and said angrily: “If you want my father to 
survive, just kneel down!” 

Zhao Wenbo also trembled. He glanced at Lin Kai. Finally, Zhao Wenbo also bowed his 
head and knelt in front of Lin Kai. 

The two people who were still braving in front of Lin Kai just now all put down their 
dignity and knelt in front of Lin Kai. 



Lin Kai looked down at the two people who were kneeling in front of him, and smiled: 
“Hehe, do you know why I want you to kneel?” 

Wang Shicong’s voice was very low: “I know, you think we are upset.” 

Lin Kai smiled and shook his head: “Ha ha, no.” 

“No?” Zhao Wenbo looked at Lin Kai and asked, “What is that for?” 

“You two are so arrogant.” 

“One is Master Wang’s proud disciple.” 

“One is the son of Master Wang.” 

“I’m used to being arrogant and domineering in the capital.” 

“No one dares to control you, Wang Zixi has nothing to do with you.” 

“But I, Lin Kai, tell you today that there are people outside the world, and there are days 
outside the sky. Perhaps you are a superior existence in the eyes of some people.” 

“However, in the eyes of another group of people, you are just an ant that can be 
pinched to death at will.” 

“do you know?” 

“I ask you to let go of your most important face, for your good, young people, don’t be 
too arrogant.” 

Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets and smiled slightly. 

After all, Lin Kai casually kicked a big tree by the roadside. 

With a muffled bang, I saw that the big tree was kicked out of a huge pit by Lin Kai! 

The giant pit is still smoking black smoke, this kick is infinitely powerful! 

At that time, both Zhao Wenbo and Wang Shicong’s eyes widened. How strong is Lin 
Kai’s strength? 

Could it be that he is an ancient warrior? 

He has the strength to kill himself in a second! 



At this time, Zhao Wenbo and Wang Shicong both understood that Lin Kai never took 
them seriously. 

Lin Kai was just looking at Wang Zixi’s face and didn’t take a shot at the two of them. 

Otherwise, the two of them won’t survive for a second under Lin Kai’s hands. 

At this time, Zhao Wenbo finally understood, no wonder Master liked Lin Kai so much. 

Neither humble nor overbearing, with real ability, but very low-key. 

Both of them took Lin Kaixin orally. 

“I talked about friends with Wang Zixi. In terms of seniority, I can say that I am your 
uncle. When you see me in the future, remember to call him Uncle.” 

Lin Kai said, carrying his hands behind his back, strode towards the hospital. 

Wang Shicong and Zhao Wenbo stood up, and the two looked at each other. 

After being taught a lesson by Lin Kai, not only did they have no hatred for Lin Kai, on 
the contrary, all the previous dissatisfaction with Lin Kai disappeared. 

At this time, the image of Lin Kai in their hearts became somewhat greater. This man 
who looked much younger than them actually made them invisible. 

Lin Kai, it’s not easy! 

… 

In the ward, Lin Kai strode over. 

As soon as he came in, Lin Kai said, “Everyone is going out. I want to perform the 
operation alone.” 

Director Liu heard the words and waved his hand, and the assistants and nurses all 
walked out. 

But he did not move. 

Lin Kai glanced at him, frowning. 

“Why don’t you leave?” 

At this time, Director Liu had lost the arrogance he had just now, he stood straight to the 
side, like a good student. 



“Teacher, I want to learn your medical skills.” 

Director Liu is simply too curious about Lin Kai. 

A piece of talisman paper can actually hang a person’s life. He really wants to know 
what method Lin Zhuan used to save Wang Zixi. 

Lin Kai waved his hand indifferently: “Close the door, watch it aside, don’t say anything.” 

“Yes.” 

Director Liu closed the door and watched quietly. 

Lin Kai took off Wang Zixi’s clothes, and then took out the silver needle from his pocket. 

After seeing the silver needle, Director Liu raised his eyebrows and used the silver 
needle to heal the wounded wounded? Unheard of! 
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Director Liu has been a doctor for so many years, and he has never seen a doctor who 
uses silver needles to treat wounded patients. 

Lin Kai, is he really good at medicine? 

If someone else was here, Director Liu would have cursed aloud. 

But Lin Kai stood in front of him. 

The magical talisman just now made Director Liu still fresh in his memory and refreshed 
his worldview. 

I want to see how you can save a dying person with a silver needle! 

Lin Kai said silently in his heart the ability of Ganoderma to extract. 

Then pinched the silver needle with two fingers, and a burst of green energy was 
poured into the silver needle. 

That is powerful vitality! 



Vitality is the origin of human beings. When people are severely injured, their vitality will 
quickly lose. 

In theory, as long as vitality is injected into the injured person’s body, the injured person 
can recover. 

The use of silver needles allows the vitality to enter the injured body more quickly. 

Lin Kai pierced Wang Zixi’s body one by one with silver needles. 

Every silver needle penetrates deeply. 

After putting dozens of silver needles on Wang Zixi’s body, Lin Kai just stopped. 

After piercing the silver needle, Lin Kai was already sweating profusely, and using 
Ganoderma lucidum extraction ability also consumed Lin Kai’s mental power. 

The vitality has been injected into Wang Zixi’s body, and within ten minutes, Wang Zixi 
can regain consciousness. 

“Alright?” At this time, Director Liu asked with a puzzled look on the side. 

Just put dozens of silver needles in Wang Zixi’s body, how about Wang Zixi? 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “Well, in ten minutes, he will be fine.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Director Liu was also dubious. 

After a glance at the instrument, Director Liu was stunned. 

His eyes widened and he stammered speechless. He rubbed his eyes and even 
suspected that he was mistaken. 

Isn’t it? 

He saw that Wang Zixi’s heartbeat pace was gradually returning to normal! 

The traumatized part of him is also recovering voluntarily. 

And the recovery speed is very fast! 

Wang Zixi’s breathing also began to return to normal. 

At this rate, Wang Zixi can recover in ten minutes! 

Director Liu’s eyes widened, amazing! It’s really amazing! 



Where is this medical technique? This is simply magic! 

Director Liu has never seen such a magical scene in his life! 

He has practiced medicine for so many years, and he has seen many senior doctors, 
but those doctors who are highly respected, no matter how good their medical skills are, 
absolutely have no ability to bring them back to life. 

But Lin Kai has it! 

At that time, Director Liu’s heart was shocked. 

Ten minutes later, Lin Kai took off the silver needle and uncovered the life-saving 
talisman attached to him. 

The moment the life-saving talisman was revealed, Wang Zixi opened his eyes. 

He looked at the ceiling for a while, then he reacted. 

He rubbed his head and got up from the hospital bed, the memory gradually flooded his 
mind. 

He remembered that he had a car accident! A large truck crashed into his car! 

Wang Zixi hurriedly went to see his body. Is he… okay? 

“Master Wang.” Lin Kai said with a smile at this moment. 

“Xiao Kai?” After seeing Lin Kai, Wang Zixi also couldn’t react. 

“it’s me.” 

“You were in a car accident, but fortunately, you were fine. I happened to be at the 
scene, so I followed to the hospital.” 

After that, Lin Kai glanced at Director Liu and winked at him. 

Director Liu readily understands that high-ranking people are very low-key. 

Lin Kai must not want to expose his medical skills. 

At that time, Director Liu closed his mouth obediently. People with great supernatural 
powers like Lin Kai are all big bosses with a strong background. 

“It turned out to be like this, my old man, my life is really big!” 



Wang Zixi gave a wry smile. 

“Since you have nothing to do, then I can rest assured, I have something to do, I will 
leave first.” Lin Kaiwei smiled. 

When Wang Zixi heard this, he was a little bit unwilling: “Don’t wait any longer?” 

He and Lin Kai hit it off right away, and he wanted to talk to Lin Kaiduo. 

Lin Kai shook his head and said with a smile: “No, another day, we will talk again when 
we have time.” 

After Lin Kai said goodbye to Wang Zixi, he left the ward. 

Outside the ward, Wang Shicong and Zhao Wenbo had been waiting anxiously for a 
long time. When Lin Kai came out, they both looked at Lin Kai expectantly. 

Lin Kai said indifferently: “Remember, Wang Zixi was not saved by me, it was because 
he didn’t have any serious problems.” 

After saying this, Lin Kai left directly. 

And Zhao Wenbo and Wang Shicong looked dumbfounded, what did Lin Kai mean? 

Immediately afterwards, they entered the ward. After entering the ward, they 
immediately understood what Lin Kai meant. 

Wang Zixi, who had stepped into the ghost gate with half his foot, recovered! 

In an instant, both of them were stupid in place. 

When they thought of what Lin Kai had just said to them, they got goose bumps. 

What kind of fairy is this Lin Kai? 

… 

After leaving the hospital, Lin Kai took a look at the company and returned to Cuihu 
Garden. 

Dafeng Entertainment has developed well recently. With the support of Zhao Group, 
Dafeng Entertainment has numerous resources. 

It also signed the Tianzhu Girl Group, and the current Dafeng Entertainment Company 
is also well-known in the entertainment circle. 



In the past two days, Li Xin also took the opportunity to sign several celebrities with 
small traffic. 

Everything is moving in a good direction. 

On this day, Lin Kai was sitting in the Yulong Pavilion drinking tea. Suddenly, his mobile 
phone rang. 

I took out my phone and found it was an unfamiliar number. 

Lin Kai answered the phone: “Hello?” 

“Lin Kai? It’s me, Pan Feng.” 

Pan Feng? 

Upon hearing these two words, Lin Kai immediately thought of the dark-skinned major. 

On the destroyer, all kinds of majors who were dissatisfied with themselves and made 
things difficult for themselves. 

However, the co-existence and death on the island made Lin Kai and Pan Feng also 
good friends. 

Why did Pan Feng call himself suddenly? 

“Brother Pan! Why did you think of contacting me? Could it be that you are on 
vacation?” Lin Kai asked with a smile. 

Pan Feng is a ten-year veteran. Although his military rank is not high, his military quality 
is absolutely unmatched. 

Pan Feng on the phone gave a wry smile and said, “Haha! I’m retired and I’m in Beijing 
now.” 

“Retired? Why?” Lin Kai asked in a daze. 

“Why? I’m twenty-eight years old this year, and I haven’t married a daughter-in-law, so 
the family is in a hurry!” 

“I want me to come back and find a job, get married and have children, and live a 
normal life.” 

Pan Feng’s words are also full of pain. 

The army is his home, and he is very reluctant to let him out of the army. 



But no way, he can’t stay in the army all his life! 

Lin Kai heard this, overjoyed! 

Good thing! Xianmen is now at the time of employing people! 

“Where are you? I’ll pick you up now, let’s have a few drinks!” 
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“I’m at the Beijing Fifth Ring Railway Station now! Coming back with me, there are nine 
of my comrades in arms.” 

Lin Kai was overjoyed after hearing what Pan Feng said. 

Pan Feng is not only coming back alone! He also brought back a group of talents! 

“You wait, I will drive to pick you up now!” 

After all, Lin Kai hung up the phone and drove a commercial car directly after going out, 
and Wang Gang also followed him. 

Soon after, Lin Kai arrived at the train station. 

As soon as he entered the train station, Lin Kai’s eyes were immediately attracted by 
Pan Feng. 

In the vast crowd, it is too difficult not to notice Pan Feng. 

I saw a total of ten people with Pan Feng standing neatly on the side of the road, 
standing straight, motionless, and looking firm. 

Except for the Chinese soldiers, no one can stand up in such a neat posture. 

Lin Kai strode over and slapped Pan Feng on the shoulder. 

“Brother Feng!” Lin Kai shouted. 

After seeing Lin Kai, Pan Feng was overjoyed, with a look of joy on his face. 

“I didn’t expect your kid to mix well in the capital! I heard that you are now the chairman 
of an entertainment company?” 



Lin Kai laughed and said, “Hahaha! Let’s not talk about this, let’s go, I will be the host 
today, and invite my brothers to dinner!” 

“Hahaha! I must kill you severely today!” 

Pan Feng also laughed heartily. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai took Pan Feng and others directly to a restaurant. 

It’s not a five-star hotel, Lin Kai brought them here, but it was just a small restaurant on 
the side of the road. 

Pan Feng is not an outsider, and Lin Kai also knows that Pan Feng has just retired and 
is definitely not used to going to places that are too luxurious. 

In the small restaurant, Lin Kai found the largest table, ordered a table of dishes, set a 
table of wine, and had free drinks with Pan Feng and others. 

And Pan Feng and others have not drunk alcohol for several years. After a few drinks, 
their old faces are already very red. 

“I said Brother Feng, you will retire when you retire. How come you bring back so many 
people?” 

Lin Kai asked curiously. 

Hearing this, Pan Feng laughed and said, “Haha! These are all soldiers under my hand. 
When they heard that I was going to retire, they stopped doing it.” 

“By the way, when I retired, my rank was lieutenant colonel! Not a major!” 

Pan Feng had a smug smile on his face. 

After the First World War on the Island, Pan Feng became famous during the First 
World War, and he was promoted to lieutenant colonel, and even served as the 
commander of the battalion in the combat brigade. 

The soldiers who participated in the battle with Pan Feng have all been promoted and 
paid more or less. 

However, as soon as Pan Feng retired, these soldiers immediately felt boring in the 
barracks and wanted to follow Pan Feng out. 

Pan Feng couldn’t stop it, so he took nine people out of the barracks. 

“I said, brother, Brother Feng is a vagrant now!” 



“I didn’t accept the transfer of the army because I was not used to the job there.” 

“I heard that your kid is now the chairman of an entertainment company. How many 
people are we taking in?” 

Pan Feng said with a smile. 

The soldiers under him also echoed: “Yes! Open brother, you can let us follow you!” 

“It’s all our own, don’t you worry about us? We are not lazy, second-hand feet are clean, 
and security is more than enough, right?” 

After listening to them, Lin Kai laughed too. 

“Hahaha! Brothers, it would be too shameful for you to be security guards!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Pan Feng was very interested. He asked, “Oh? Brother, 
you mean, there is a better job, let’s do it?” 

Lin Kai nodded. 

He smiled and said: “Brothers, do you know ancient martial artists?” 

“Ancient warrior?” 

Hearing this, Pan Feng and others all looked at each other. 

Before, they didn’t know the ancient warriors. 

But after the island battle, they all knew about the existence of ancient warriors. 

After all, Miyamoto Hanzo is a very powerful ancient warrior! 

“I know! What’s wrong? Isn’t your kid an ancient warrior?” Pan Feng nodded and said. 

Lin Kai also nodded and said, “Yes, I am an ancient warrior. Recently, I just created an 
organization belonging to the ancient warrior, named Xianmen!” 

“Xianmen?” 

When Pan Feng heard the words, there were differences in his eyes. 

He didn’t expect that Lin Kai would become the master of the door after only a few days 
of seeing him? 



Then, Lin Kai introduced Wang Gang next to him: “This is one of the elders of my fairy 
gate, and his name is Wang Gang.” 

Wang Gang smiled at Pan Feng and the others. 

Although Pan Feng and others are ordinary people, they are all friends of the master! 
Not to be underestimated. 

Pan Feng also nodded and asked: “This Elder Wang looks very powerful, isn’t his 
strength low?” 

Lin Kai smiled and said, “The same as Miyamoto Hanzo.” 

Hearing Lin Kai’s words, Pan Feng was startled. 

Same strength as Miyamoto Hanzo? 

That Miyamoto Hanzo’s powerful strength is still fresh in Pan Feng’s memory! 

Unexpectedly, Lin Kai’s subordinates actually already have such a master! 

“You don’t want us to join Xianmen, do you?” 

Pan Feng gave a wry smile. 

“Even brother, I think too, but we are all ordinary people! They are not ancient warriors!” 

Lin Kai laughed loudly: “Hahaha! Brother, don’t worry about that!” 

“My fairy gate, now there are four martial sages! Twenty-four martial artists! There are 
more than 3,000 martial artists! It can be said that they are very famous forces in the 
capital.” 

“However, Xianmen has just been founded and lacks management talents.” 

“Wang Gang and the others are powerful, but their management ability is still relatively 
weak.” 

“Brother Feng, you have been a soldier for such a long time. You have been managing 
a team of hundreds of people. You are managing a small fairy gate of mine. It shouldn’t 
be difficult for your disciples to learn how to organize housekeeping and obey the 
rules?” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Pan Feng still looked worried. 

“You let me manage a group of ancient warriors?” 



“They are not ordinary people!” 

Lin Kai heard the words and said immediately: “From now on, Xianmen will create 
another church called Penal Hall. Penal Hall has the supreme power! You can punish 
the disciple at the top! No one can refuse the penalty from Penal Hall. !” 

“From today on, you Pan Feng will be the master of the penalty hall! These nine people 
are the disciples of your penalty hall!” 

“I will give you Pan Feng a monthly salary of 300,000 yuan! Your brother has a monthly 
salary of 50,000 yuan! How about including food and housing?” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, the soldiers’ eyes lit up. 

Food and shelter? 50,000 monthly salary? Do it or punish others? 

Where can I find such a good job? 

“Battalion commander! I think it will work!” 

“Battle Commander, Brother Kai has taken care of us in this way. If we don’t agree, it 
won’t make sense!” 

“That’s right! Battalion commander, you can agree, such a good job, looking at the 
entire capital, you can’t find a second job!” 
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After hesitating, Pan Feng finally nodded. 

“Brother, I did it!” 

Although it sounds, being the master of the penalty hall seems to be a very beautiful 
job. 

But Pan Feng always feels that his job is not that simple. 

But there is no way, he has brought so many brothers, he is responsible for the 
brothers, he has to solve the brothers’ food and clothing problems. 

What’s more, the conditions Lin Kai gave were indeed very attractive. 

“Hahaha! Good! Not drunk or going home today!” 



Lin Kai was very happy and raised his wine glass. 

… 

The next day, Lin Kai went to the company early to arrange the company’s affairs. 

And Pan Feng came to the headquarters of Xianmen. 

The headquarters of Xianmen was founded in Jiangjing Town on the Fifth Ring of 
Beijing, covering an area of 10,000 square meters. 

Just the land, it cost Lin Kai several billion! 

The creation of the fairy gate is very spectacular! Brand new construction, brand new 
decoration, spotless on the floor, entering the fairy gate, it is like entering a new world! 

And in the fairy gate, there are more than three thousand fairy gate disciples living! 

Each of these three thousand immortal disciples wears black immortal costumes. 

But in a corner of the fairy gate, there are ten people who are extremely different. 

These ten people are wearing red fairy costumes, and on their chests, there are also 
fairy medals. 

These ten people are naturally the ten people in the penalty hall, with Pan Feng taking 
the lead. 

Standing in the square, Pan Feng frowned, looking at the immortal disciples coming and 
going. 

Xianmen, it really disappointed him! 

Even though everyone is an ancient warrior, they have no quality at all! 

People who smoke cigarettes, those who throw **** and throw garbage, the whole fairy 
gate is full of smoke! 

This makes Pan Feng, who has been living in the army, extremely unhappy! 

“This is the fairy gate? It disappoints me too much!” Pan Feng frowned. 

He finally understood why Lin Kai asked himself to be the head of the Xianmen Penalty 
Hall. 

Indeed, the immortal door is very powerful now, but the immortal disciple is too foolish! 



One by one, like gangsters on the street. 

Even though the conditions of the fairy gate are very good and rich, they are raising a 
bunch of rice barrels and waste! 

Ten Pan Feng stood in the center of the square, frowning while looking at the Xianmen 
disciples who were going to and fro. 

And the immortal disciples looked at Pan Feng and others curiously. 

Because Pan Feng and others are the only ones wearing red clothes among the 
immortal disciples. 

As for Pan Feng, his eyes have been fixed on a dozen people sitting on the lawn. 

These dozens of people, all Xianmen disciples, dressed in black costumes, gathered 
together, smoking and drinking in the sun. 

The grass is full of garbage. 

Moreover, they also had playing cards in their hands and played on the grass! 

The grass is full of red hundred dollar bills! 

There were many people onlookers nearby. 

This is the internal affairs of Xianmen! 

“I bet one hundred thousand! Do you dare to follow?” 

“I followed! I followed two hundred thousand!” 

“Open you!” 

“Fuck! Tianlong!” 

“Hahahaha! He has lost a lot!” 

There was a burst of laughter, and Pan Feng frowned. 

With a wave of his hand, he took nine disciples from the penalty hall and walked over 
quickly. 

As soon as Pan Feng and the others walked over, the dozens of immortal disciples all 
looked up at Pan Feng. 



Pan Feng frowned, came in front of them, kicked the playing cards on the lawn! 

“Who allowed you to gamble here? Huh?” 

“Drinking? Smoking? Do you really treat this as your own home? Stand up all for me!” 

Pan Feng roared. 

The nine penalty disciples behind him stood upright with their hands behind their backs, 
full of momentum. 

The boss of those more than a dozen people was a yellow hair. The yellow hair was 
very thin. He seemed to be over-indulgent and his face was very pale. 

He raised his head and looked at Pan Feng viciously, and said coldly: “Who the **** are 
you?” 

As soon as Huang Mao stood up, more than a dozen people stood up and looked at 
Pan Feng. 

These dozens of people were gearing up, all of them looking bad, looking at Pan Feng 
and others, they were not afraid. 

“Who am I?” Pan Feng snorted coldly, and he took out his token from his waist. 

“Punishment Hall Master! Pan Feng!” 

Penalty Hall Master? 

Hearing the words, that Huang Mao smiled disdainfully, slapped the token in Pan 
Feng’s hand! 

Then he stepped heavily on the token. 

“What **** punishment hall? I haven’t heard of it! I only know that there are ten halls in 
the fairy gate, and I have never heard of punishment hall!” 

“You all wear red clothes, who are you scaring?” 

Huang Mao’s face was disdainful, and he didn’t put Pan Feng in his eyes. 

“You!” Pan Feng was furious. He pointed at Huang Mao and said angrily: “Do you know 
what happened to the host of the penalty hall? That is punishment!” 

Pan Feng waved his hand, and a disciple of the penalty hall at that time stepped 
forward to catch the yellow hair! 



But with a snap, a strong man beside Huang Mao directly grabbed the penalty cousin 
disciple with one hand. 

With a light push, the strong man pushed the penalty cousin to the ground. 

The brawny man’s face was disdainful and contemptuous: “Fuck, it turns out to be an 
ordinary person! There is no real anger at all! Just like you, the punishment hall?” 

Not really angry? 

The dozen or so people felt it. 

Indeed, the ten people in front of them didn’t have a trace of real energy! 

At that time, a burst of wild laughter broke out! 

“Hahahaha! Really laughed at me! Give it to the penalty hall? One by one, he doesn’t 
even have any real anger, and return to the **** penalty hall?” 

“What **** punishment hall! Go home and pee in the mud!” 

“Hahahaha! Get out! Don’t **** be embarrassed here!” 

The Huang Mao also smiled disdainfully. He came to Pan Feng’s face, patted Pan 
Feng’s face with his hand, and narrowed his eyes. 

“Punishment Hall? What kind of **** is that? Do you know who my brother-in-law is?” 

Pan Feng narrowed his eyes and asked, “Who is your brother-in-law?” 

Next to him, a little yellow-haired brother jumped out and yelled: “You are still in the 
immortal door, because you don’t even know who my eldest brother and brother-in-law 
are?” 

“My elder brother and brother-in-law are Elder Li Dao Li among the three elders of 
Xianmen!” 

“Boy, just a word from my elder brother can get you out of the fairy gate, do you believe 
it?” 

Pan Feng narrowed his eyes, no wonder these people were so arrogant and 
domineering, it turned out that this yellow-haired brother-in-law was actually one of the 
three elders of Xianmen! 



Huang Mao grabbed Pan Feng’s neck with one hand at this time, his eyes were cold 
and said: “On the three-square acre of Xianmen, no one has ever dared to break 
ground on my head!” 

“Dare to kick Lao Tzu’s card? Kneel me down!” 

After all, Huang Mao pushed hard and plopped, and Pan Feng knelt down directly! 

Pan Feng is furious! He is violent! Want to stand up. 

However, he was just an ordinary person, and that Huang Mao was an ancient warrior 
at the peak of the warrior! Pan Feng is not his opponent at all! 

Huang Mao laughed at this moment, pressed Pan Feng hard with his hands, and 
slapped Pan Feng’s face with his hands. 

“Hahaha! What garbage punishment hall master? Don’t you still kneel in front of Lao 
Tzu now? It’s like a dog with your mother! Hahaha!” 
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“Hahahahaha!” 

There was a burst of laughter, and a dozen people behind Huang Mao were laughing 
wildly. 

Their eyes are full of playful eyes. 

The so-called penalty hall is a joke in their eyes! 

And Pan Feng’s nine punishment hall disciples roared when their hall master was 
forced to kneel. 

“Let go of our hall master!” 

With a roar, nine people rushed towards Huang Mao! 

And Huang Mao’s eyes flashed a cruel look, and said angrily: “Dare to take care of Lao 
Tzu’s business? Give Lao Tzu a fight!” 

“Telling!” 

The dozen or so ancient warriors behind Huang Mao sneered and greeted the nine 
people who rushed over. 



Although the nine people in the penalty hall are all retired soldiers, the ancient warriors 
are significantly stronger than the soldiers. 

When the two groups fought, the penalty hall immediately suffered a big loss! 

It can be said that it was an overwhelming battle, and the disciples of the penalty hall 
couldn’t lift their heads after being beaten! 

boom! Snapped! 

A crackling blow sounded. After a while, the disciples of the penalty hall were already 
surrounded on the ground, and a dozen ancient warriors surrounded them with punches 
and kicks! 

No mercy! 

“Fuck! You bastards, what the **** do you have to pay for? Go eat shit!” 

“Dare to take care of our boss’s nostalgia? I think you are tired of living!” 

“Fuck! I killed you!” 

A group of people mercilessly dropped their dead hands, and greeted the punishment 
hall disciples with their fists and feet. 

The punishment hall disciples all showed dissatisfaction, but they were not their 
opponents. They could only gritted their teeth, guarded their heads, and were beaten on 
the ground. 

In a short while, the disciple of the penalty hall was beaten to blood. 

The red clothes were all torn, a mess, and blood was flowing everywhere. 

When Pan Feng saw his subordinates being beaten in this way, his eyes were red at 
the time, and he roared, “Stop it! Stop it!” 

Huang Mao coldly glanced at Pan Feng: “What the **** is your name?” 

After all, Huang Mao slapped Pan Feng. 

Snapped! 

With a sound, Pan Feng received a solid slap on the face! 

This slap was extremely hard, and when Pan Feng’s face crooked, a trace of blood 
dripped from the corner of his mouth. 



As one of the soldiers of the Navy, when Pan Feng suffered such humiliation? At that 
time he roared: “I’m **** desperate with you!” 

After a roar, Pan Feng grabbed Huang Mao’s arm and hit Huang Mao’s head with a 
punch! 

And Huang Mao’s eyes were full of disdain. 

An ordinary person, no matter how powerful he is, he is definitely not an opponent of 
ancient warriors! 

At that time, Huang Mao’s palm was wrapped in innocent energy, and with a snap, he 
directly caught Pan Feng’s punch! 

After that, he squeezed it hard, only to hear a click, Pan Feng’s fist had been deformed 
visible to the naked eye. 

Even if Pan Feng had strong endurance, he couldn’t help but roar at this moment, and 
sweat dripping down the size of soybeans on his forehead. 

“Just you? Want to move me too?” Huang Mao had a disdainful smile on his face. 

boom! 

Huang Mao kicked Pan Feng’s stomach, and Pan Feng immediately flew out and fell to 
the ground. 

Ten people in the penalty hall were beaten up like ten bereaved dogs, piled together. 

Pan Feng clutched his stomach and looked at Huang Mao’s bloodshot eyes, full of 
hatred. 

“Do you dare not put the punishment hall in your eyes and beat the punishment hall 
disciples. According to the rules, you will be executed!” 

Pan Feng roared. 

And the yellow hair put his hands in his pockets, with a haughty expression: “My 
brother-in-law is the elder of Xianmen, who dares to execute me?” 

Pan Feng said in a cold voice: “Don’t you be afraid of the master?” 

“Sect master?” Huang Mao laughed frantically after hearing this, “Hahahaha! Since the 
establishment of the fairy gate, I have never seen the sect master!” 

“What kind of master Lin Yizong, whether this person exists or not is still a question!” 



“The highest ruler of the fairy gate is my brother-in-law!” 

“You have the ability to let my brother-in-law execute me! Hahahaha!” 

Huang Mao laughed wildly. 

Behind him, more than a dozen ancient warriors also laughed. 

“Hahaha! Punishment Hall? Really ridiculous!” 

“Among the immortal gates, our boss is the master! What kind of **** punishment hall, if 
you see our boss in the future, give me respect!” 

“A bunch of idiots! Hahaha!” 

… 

A dozen people laughed. 

Many people have noticed this scene on the playground. 

I saw people around Pan Feng, and many people took out their mobile phones to record 
videos. 

Pan Feng’s penalty hall has become a joke in Xianmen. 

Many people pointed at Pan Feng, with a mocking smile on their faces. 

Pan Feng clenched his fists, he knew that with just a few of them today, he couldn’t deal 
with Huang Mao and them. 

At that time, Pan Feng hit the ground and said angrily: “Let’s go!” 

After all, Pan Feng took the nine people and prepared to leave. 

But at this moment, Huang Mao and others stopped in front of them again: “Stop! Did I 
let you go?” 

Huang Mao hugged his arms, tilted his head and looked at Pan Feng with an arrogant 
expression. 

Pan Feng stared at Huang Mao coldly: “What do you want?” 

Huang Mao smiled playfully, pointed to his crotch, and said, “It’s easy to walk. Go under 
Lao Tzu’s crotch, and I will let you go.” 



“Otherwise, don’t even think about leaving if you die here today!” 

As soon as Huang Mao’s words came out, a burst of laughter rang out. 

The onlookers were amused by the yellow hair. 

Some people who are not afraid of big things applauded and shouted. 

“Drill through! Drill through!” 

“Drill! A few miscellaneous hairs from the penalty hall, drill! Hahahaha!” 

… 

There was a burst of cheers, and Huang Mao’s face also showed a triumphant smile. 

He likes the feeling of being held up high by everyone. 

Pan Feng clenched his fists, and all of the punishment cousins behind him clenched 
their fists. 

“I…don’t drill!” Pan Feng gritted his teeth and said angrily. 

“Don’t drill?” 

Huang Mao heard the words, the smile on his face disappeared and he appeared cold. 

“Okay! Then I will hit you today!” 

After all, Huang Mao waved his hand and said angrily: “Fight Lao Tzu!” 

Huang Mao gave an order, and more than a dozen people rushed up again, and their 
fists and feet greeted Pan Feng and others fiercely. 

However, Pan Feng and the others were unable to resist. Ten minutes later, Pan Feng 
and the others had been beaten and lay on the ground. 

The ability to link is gone. 

Huang Mao is not afraid of serious things, he laughed: “Hahaha! Don’t drill? OK! I will 
give you artificial rain today and give you a hot bath!” 

“Come on! Brothers!” 

Huang Mao smiled and untied his waistband. 



In a burst of cheers, the dozen people also untied their belts. 

At that time, a burst of yellow liquid sipped on Pan Feng and the others, and a 
commotion came. Everyone pinched their noses and laughed. 
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Although Pan Feng and others were dying of being beaten, their consciousness was still 
sober. 

When they felt the urine on them, their hearts were extremely angry! 

But also helpless to the extreme. 

They don’t pay attention to the penalty hall at all! 

Don’t put the doorkeeper in your eyes at all! 

This is a group of rich second generations who relied on their own background and 
misbehaved in the fairy gate! 

No wonder, it’s no wonder that the immortal gate is powerful on the surface, but in fact 
there is a mixture of fish and dragons in the interior. How can such a fairy gate develop 
and grow? 

Pan Feng closed his eyes, and he told himself that he must be calm. If you don’t die, 
you will come out! 

After Huang Mao and the others put on the water, they put on their trousers and spit on 
Pan Feng’s face. 

“Boy, when you see me in the future, remember to call him!” 

“go!” 

Huang Mao took his little brother and left the playground swaggeringly. 

While Pan Feng and the others supported each other, stood up and limped into the 
distance. 

… 

In the middle of the night, Lin Kai returned to Yulong Pavilion after a busy day. 



Turning on the phone, Lin Kai saw a text message sent by Pan Feng at a glance. 

After seeing the text message, Lin Kai was furious! 

Snap! Lin Kai smashed the phone directly! 

When he arrived in the kitchen, Lin Kai carried a kitchen knife and rushed out of the 
house! 

Uncle can bear it, aunt can not bear it! 

Too **** presumptuous! The disciple under his sect actually beat his brother half-
handed, and **** his mother on his brother! 

Lin Kai couldn’t swallow this breath! 

Today, Lin Kai must kill the chicken and the monkey! Let the entire immortal door see 
what the end of disobeying the punishment hall discipline! 

Driving the car, Lin Kai came all the way to Xianmen. 

After arriving in Xianmen’s medical room, Lin Kai’s whole body was boiling! 

In the medical care room, there are ten hospital beds, and on top of the ten hospital 
beds are Pan Feng and the others. 

I saw that Pan Feng and the others had put plasters and bandages on them one by one, 
and basically everyone became a mummy. 

His face is also bruised and swollen. 

After seeing this scene, Lin Kai was furious, his face flushed, and he was already 
extremely angry! 

“Who did it?” Lin Kaiqiang pressed his anger and asked. 

After Pan Feng saw Lin Kai coming, his face also showed a bitter smile. 

“Brother, I can’t help you, I lost my face on the first day.” 

Pan Feng looked guilty. 

He has been a soldier for so many years, what kind of soldier hasn’t he brought? 

But the first time I came to Xianmen today, I lost my face! Shame the penalty hall! 



I am afraid that from now on, the penalty hall will become a joke! No one takes the 
penalty hall seriously! 

Seeing Pan Feng’s words, Lin Kai came to him, and put his arms around his shoulders. 

“What are you talking about? People who dare to touch me Lin Kai, if I don’t kill him, I’m 
sorry you Pan Feng!” 

Lin Kai gritted his teeth with anger. 

“Brothers, can you still walk?” Lin Kai asked angrily. 

The other nine people lying on the hospital bed nodded and limped up from the hospital 
bed. 

“I can go, brother.” 

“You can walk, brother.” 

“Brother Kai, it’s okay, I can’t die temporarily.” 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “You can walk, follow me now! Whoever hit you, point me out!” 

After Lin Kai said that, carrying a kitchen knife and carrying ten patients, he walked 
directly out of the ward. 

The beating yellow hair is very easy to find. 

He is famous throughout the fairy gate, and no one dares to provoke him. 

He lives in the most eye-catching location of Xianmen Dormitory, 101 Dormitory. 

Xianmen treats the disciples, and the welfare is extremely good. There is a dormitory for 
four people. The space in the dormitory is very large. Air-conditioning and WiFi are all 
available. 

Huang Mao is different. His brother-in-law is Li Lao Dao, so he lives alone in a 
dormitory. 

On the corridor, Lin Kai carried a kitchen knife and went directly to the door of the 101 
dormitory. 

Bang! Lin Kai kicked the door open! 

And in the dormitory, there is a huge water bed! 



On the waterbed lay a man with yellow hair and a cigarette in his mouth. 

On him, there was still a woman who was not wearing clothes. When the woman saw 
someone coming in, she exclaimed and quickly covered her chest. 

Huang Mao also widened his eyes and looked at Lin Kai. 

“Who the **** are you? Dare to kick Lao Tzu’s door?” 

“Get out of me! Fuck!” 

Huang Mao stood up cursingly. 

At this time, Huang Mao also saw Pan Feng and others standing behind Lin Kai. 

At that time, he nodded suddenly. 

“Oh!” 

“So you are the rescuer brought by these few Diao Mao?” 

Huang Mao looked at Lin Kai up and down, and saw that Lin Kai was young and 
dressed very ordinary, with a kitchen knife in his hand, he smiled disdainfully. 

“Fuck! I thought there was something big, it turned out to be a dick!” 

Lin Kai looked at Huang Mao coldly and said, “Call me all the dozen or so people who 
beat people today!” 

Huang Mao arrogantly picked up the phone and glanced at Lin Kai: “You **** wait, you 
guys are pretty crazy.” 

“I will kill you in a while!” 

After all, Huang Mao opened WeChat and sent a voice to a WeChat group. 

“Someone kicked Lao Tzu’s door! Those who didn’t sleep, let Lao Tzu get up all! Come 
to my dormitory!” 

Just this sentence, soon after, a door opened sounded. 

Wearing clothes, those without clothes, countless Xianmen disciples walked into the 
corridor! 

At a glance, it was black! 



From both sides of the corridor, countless immortal disciples came over! 

Basically all the people who lived in this dormitory came over. 

And there are people who are constantly entering the dormitory. 

About a few hundred people! A piece of black. 

With a cigarette in his mouth, the yellow hair came to Lin Kai’s face in a dauntless 
manner and patted Lin Kai’s face with his hand. 

“Fuck!” 

“Diao Mao, you dare to fight Lao Tzu?” 

“The entire immortal door is Lao Tzu’s younger brother!” 

“I can kill you with just one **** word, believe it or not?” 

Lin Kai looked around, a cold light flashed in his eyes. 

This is the fairy gate? 

What is the difference between this and the underworld? 

A mere warrior can mobilize hundreds of people from the immortal gate in a word! 

Is this your own fairy gate? I think it’s this yellow-haired fairy door, right? 

I totally spent money to raise a group of ancestors! 

“And you guys, who beat you during the day, you are very upset, right?” 

“Did you find such a Diao Mao to avenge me at night?” 

“I think you are impatient!” 

“Don’t worry, I will put some water on your faces in a while, so that you can be sober 
and sober!” 

Huang Mao said, ignoring the others, and dragged the undressed woman back with her 
arms in her arms. 

He glanced at Lin Kai arrogantly, smirked, and said, “Hehe, and you, little bastard, 
stinky trash, I will let you taste the artificial rain later, it’s so refreshing!” 



Chapter 685: Brother In Law I Was Beaten 

Chapter 685 Brother-in-law, I was beaten! 

Huang Mao laughed wildly after saying this. 

And Pan Feng and their faces are not very pretty. 

They all gritted their teeth and looked at Huang Mao. They hated Huang Mao to the 
extreme! 

Huang Mao beat them and peeed on them, which was a stain on them for a lifetime. 

They will never forget the yellow hair! They will hate Huang Mao forever! 

At the same time, the hundreds of people called by Huang Mao laughed. 

“Hahahaha! Brother Huang Mao, you are still so crazy! You deserve to be our boss!” 

“Brother Huang Mao is mighty! Brother Huang Mao is domineering! Hahahaha!” 

“Brother Huang Mao, the girl in your arms is so sexy!” 

“Brother Huang Mao, we want to bathe them in a while, what should we do? Hahaha!” 

… 

There was a roaring sound, and many people cheered. 

Lin Kai and others were just a joke in their eyes. 

reinforcement? A little 20-year-old boy who became the rescuer of the penalty hall? This 
penalty hall is nothing more than that! 

Huang Mao smiled triumphantly, came to Lin Kai, squinted his eyes and said, “Are you 
afraid?” 

“This is my strength!” 

“With a word of Lao Tzu, half of the immortal people can transfer over! You little 
bastard, you want to help them?” 

“What **** penalty hall, it’s ridiculous!” 

Huang Mao burst out laughing. 



And Lin Kai’s eyes had already flashed a little chill. 

He wants to kill the yellow hair in front of him now, but he can’t do that, because he 
wants to kill the chicken and the monkey! 

He wants to kill this yellow hair in front of all the immortal disciples! 

Snapped! 

Lin Kai shot. 

Lin Kai slapped Huang Mao’s face fiercely. 

Lin Kai’s strength is many times that of Huang Mao. 

Huang Mao couldn’t dodge it, and Lin slapped him directly on his face. 

At that time, Huang Mao’s face was red, and even a trace of blood shed from the corner 
of his mouth. 

The whole scene was immediately silent. 

No one thought that Lin Kai would dare to hit people, but he was hitting Huang Mao! But 
the overlord of the fairy gate! 

Huang Mao covered his face, his eyes instantly cold. 

“You **** dare to hit me?” Huang Mao’s voice was extremely angry. 

In Xianmen, who would dare to touch his yellow hair? No one has ever dared to touch 
his yellow hair! But today, Lin Kai did it. 

In his heart, he was extremely angry. If he can’t find the place in front of the immortal 
disciples today, who will respect his Huang Mao in the future? 

And Lin Kai sneered: “It’s easy to beat you. I tell you, today I will not only beat you, but 
also kill you!” 

After all, Lin Kai kicked Huang Mao’s belly! 

Huang Mao’s body immediately flew out, smashed the table, and fell to the ground. 

Huang Mao spit out blood on the spot, really embarrassed. 

And everyone at the scene was dumbfounded, this Lin Kai is too presumptuous, right? 



How dare to beat Huang Mao like this? 

And Huang Mao’s eyes were full of hatred, and he angrily said: “Take this kid down to 
me! Hit him!” 

Huang Mao gave an order, and then there was a commotion in the corridor. 

Several hundred people shouted to rush to beat Lin Kai. 

Now is a great opportunity to perform in front of Huang Mao! If you please Huang Mao, 
you will have no worries about your future in Xianmen! 

But Lin Kai’s eyes were cold. Although the people of the immortal gate were all ancient 
martial artists, they were still too weak compared to Lin Kai, the immortal cultivator. 

“presumptuous!” 

Lin Kai shouted angrily, stamped his foot, and a wave of air burst out of Lin Kai’s body! 

Where the air wave passed, the bodies of the immortal disciples flew out one after 
another! 

At that time, a series of miserable screams sounded, and the corridor was already very 
narrow. Lin Kai expressed his power when countless immortal disciples all fell to the 
ground. 

Just like harvesting wheat, the immortal disciple did not touch the corner of Lin Kai’s 
clothes at all, and fell to the ground. 

Lin Kai showed a hand, and the faces of the immortal disciples also showed fear. 

It seems that Lin Kai is no ordinary person! Can’t afford to offend! 

Huang Mao’s eyes were also narrowed. In his opinion, Lin Kai could defeat so many 
warriors, he was nothing more than a warrior. 

“I said, why do you have such a strong confidence, dare to come to my Huangmao 
nosy, it turns out to be a famous martial artist!” 

Huang Mao stood up from the ground and slapped the dust on his body. 

Wiping off the blood from the corner of his mouth with his hand, there was a trace of 
hatred in his eyes. 

He sneered: “Hehe, but what about the martial artist? Do you know who my brother-in-
law is? My brother-in-law is the elder of Xianmen! Old Li!” 



Huang Mao’s tone was extremely rampant. 

He pointed to Lin Kai and said angrily: “If you are acquainted, kneel down for Lao Tzu 
now, I might even let you die.” 

“Otherwise, when my brother-in-law comes, my brother-in-law will kill you, do you 
believe it?” 

Huang Mao said rampantly. 

And the immortal disciples in the corridor, although they dared not approach Lin Kai, 
they shouted. 

“Boy, don’t think you are a martial artist, you can be presumptuous in the fairy gate!” 

“The brother-in-law of our Huangmao boss, but a master of martial arts level! One hand 
can pinch you, a martial artist!” 

“Now hurry down and apologize to our boss!” 

“Kneel down and apologize!” 

A burst of clamour sounded. 

Lin Kai’s eyes became more chilly. 

Well, you are an old man! No wonder this yellow hair is so rampant, it turns out that he 
is your brother-in-law! 

At that time, Lin Kai snorted coldly: “Humph! You call me Li Dao now!” 

Lin Kai’s attitude is very tough, and there is no sign of admitting mistakes. 

And that Huang Mao also narrowed his eyes, he nodded and sneered: “Hahaha, good! 
You are brave!” 

“When my brother-in-law comes, I promise you won’t even leave a whole body!” 

After that, Huang Mao took out his cell phone and dialed a phone number. 

Soon after, the call was dialed. 

“Hello?” There was a lazy voice over the phone, Lin Kai heard it, and it was the voice of 
Lao Dao Li! 



And Huang Mao cried out at this time: “Brother-in-law! Come on! A martial artist is 
arrogant and killed me in the dormitory!” 

“Brother-in-law, you must stand up for me!” 

When the old Li Dao on the phone heard it, he was furious: “What? Dare to hit my 
brother-in-law of Li Dao?” 

“Didn’t you say that I am your brother-in-law?” 

Huang Mao looked aggrieved and cried: “Brother-in-law, I said it! But they said, Mr. Li is 
a shit! Let you have the ability to come!” 

“Fuck me! I’m so daring! Wait, I’ll come over now!” 

“Dududu…” 

The phone was hung up. 

After the call was hung up, Huang Mao sneered and looked at Lin Kai gleefully. 

He pointed to Lin Kai and sneered: “Hehehe, you’re done! Boy, my brother-in-law will 
come over right away! When my brother-in-law comes, even if you kneel down and beg 
me, your life will not be saved!” 

Chapter 686: Who Beat My Brother In Law? 

Chapter 686: Who Beats My Brother-in-law? 

After discovering that Huang Mao had called his brother-in-law, there was an uproar at 
the scene! 

Everyone is boiling! 

These people were not afraid of Lin Kai either, they held their arms and laughed at Lin 
Kai. 

“Boy, you’re done! I really thought you were a martial master, so great? Our boss’s 
brother-in-law, but Martial Saint!” 

“Boy! Wait for you to cry in a while!” 

“When Elder Li arrives, your life will not be saved!” 

“It’s really rampant, thinking that I am a martial artist, I don’t know the sky is high and 
earth is thick?” 



“Wait a while, Elder Li will kill you!” 

There was a burst of clamor, and Huang Mao’s little brother looked at Lin Kai very 
proudly. 

Even Pan Feng pulled Lalin’s arm with a worried look. 

“Brother, should I just forget it? Don’t let you and Elder Li have a fight.” 

Pan Feng was very worried. 

Although Lin Kai is the master of the immortal gate, you must know that the three elders 
are all masters of the martial arts level! 

Pan Feng was very worried about whether Lin Kai could control the three masters. 

If Elder Li had a fight with Lin Kai because of this incident, the gain would not be worth 
the loss. 

Lin Kai smiled and shook his head, with a firm expression on his face: “Brother, don’t 
worry, today is the king of heaven, Lao Tzu, who can save him!” 

Hearing what Lin Kai said, the yellow hair laughed: “Hahahaha! What a joke!” 

“You are really bragging! I don’t think you will see the coffin or cry, and you will not give 
up until the Yellow River!” 

“Boy, let me tell you, my brother-in-law will be here soon!” 

“If you are acquainted, kneel down for Lao Tzu now, and I can say a few words to my 
brother-in-law for you then.” 

“Otherwise, when my brother-in-law comes, you will definitely die! My brother-in-law 
loves me very much!” 

Huang Mao hugged his arms and said with a high smile. 

He wanted Lin Kai to kneel down, and he wanted to trample on Lin Kai’s dignity! 

He wants everyone to watch and offend his yellow hair, what kind of end it is! 

He just wants to kill chickens and monkeys! 

And Lin Kai sneered: “Hehe, let me kneel, can you afford it?” 



That Huang Mao almost looked at Lin Kai with his nostrils, and said, “How the **** can’t 
I take it?” 

“It is your blessing to kneel down for me!” 

Just as the two were talking, a noisy sound rang, and the crowd in the corridor suddenly 
dispersed to both sides. 

“Elder Li is here!” 

I don’t know who bluffed, and many people looked back. 

And Huang Mao was even more proud of his expression: “Boy, my brother-in-law is 
here, this time you are dead! Even if you kneel, it’s too late!” 

At the same time, a loud shout came. 

“Who the **** dare to move my brother-in-law? Even my people dare to move?” 

I saw Li Laodao wearing a black fairy costume, holding a whisk in his hand, and walking 
over angrily. 

Wu Sheng’s momentum exudes, and everyone present can’t breathe. 

No one dares to speak, Wu Sheng is here, who dares to be presumptuous? 

After seeing Old Dao Li coming, Huang Mao ran over quickly. 

“Brother-in-law, you are finally here!” 

Huang Mao came directly to Li Lao Dao and hugged Li Lao Dao. 

And Li Lao Dao also saw the redness on Huang Mao’s face at this time. After seeing a 
trace of blood on Huang Mao’s mouth, he was furious! 

“Who? Who dares to beat my brother-in-law?” 

“Fucked me blood! Stand up for me! I must kill him today!” 

Old Road Li roared. 

Since following Lin Kai, Li Lao Dao not only soared, but also became the elder of 
Xianmen. 

Social status is also rising. 



There is even a big star who wants to be his junior. 

And this yellow hair is the younger brother of that big star. 

Mr. Li loved the big star very much, so he loved his brother-in-law very much. 

His brother-in-law was originally a gangster, but because of his sister, Old Dao Li used 
a pill to promote Huang Mao to an ancient warrior. 

I love him very much, so that he can say something for him from his sister. 

Now that Huang Mao is beaten, how can he not be angry? 

Everyone on the scene looked at Lin Kai with a gloating look in their eyes. 

Lin Kai is finished this time! 

For offending the elder of the fairy gate, Lin Kai can be said to be sure to die this time! 

And Huang Mao’s face was also filled with a sore smile. 

He was very proud. This time he called the elders of the fairy gate, and the many 
students of the fairy gate present must admire him! 

In the future, you can be even more arrogant in the fairy gate! 

And you! Just a small martial artist, dare to show off in front of me? 

Although I am not strong, but my brother-in-law is a master of martial arts! 

Do you know you are afraid now? late! 

“Who is it? Get out of me! I must kill him today!” 

Old Road Li roared angrily. 

Due to the large number of people present, Li Laodao did not notice Lin Kai for a while. 

Instead, he saw ten disciples of the penalty hall led by Pan Feng. 

Old Li squinted his eyes and asked, “Is it you who made it?” 

“You dare to beat Lao Tzu’s brother-in-law?” 

“Also, what are you wearing? Who allowed you to wear red clothes? Don’t you know 
that Xianmen clothes are uniformly black?” 



Facing Li Daos questioning, Pan Feng stood up and said: “Elder Li, we are from the 
penalty hall, and I am the head of the penalty hall.” 

“According to the level, I am one level higher than you. Please show respect to me 
when you speak.” 

After listening to Pan Feng’s words, Li Lao Dao smiled at that time, with a disdainful 
smile. 

“Hahahaha! What a big joke! What **** punishment hall? I have never heard of it!” 

“Lao Tzu was the first to follow the sect master, you are higher than me? What are 
you?” 

“You hit my brother-in-law? Believe it or not, I will execute you now?” 

Old Li asked angrily. 

Huang Mao smiled even more proudly, and said to the immortal disciples braggingly: 
“Have you seen it? What kind of **** penalty hall, my brother-in-law doesn’t recognize 
this **** penalty hall!” 

“There is no need for everyone to listen to the penalty hall in the future. I don’t know 
which fool made this penalty hall.” 

“Maybe it’s fake!” 

There was a burst of laughter, and the immortal disciples all smiled flatteringly at Huang 
Mao. 

After today’s events, I am afraid that Huang Mao’s position in the immortal gate will rise 
with the tide. 

Even the martial arts masters are protecting Huang Mao in this way. In the future, who 
dares to be disrespectful to Huang Mao? 

Disrespect to Huang Mao is disrespectful to Li Lao Dao! 

“Who beat my brother-in-law, get out of me!” Old Li roared at this time. 

Huang Mao looked at Lin Kai with a sullen expression, pointed at Lin Kai, and said 
angrily: “Brother-in-law! That’s him! He hit me!” 

“He not only beat me, but also said you are a fart!” 

“He looks down on you! Even if Mr. Li is in front of me, he has to be like his grandson.” 



“Brother-in-law, he insulted you so much, you must rectify him on the spot!” 
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Chapter 687 Look at the door! 

“Oh?” 

“I want to see, who the **** is so bold!” 

Old Li said angrily. 

Afterwards, I saw Li Lao Dao flick the dust, walked quickly through the crowd, and came 
to Lin Kai. 

Old Li, who was just about to do it, froze the moment he saw Lin Kai’s face. 

The person in front of him was so familiar, he would even dream of it! 

Isn’t the person in front of him the master of his own? Isn’t it his own Lord? 

It was Lin Kai? 

Old Li Dao was dumbfounded. For a while, his mood was very complicated. His brother-
in-law actually offended his Lord? 

It’s not good for you to offend someone, but you want to offend your Lord. Isn’t this 
looking for death? 

Suddenly, the expression on Old Li Dao’s face changed and changed, his face turned 
green. 

He can’t wait to choke his brother-in-law to death at this time, you are really a **** old 
birthday star who eats arsenic, you are looking for death! Do you dare to offend your 
own Lord? He can pinch you to death with two fingers! 

But the yellow hair was unclear, and he came to Lin Kai with a sullen expression. 

“Boy, now you know how good I am?” 

“My brother-in-law, Martial Saint! The elder of the immortal gate! You are a little martial 
artist, what a shit!” 

“Kneel down and apologize to me now! Hurry up!” 



Huang Mao shouted loudly, it was a brave man. 

Old Li Dao was almost blown up at this time! 

You are **** dying! Don’t take me when you die! 

At that time, Old Li Dao turned around, raised his hand, and slapped Huang Mao’s face 
severely. 

Snap! 

Huang Mao’s face was slapped with this slap like a cannon. 

When the yellow hair’s face crooked, it was already very bloated. At this time, it was 
already swollen like a pig’s head! 

This slap slapped Huang Mao into a daze. 

He looked at Old Li Dao blankly, dumbfounded: “Brother-in-law, you…” 

“Don’t call me brother-in-law!” Old Li roared at this time: “I don’t have a brother-in-law 
like you!” 

This scene happened so quickly that the onlookers were dumbfounded. 

What’s happening here? Didn’t Mr. Li come to help Huang Mao? Why is Huang Mao 
hitting a big mouth instead? 

Huang Mao himself is also very dazed. 

“Brother-in-law, what’s the matter? What’s wrong with you?” Huang Mao asked with an 
aggrieved expression. 

Old Li Dao was almost mad at this time! I’ve been smoking you like this, haven’t you 
awakened yet? 

“You’re ashamed to ask me what’s wrong? Do you even dare to offend the Lord?” Old Li 
was trembling with anger. 

Lord? 

When these two words came out, Huang Mao’s eyes widened and looked at Lin Kai. 

Li Tao said that Lin Kai is his lord? 

Suddenly, Huang Mao’s head buzzed, and he was dumbfounded. 



I heard that the three martial sages including Li Lao Dao followed a powerful lord, 
whose honorific name was Lin Yizong. 

This Lin Yizong, also known as the youngest martial artist in the capital, is this Lin Kai in 
front of him? 

At that time, the scene was silent. 

Everyone looked at Lin Kai, eyes full of shock. 

Huang Mao seemed to be unwilling to believe the scene before him. He was shocked 
and said: “Impossible! How could he be your brother-in-law? He is a little kid! Younger 
than me! Brother-in-law, are you? Did you admit it wrong?” 

Hearing Huang Mao’s words, Mr. Li was almost mad! 

I saw that he raised his hand and drew towards Huang Mao with a violent brush! 

With a bang, Huang Mao’s body flew out! Hit the wall hard! 

With a plop, Huang Mao’s body fell to the ground, and he vomited a mouthful of blood 
very embarrassed. 

Old Li Dao almost madly said: “I **** said it! This is my lord! He is Lin Yizong! He is the 
master of the fairy gate!” 

“Now, can you hear me clearly? You dare to offend even the sect master, are you **** 
bored?” 

Old Li Dao almost roared. 

Everyone present turned pale. 

It turned out that the sect master Lin Yizong was surrounded by them! 

He is the rescuer invited by Pan Feng! The penalty hall is not a joke! Behind the penalty 
hall is backed by the master! 

The yellow hair was completely dumbfounded at this time. 

What? 

Is he actually Lin Yizong? Did you offend Lin Yizong? 

There was a buzzing in Huang Mao’s head, he knew that he was finished, completely 
finished! 



Today, I tossed the people in the penalty hall so miserably, and today I flaunted my 
power in front of the sect master, and I am finished today! 

Huang Mao collapsed on the ground, his eyes became hollow. 

Old Li Dao was also sweating profusely at this time, he did not expect that Lin Kai was 
here. 

He held his fist, lowered his head and came to Lin Kai. 

“The Lord…” 

“You… why are you here?” 

Old Li Dao’s voice was trembling. 

This lord of his own, he is really incomprehensible, he is really too mysterious. 

Everything he owns today was given to him by Lin Kai. If Lin Kai took back everything 
he gave him, then he would be nothing to Li! 

And Lin Kai said coldly, “If I don’t come, do I have to change my surname to Li?” 

Hearing these words, Old Li Dao trembled. 

With a plop, Old Li directly knelt in front of Lin Kai and kowtowed his head vigorously. 

“no no!” 

“Sect master, listen to me, this is the flood of the Dragon King Temple! I have absolutely 
no two-hearted sect master!” 

Lin Kai’s eyes were full of hatred. 

“Well, you are an old man!” 

“Lao Tzu asked you to be the elder of the Fairy Sect, so that you are in charge of the 
Fairy Sect and take care of its disciples!” 

“How about you? Helping the gang to abuse? A little warrior, but you have become the 
emperor of the immortal door!” 

“The punishment hall that I just set up yesterday was beaten up by your brother-in-law 
and others, and peeed on them!” 

“This **** is going to rebel!” 



Lin Kai roared. 

Old Li Dao’s body began to tremble. 

He finally wakes up now, he has caused a disaster! 

His own brother-in-law was too **** good to cause trouble, and the punishment hall that 
the master had just set up, he actually took someone to beat them. 

Even peeing on them! 

It seems that what Pan Feng said just now is right. As the head of the penalty hall, his 
level is higher than his elder. 

And this little brother-in-law of my own peeed on this big man! 

“Lord, I…” 

Old Li wanted to explain something, but he couldn’t say a word. 

Because he found that he has nothing to explain! 

Lin Kai in anger, grabbed Li Lao Dao’s collar with one hand, and slapped him with two 
slaps! 

Pop! 

Li Lao Dao, who was high above the immortal gate, was slapped twice by Lin! 

The audience was silent, and Huang Mao, who was also proud of Li Laodao just now, 
didn’t even dare to let go of a fart. 

Lin Kai pointed at Old Li Dao and roared: “From today on, you’re not a **** elder 
Xianmen anymore! Go to the gate and show me the gate!” 

 


